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Aeronautical satellite data link
study
W. SANDRIN, H. CHEN, W. HAGMANN,
K. MACKENTHUN, AND S. RHODES
(Manuscript received May 21, 1984)

Abstract
A system is described that can provide data communications via L-hand satellite
to transoceanic commercial aircraft. This system will provide both air traffic control
and company communications data services. The modest satellite capacity that is
required can be provided by the INMARSAT space segment. Besides the cost benefits
obtained through the shared use of satellites and earth stations in the INMARSAT
system, a design that minimizes aircraft equipment costs is also described. This
design feature is achieved in part by the use of low-gain, flush-mounted, aircraft
antennas. Low data rates are assumed (200 to 400 bills) by using differential phaseshift keying (DP5K) modulation and a rate '/z convolutional code with interleaved code
symbols and soft detection Viterbi decoding. This modulation/coding scheme was
chosen to allow reliable operation in the multipath fading environment. After a
summary description of the recommended system, this paper examines propagation,
aircraft antenna, modulation and coding, acquisition and synchronization, and network
design issues.

Introduction
It has long been recognized that improvements in communications capabilities would be highly beneficial for trans-oceanic commercial aircraft.
A continuous communications system would result in improved air traffic
control (ATC), making possible a reduction in flight separation standards in
1
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heavily used airspace, such as the North Atlantic region. Such a system
would result in substantial fuel cost savings. Also, an improved Arc system
would verify aircraft navigation system operation by constantly comparing
position reports with intended flight paths, thus permitting instant emergency
communications. This communications link could also permit much needed
company communications and public correspondence services.
A satellite communications system is a logical choice for such a system,
and the International Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT) system
offers a unique opportunity for introducing aeronautical satellite data communications. Sharing satellites and earth stations would permit flexible,
incremental services by ocean region as requirements demand.
Early efforts conducted in the mid-1970s to establish an aeronautical
satellite system (AEROSAT) were terminated because of the high cost of a
dedicated aeronautical system. Recently, however, there has been renewed
interest in such a system [l ],[2], based on the shared use of space segments.
It has been determined that both space segment and aircraft- terminal design
requirements can be reduced from the initial estimate made for AEROSAT
because of lower data rates and the exclusion of voice links. Because of
these factors and the adjacent allocation of L-band frequencies for maritime
and aeronautical mobile satellite services, the shared use of INMARSAT
facilities has become economically attractive.
If satellites are to be used for ATC and company communications, their
use will be contingent on a low -cost approach. The system concept described
in this paper is the result of a study conducted at COMSAT Laboratories to
investigate a practical and economical implementation of an aeronautical
satellite data-link service.
An aeronautical satellite data system would have two main purposes:
a. to ensure improved communications for ATC and
b. to provide company communications and public correspondence.
In a study conducted by SRI International [3], it was estimated that a total
average information rate of about 90 bit/s for the forward (ground-to-air)
link and about 300 bit/s for the return (air-to-ground) link would be needed
to meet ATC requirements in the North Atlantic region through the year 2005.
(As discussed below, these rates are not the same as the individual carrier
transmission rates for the forward and return links.) This estimate was based
on a peak instantaneous count in the North Atlantic region of 210 to 230
aircraft, with polling required for each aircraft once every 5 min., or once
every 0.5 min. when aircraft are in proximity. It is assumed that 70 aircraft
will require polling at 30-s intervals and that a maximum of 60 aircraft per
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hour will enter the network. At that rate, close to 200 messages per minute
would be transmitted in each direction.
Typical ATC messages include position requests and reports, altitude
clearance requests and acknowledgments, meteorological reports, rerouting
requests and clearance messages, waypoint verifications, heading information,
traffic reports, and emergency messages.
Data transmission requirements for company and public correspondence
communication services are difficult to project, but the architecture of the
system described here permits the growth of these services through multiple,
low data-rate carriers and through multiple earth stations with direct access
to the system.
The primary objective in designing the system described here is keeping
costs io the users as low as possible. This objective is achieved in a system
design with the following key features:
a. Low-Gain Aircraft Antennas. Two requirements of the aircraft
antenna are that it have very little drag penalty and be inexpensive to
install. In this system, an aircraft antenna gain requirement of 0 dBi
(circularly polarized) is assumed over 90 percent of azimuth for elevation
angles above 10°. As discussed below, microstrip patch configurations
are a preferred solution to this requirement.
b. Low Data-Rate Transmissions. To minimize aircraft terminal
costs and satellite power requirements, low data-rate signals would be
used; additional carriers would be transmitted as the requirements
increased. A basic transmission data rate of 200 bids for the forward
(ground-to-aircraft) link, and either 200 or 400 bit/s for the return link
are assumed. The forward link consists of a continuous time-division
multiplexed (TOM) carrier; the return link operates in a time-division
multiple-access (TDMA) burst mode. Multiple carriers on both the forward
and return links are used to satisfy ATC and other data communications
traffic requirements. Because the resulting network structure and power
levels are not unlike the INMARSAT maritime system, the effect of the
space segment on a shared system can be minimized.
c. Protection Against Multipath Fading. A modulation/coding scheme
is planned that can be easily implemented and provide protection against
the effects of multipath fading (discussed below). Multipath effects can
be minimized by using an aircraft antenna equipped with either a narrow
beam, and/or adaptive null formation techniques, which can reduce the
carrier-to-multipath (C/M) ratio. In this application, however, simple
antennas are dictated by cost and operational factors, and power budgets
do not allow for the high fading margin required if no anti-multipath
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provisions are made. Hence, a coding/interleaving scheme has been
selected to combat multipath effects. This scheme consists of forward
error correction (FEC) coding with symbol interleaving. In the system
described here, a rate 'h convolutional FEC code is used along with
Viterbi decoders with soft decision. The modulation used is DPSK.
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Link budgets
Link budgets for the recommended system are shown in Tables I and 2.
The data rate of 200 bit/s for forward and return links was selected on the
basis of system traffic requirements and link parameter considerations. A
rate of 400 bills for the return link may also be a practical choice, depending
on satellite characteristics and aircraft terminal performance. With multiple
carriers, however, system capacity is not limited if a transmission rate of
200 bills is selected.
TABLE 1. EXAMPLE OF FORWARD LINK BUDGET
(200-bills LINK)
LINK PARAMETER

COAST
EARTH
STATION

COAST
EARTH
STATION

COORDINATION LINK

AERONAUTICAL
CONTROL

AERONAUTICAL
CONTROL

1
t
TO CORPORATE FACILITIES

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL CENTERS

Figure 1.

AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL CENTERS

Network Configuration

Figure 1 illustrates the basic system configuration, and Figure 2 shows the
frequencies that have been allocated for this service.
1530

1544 1545

1559

SPACE
TO

AERONAUTICAL

I

FARTH

L
P
MARITIME

SAFETY & DISTRESS
EARTH
TO

AERONAUTICAL

SPACE
16265

Figure 2.

1645.5 1646.5

1660.5

Allocations to the Mobile Satellite Services (MHz)

Ground-to-Satellite Link (6.4 GHz)
e.i.r.p.
Miscellaneous Random Losses
Atmospheric Loss
Freespace Loss
Satellite Gain-to-Noise Temperature
Boltzmann's Constant
Up-link C/N„
Satellite-to-Aircraft Link (1.54 GHz)
e.i.r.p.
Freespace Loss
Ionospheric Scintillation
Atmospheric Loss
Polarization Loss
Aircraft Noise (412.3 K)
Aircraft Antenna Gain
Boltzmann's Constant
Down-Link C/N,
Combined Link
Combined Up- and Down-Link CIN,
Symbol Rate (Bit Rate = 200 bit/s, Code Rate = '/2)
Combined Up- and Down-Link E,IN„
Assumed CIIM (Intermodulation)
Available E,/N, for Direct Path
Required Direct Path E,IN, in Presence of Multipath (C/M =
10 dB) for Decoded Bit Error Rate of 10 "
Difference Between Available and Required E,/N t

V AI IT,

61.4 dBW
1.1 dB
0.2 dB
200.5 dB
- 15.0 dBi/K
-228.6 dBW/(Hz-K)
73.2 dB-Hz

20.8 dBW
188.4 dB
0.2 dB
0.2 dB

0.3 dB
26.2 dBK
0.0 dBi
-228.6 dBW/(Hz-K)
34.1 dB-Hz

34.1 dB-Hz
400.0 symbol/s
8.1 dB
15.0 dB
7.3 dB
6.3 dB

1.0 dB

* Because of coding/interleaving, the effect of multipath interference is included as a detection
performance loss, as discussed in the text. For (his reason, fading margin is not included in the
link budget.
t A 1.0-dB margin is assumed to allow for unforeseen impairments.
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TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF RETURN BUDGET
(200-bit/s LINK)
LINK PARAMETER

Aircraft-to- Satellite Link (164 GHz)
Aircraft Transmitter Power
Cable, Diplexer (if needed) and Miscellaneous Losses
Aircraft Antenna Gain
Freespace Loss
Atmospheric Loss
Scintillation Loss
Polarization Loss
Satellite Gain- to-Noise Temperature
Boltzmann ' s Constant
Up-link CIA,
Satellite-to-Earth Station Link (4.2 GHz)
Satellite Transponder Gain (equivalent to MARECS SAR High
Gain Mode)
Satellite e.i.r.p.
Freespace Loss
Miscellaneous Random Losses
Atmospheric Loss
Earth Station Gain-to -Noise Temperature
Boltzmann's Constant
Down -Link C/N„
Combined Link
Combined Up- and Down -Link C/N,
Symbol Rate (200 bit/s, Rate '/z Code)
Combined Up- and Down-Link E,IN,
Assumed CIIM (Intermodulation)
Available Ea /N, for Direct Path
Required Direct Path E,/N„ in Presence of Multipath (C/M =
10 dB) for Decoded Bit Error Rate of 10 'Difference Between Available and Required E,INj

VALUE

11.5 dBW
1.5 dB

0.0 dBi
188.9 dB
0.2 dB
0.2 dB
0.3 dB
- 15.0 dBUK
-228.6 dBW/( Hz-K)
34.0 dB-Hz

DPSK system with Ricean fading and a C/M of 10 dB , a margin of 5.8 dB
would be required to ensure that the received level is above a specified level
for greater than 99 percent of the time, and that a margin of 12.9 dB is
maintained for 99.99 percent of the time.
Figure 3 shows that the selection of transponder gain is an important
parameter in optimizing the performance of the return link. If the satellite
gain is too low , the link is down -link (satellite- to-earth station) limited, and
the aircraft ' s equivalent isotropically radiated power (e.i.r.p.) required to
maintain a certain link quality becomes too high. Conversely, if the satellite gain is too high, the overall link is up-link ( aircraft-to-satellite) limited,

138,5 dB -m2
- 19.6 dBW
197.1 dB
I.I dB
0.3 dB
32.2 dBi/K
-228.6 dBW/(Hz-K)
42.7 dB-Hz

33,5 dB-Hz
400.0 symbol/s
7.5 dB
20.0 dB

7.3 dB
6.3 dB
1.0 dB

* Because of coding/interleaving, the effect of multipath interference is included as a detection
performance loss, as discussed in the text. For this reason , fading margin is not included in the
link budget.
t A I.0-dB margin is assumed to allow for unforeseen impairments.

30 -25 -20 -15 -10 .5
PER CARRIER SATELLITE eir.IF . (dBW)
CONSTANT SATELLITE TRANSPONDER GAIN CONTOURS (LINEAR REGION):
A-SECOND GENERATION INMARSAT DRAFT RFP-NOMINAL 122.5 dB.m2

Because of the coding/interleaving scheme, multipath interference is
accounted for in Tables 1 and 2 as a modem performance loss (as discussed
in the section on modulation ); therefore , a separate fading margin entry is
not included . The penalty resulting from multipath fading is I dB with the
assumed coding/interleaving scheme. By comparison , for a conventional

B-MARISAT SPECIFICATION-HIGH GAIN

=123.5 d&m2

C-INTELSAT V MCS HIGH GAIN SPECIFICATION

', 1200 dBm2

D-GOOD CHOICE FOR DPSK, C/ M = 20 dB

130.8 dB,m2

E-SECOND GENERATION INMARSAT DRAFT REP
HIGH GAIN SETTING-HIGH GAIN TRANSPONDER

142 . 5 dB m2

Figure 3.

Aircraft RF Power for Return Link
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and an unnecessarily large satellite e.i.r.p. per carrier is needed. Although
Figure 3 gives the required power for both PSK and DPSK, as discussed later,
DPSK is the preferred modulation technique because of carrier synchronization
considerations.
Also shown in Figure 3 are lines of constant satellite transponder gain for
various satellite transponders. The required aircraft RF amplifier power is
obtained by the intersection of a curve and a line of constant transponder
gain-the minimum power required to support the assumed quality of
transmission (decoded P, = 10-5), operating with a satellite of that gain.
Line D in Figure 3 represents a value of satellite transponder gain that would
be a good choice for this system.
Other factors that may influence the selection of the aircraft RF power
amplifiers are expense, power consumption, and heat dissipation. The values
of required RF amplifier power shown in Figure 3 (less than 100 W) are well
below those possible with state-of-the-art L-band amplifier technology.

Multipath propagation characteristics
Multipath fading can be a major impairment in an aeronautical mobile
satellite service for transoceanic regions, since the intended aircraft antennas
will have low gain and broad patterns, thus providing little pattern protection
to the reflected energy, especially at low elevation angles.
During the early and mid- 1970s, comprehensive analytical and experimental
investigations of oceanic aeronautical satellite L-band links were conducted
[4]-[6]. From these and other investigations [71-1111, the following points
summarize the multipath propagation characteristics assumed in this study:
a. For elevation angles above 10°, multipath fading is essentially a
diffuse process that can be modeled with Ricean statistics, with little
variation caused by different sea states [4]-[6].
b. For a low-gain, circularly polarized antenna, a worst-case CIM
ratio of 10 dB occurring at an elevation angle of 10° (the limit of
coverage) can be assumed. This value has been taken as a basis for link
parameters and for the selection of a modulation/coding technique.
c. The maximum decorrelation time (resulting from Doppler spread)
will be 20 ms. This value is important in determining how long coded
symbols must be interleaved.
d. The coherence bandwidth (resulting from differential delay) can
be as high as 400 kHz.
The approach to multipath propagation in this study has been to adopt a
limiting multipath condition upon which the system design and design trades

are based. This is, multipath propagation data and antenna performance data
have been used to determine the probable worst-case multipath fading
characteristics, which in turn have been used in the design of the modulation,
coding, and network control schemes.
Although most available multipath propagation data are evaluated in terms
of linearly polarized components, the polarization assumed for the recommended system is circular. For this reason, the available propagation had to
be evaluated in terms of parameters relevant to this study, since CIM is
highly sensitive to polarization, antenna characteristics, and elevation angle.
However, polarization does not significantly alter delay spread, coherence
bandwidth, Doppler spread, or decorrelation time characteristics. For those
parameters, therefore, the results presented in Reference I were assumed to
be directly applicable to this study. The decorrelation time of 20 ms noted
above is based on extrapolation of a worst-case, 3-dB decorrelation time
value of 10 ms (i.e., assuming that the decorrelation time function has a
Gaussian shape, the decorrelation value at 20 ms is approximately 20 dB).
To determine the worst-case level of CIM for which the system should be
designed, emphasis was placed on a 10° elevation angle, for which it was
determined that a CIM value of 10 dB would be conservative; this value was
then selected for system design purposes. Consideration was also given to
higher elevation angles, but it was concluded that CIM values worse than
10 dB were unlikely to occur at any elevation angle.
Figure 4 illustrates coverage regions, as suggested in References 3 and
12, and gives elevation angle contours of 5°, 10°, and 15° for a satellite at
26°W. Calculations have shown that with the exception of the region north
of Iceland, coverage of the North Atlantic region (with minimum elevation
angles of about 15°) can be obtained over a fairly large range of subsatellite
longitudes.

Aircraft antennas
In this system, the aircraft antenna must be kept as simple as possible: its
installation must be simple and its aerodynamic drag must be as small as
possible. To achieve these objectives, the performance required of the aircraft
antenna has been specified at a minimum of 0-dBi gain (with respect to
circular polarization) for elevation angles above 10°, over 90 percent of
azimuth. In the design of the overall system, transmission rates and
modulation/coding/interleaving schemes were selected that permitted the use
of an antenna with such a low gain and a relatively small amount of multipath
rejection.
Several candidate antenna types, some of which have been previously
developed for aeronautical satellite communications, were examined in the
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antenna, approximately 1.5 in. high, must be mounted at least 2 in. above
the fuselage to minimize the effects of the metallic aircraft skin on the
elevation pattern, resulting in a total height of approximately 3.5 in.
Aircraft design specialists helped estimate that a small, dome-like radome,
3.7 in. high and 4 in, wide at the base (dimensions required for a bent,
crossed-dipole design), top mounted on a Boeing 747 behind the flight deck,
would result in an increased drag of 0.04 percent, equivalent to an increase
in empty operating weight of around 200 lb (or about one passenger).
Assuming 3,550 flight hours each year, this would result in an annual fuel
penalty of about 5,000 gallons. Because of the drag penalty associated with
even a small radome, microstrip patch antennas, which can be flush mounted
without cutting large holes in the aircraft's body, were considered instead.
Microstrip antenna configurations

Figure 4.

Satellite Coverage for North Atlantic

initial phase of the study. The summarized results shown below suggest the
use of microstrip radiators in a multiple antenna or in a phased-array
configuration because they can be flush mounted without cutting large holes
in the aircraft skin, and they have acceptable electrical performance. For this
reason, most of the antenna study concentrated on microstrip antennas.
Aircraft antenna survey

Antennas that may be suitable for this application can be divided into two
categories: those formed by a single antenna element, and those consisting
of multiple antennas. The single-element antennas include bent, crosseddipole antennas [13], cavity-backed spirals [14], cavity-backed cross-slots
[ 15], slot-dipole antennas[ 161, and microstrip patch antennas[ 17]. A summary
of the characteristics of these antennas, presented in Table 3, shows that
only the bent, crossed-dipole antenna can achieve the desired objective of
more than 0 dBi above a 10' elevation angle.
The bent, crossed-dipole antenna consists of two orthogonal dipole elements
driven in phase quadrature to provide circular polarization. The complete

Because the radiation pattern of a microstrip radiator is not wide enough
to provide a 0-dBi gain within the required coverage, multiple antenna
systems must be used. To verify the feasibility of this design concept, detailed
coverage computations were made on several possible configurations by using
the computed pattern of a microstrip patch antenna element [18]. Analytic
models representing good, first-order approximations were used so that the
performance of various configurations could be compared.
The configurations investigated were as follows:
a. Single-element/multiple-switched antennas. This included two (sidemounted) or three (top- and side-mounted) antenna configurations, with
each antenna consisting of one microstrip radiator.
b. Multiple-element/multiple-switched antennas. Similar to configuration (a) except that each antenna is a linear array formed by two or
three microstrip radiating elements.
c. Top-mounted, electrically steerable, linear phased arrays consisting
of two or three elements.
Since a single microstrip radiating element extends its 0-dBi coverage only
down to a 20' elevation, as shown in Table 3, configuration (a) always incurs
a gain deficiency in the nose and tail direction while having large overlapped
coverage in the wing directions. By replacing the single radiating element
with a linear array of two or three radiating elements that have been mounted
circumferentially on the fuselage, as in configuration (b), the radiation pattern
in the roll plane is narrowed, minimizing the overlapped coverage and
improving gain in the fore and aft directions. Compared with a two-element
array, the three-element array offers design flexibility, since the excitation
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TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF SINGLE AN'T'ENNA ELEMENTS
BEAMWIDTII

ELEVATION

ELEVATION

(3-dB

ANGLE

ANGLE

GAIN AT
10°

ANTENNA

SILL *

BANDWIDTH)

(2 dBi)

(o dBi)

ELEVATION

TYPE

( in.)

(deg)

(deg)

(deg)

(dBi)

110

14

8

70 to -80

45
50
35

45
40
40
20

Crossed
Dipole
Crossed-Slot
Spiral
Slot Dipole
Microstrip
Patch

4 x 4 x 4
H >4, D=6
H =2.5, D=9
H -2.5
H <0.25, D <4

80

-4
3

* H=height; D= diamete

distribution can produce a shaped beam optimized for a particular antenna
location. A three-element array also generates a sharper gain slope than a
two-element array, thereby providing better multipath rejection. Four-element
arrays were not considered because the array radiation pattern is so narrow
that four antenna locations are needed for complete coverage.
An alternate approach to the multiple antenna system of configuration (b)
is configuration (c), a top-mounted electrically steerable phased array, which
provides multiple-switched beams. Unlike the multiple antenna system, which
requires interconnect cabling, a small, top-mounted phased array has the
significant advantage of a single mounting location. The gain coverage of a
uniformly excited, three-element, linear phased array is illustrated in Figure
5 for a 0° beam (dashed lines) and a 48° beam (solid lines). Even though the
coverage of this configuration does not quite meet the requirement, it does
demonstrate the potential of a small, top-mounted phased array as a likely
candidate, given that the design is optimized for number of elements, element
location, and excitation.
It was concluded that a small, three- or four-element, top-mounted, planar
phased array could be designed to meet the desired objectives. Such an array
would have a simple, multiport feed network that would be controlled by
automatic switching. This configuration is clearly more desirable from the
standpoint of cost and installation than a two- or three-location switched
antenna system.

Modulation and coding
In this system, not only is the available C/N° for the direct link between
satellite and aircraft restricted to a low value, but multipath interference,

75 E
>4
go,
I
0 30 60 90 120 150 180
AZIMUTH ANGLE (deg)

Figure 5.

Radiation Pattern for Top-Mounted, Three-Element Linear
Phased Array

which can cause the composite signal to fade to even lower C/N„ values, is
also present. Moreover, at the low-modulation symbol rates of interest and
the high (1.5 to 1.6 GHz) carrier frequencies, frequency stability and phase
noise are also important factors. Further, the transmissions are affected by
Doppler shift caused by terminal and satellite motion.
Several modulation types were considered for their theoretical performance
and applicability to the aeronautical satellite channel. Because of the low
values of C/No and the requirement of a bit error probability, P8, of 10-5,
various FEC coding schemes were also investigated.
Modulation and FEC coding cannot be treated independently, since the
E8/N„ at which the modem must operate is a function not only of the
modulation but also of the coding. A combination of DPSK and convolutional
FEC coding with Viterbi decoding of soft-detected code symbols was chosen
as the recommended modulation/coding technique.
The best way to achieve low P8 at low E8/No requires a method of
randomizing the multipath interference so that it appears noise-like rather
than impulsive, along with efficient modulation and FEC coding. Certain
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systems can employ frequency diversity to combat fading, or spread-spectrum
coding to randomize multipath interference. At the low modulation symbol
rates, R„ of interest here, the fading correlation bandwidth is too large (as
high as 400 kHz) for such methods to be practical. However, because
interleaving of transmitted symbols can be very practical for the randomization
of multipath interference, it was the technique selected for this system.
Modulation considerations

It is essential that the modem used for the aircraft units be simple and
cheap. Consequently, binary modulations are desirable. The binary modulations of interest include P5K, DPSK, and incoherent frequency shift keying
(ESK) with orthogonal tone spacings. For multilevel or M-ary signaling, only
MUSK, with orthogonal tones and incoherent detection, is considered. Figure 6 depicts the ideal performances of these modulations for a channel
impaired only by additive white Gaussian noise (AwON).

Because of its superior powc, efficiency for binary modulation, PSK would
be the most desirable choice if the symbol rate R, were sufficiently high so
that coherence could be maintained over many symbol intervals. With the
dynamic channel conditions of multiplicative noise from oscillators and
Doppler spread of the multipath interference, the received carrier phase may
change too rapidly for reliable carrier phase synchronization to be obtained.
Thus, the question of carrier synchronization makes PsK a somewhat risky
choice at the low R, values of 200 to 800 symbols per second.
For good detection performance with DPSK, the carrier phase must be
quasi-static only over one or two symbol intervals. Also, the theoretical
detection performance is only slightly worse than that for P5K, and it has a
perfect coherent phase reference. Because DPSK does not require a coherent
phase reference from carrier synchronization, its performance is not nearly
as sensitive to channel dynamics as that of P5K. Therefore, DPSK appears to
be a good choice for the aeronautical application.
FSK is less sensitive than DPSK to channel dynamics, but its poor performance
disqualifies FSK as a good choice. MFSK can perform well for large M, but
its implementation is unduly complicated.
Channel parameters

As discussed previously, it is assumed that the multipath is a diffuse signal.
Hence, the multipath can be modeled as individual quadrature components
that are Gaussian with a zero mean and a variance of of. Thus, the average
multipath interference power level of S, = 2o2. With SD used to denote the
received power level of the direct transmission, the composite signal is Ricean
with power SD + S, and a signal-to-interference power ratio of ry, which is
defined as the "Rice factor."

The Rice factor (in decibels) is
F = 10 log ti

Eb/NO (dB)

Figure 6.

Detection Performances for Different Modulations Transmitted
Over AWGN Channel

As discussed previously, a value of I' = 10 dB is assumed, corresponding
toy=10.
Fade level i^ defined as the difference 0 between the power level, SD, of
the direct transmission and the instantaneous power, Sc, of the composite
transmission (direct plus indirect).

R

=SD - Sr
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Corresponding to any given fade margin B = 10 log 0, is an "outage"
probability P1 from fading. Table 4 gives B for different Pf, parametric in
the Rice factor. For F = 10 dB, an outage probability of only 0.01 will
require a fade margin of almost 6 dB.
TABLE 4. REQUIRED FADE MARGIN VS OUTAGE
PROBABILITY FROM FADING PARAMETRIC
IN RICE FACTOR
REQUIRED FADE MARGIN B (dB)
OUTAGE

(Ric F. FACTOR I' = 10 log ry)

P ROBABILITY

(P,)

6 dB

8 dB

10 dB

12 dB

0.100
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.005
0.002
0.001

4.05
5.88
8.45
10.57
12.90
16.02
19.02

3.25
4.59
6.38
7.81
9.30
11.50
13.35

2.58
3.56
4.82
5.77
6.73
8.05
9.10

2.05
2.77
3.68
4.34
4.98
5.84
6.49

14 dB
1.62
2.17
2.83
3.30
3.75
4.34
4.78

a°
I'-8
m

110

The multipath channel fading dynamics are determined by the Doppler
"spread," which is the Fourier transform of the time autocorrelation function.
By using an upper limit of 10 ms for the 3-dB fading decorrelation time (as
reported in Reference 4), and assuming a Gaussian-shaped fading spectrum,
the fading from multipath interference should be virtually independent for
signal levels at times separated by 20 ms. Hence, 20 ms is taken as the
minimum interleaving depth for randomization of multipath interference.
Theoretical expressions of average detection performances for Ricean
fading may be obtained in References 19 through 23. Figure 7 depicts the
detection performance DESK for a range of Rice factors and a range of symbol
correlation coefficients.
FEC coding

At the low data rate for aeronautical communications, the modulation
bandwidth is considerably smaller than the frequency uncertainty of the
carrier location. Thus, the required bandwidth allocation per channel will not
be significantly increased by the higher modulation symbol rate required to
accommodate the redundancy for FEC coding. FEC codes of rate r = 0.5 can
be more powerful and simpler to decode than codes of higher rates. For this
reason, such a code rate is desirable in this application.
After investigating candidate FEC codes, including block 124] and convolutional codes, as well as methods of practically implementing decoding

6

8

10

12

14 16 18 20 22 24

26 28

30

Emb/No (dB)

Figure 7.

Ideal DPSK Detection Performance for Ricean Channel With
Rice Factor of P = 10 log -y

schemes [25]-[27], it was concluded that because of the large coding gain,
a convolutional code with soft detection and Viterbi decoding is the preferred
scheme for this application.
Viterbi decoding 128],[29] of soft-detected code symbols is easy and
reasonably cheap to implement at the data rates assumed for the system. A
minimum free Hamming distance of d, = 10 can be obtained from a binary
convolutional FEC code with a code rate of r = 0.5 and a memory of y
= 6 bits. Figure 8 illustrates the encoder used to produce the recommended
convolutional FEC code. For this code, with constraint length K = y + I
= 7, a Viterbi decoder with S = 2 y = 64 code states is required. 'Together
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CODE

I I 11001 y-6 BITS MEMORY
d{ = 10
11 011011

OUTPUT
CODE
SYMBOLS

INPUT
INFORMATION
BITS

Figure 8.

Recommended FEC Code

with 8-level soft detection of esK, Viterbi decoding can achieve Ph = 10-s
with an Eb/NO of about 4.4 dB for the AWGN channel 130]. Thus, the potential
coding gain is greater than 5 dB at Ph = 10-s.
Combined modulation and coding

The combination of modulation and coding, including the use of interleaving, must be considered in communications performance. Because
multipath interference is the primary source of performance loss, interleaving
is of great importance in making performance assessments.
There are two areas of concern in interleaving: the row length L and the
column width W. Modulator output is interleaved after FEC encoding by
storing the encoder output in rows and reading the stored symbols into the
modulator by columns. On the receiving end, the output of the demodulator
is read out by columns and then deinterleaved by reading the stored symbols
into the Viterbi decoder by rows. The overall dimensions, L X W, of the
interleaving matrix should be equal to both the total message length for the
outbound TDM frames and the message length for the inbound TDMA bursts.
With interleaving, the deinterleaved input to the decoder will appear to
have independent fading of successive symbols over two or more constraint
lengths of the code. Since input to the decoder comes from rows, the arrival
time of adjacent symbols in each row should be separated by at least the

decorrelation interval of 20 ms. Hence, column size should be the number
of modulation symbols corresponding to a 20-ms transmission interval. With
an FEC coding of rate r = 0.5, the symbol rate Rs is 2Rb, where Rh is the
information bit rate. Therefore, W = 20 ms x 2Ra is desired. Most paths
of near minimum distance re-merge with the desired code sequence within
two constraint lengths of the code. For the code of interest, K = 7 information
bits, corresponding to 14 code symbols. It follows that the row length should
be at least 28 symbols, or L ? 28. In this case, the length chosen was
L?32.
As an indication of interleaving matrix size, consider the case of Rh =
200 bits or R, = 400 symbol/s. In this case, W is greater than or equal to
8 symbols. If Rh = 400 bits or R, = 800 symbol/s, W is greater than or
equal to 16 symbols. The row length L can be any integer value at least
equal to 32. Thus, the minimum allowable burst length for TDMA or frame
length for TDM is 256 symbols or 128 information bits for Rh = 200 bit's,
and 512 symbols or 256 information bits for Rh = 400 bit's. For information
bits per burst or frame, the allowable number is 128 + 4/ for Rh = 200 bit/s
and 256 + 8/ for Rb = 400 bit's, where l is any non-negative integer.
Multipath interference affects modulation performance by increasing the
required E,IN0 to obtain a given channel error probability p. Interleaving is
used to randomize the effect of this interference on FEC decoding. For the
code of interest, d1 = 10, which means that any two code sequences must
differ in at least 10 symbol locations. After deinterleaving is performed, the
multipath interference for these 10 symbols should be independent and appear
equivalent to AWGN.

A summary of estimated performances for the three modulations, coded
and encoded, is given in Table 5 for the aeronautical satellite channel
discussed previously. PSK performance is listed only for the case of Rh =
800 bit's because the dynamics of the channel and phase noise might not
allow reliable coherent detection at lower signaling rates.
The use of coherent detection would allow coded PSK to be quite efficient
in power utilization if the signaling rate is sufficiently high, as shown in
Table S. At Rh = 800 bit's or higher, coherent detection may be feasible.
However, the actual rate at which coded PSK is usable would have to be
determined by experiments. Without knowing what range of Rh will allow
good coded PSK performance, coded DPSK communications would be a
feasible choice because at the Rb values of interest, coded DPSK would
perform considerably better than coded ESK. Only at very low rates
(50 bit's or less) would the use of DPSK be questionable, and only then might
FSK perform better than DPSK. At the Rh values of most interest (200 and
400 bit/s), coded DPSK is the recommended signaling method.
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TABLE 5. ESTIMATED PERFORMANCES AT PI, = 10-5 FOR
THE RICEAN AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE CHANNEL

(F = 10 dB; Bf = 100 Hz)
DECODING LOSS
(dB)E„/N„
CODED FROM MULTIPATB
ASSUMED INFORMATION REQUIRED
IMPLEMENTATION BIT RATE GAM INTERFERENCE
MODULATION LOSS (dB) Ra (blt/s) UNCODED CODED ( dB) (dB)

2.6

PSK

200
400

-

800

21.6

8.2

of a large signaling overhead that reduces system throughput. On the forward
link, where continuous carriers are used, signal acquisition time is less
consequential.
Because it is usually more difficult to achieve reliable signal tracking for
the more efficient modulations, tracking a PSK signal is more difficult than
tracking a DPSK signal. In addition, synchronizer tracking performance can
be influenced by channel dynamics, phase noise, and fading.

-

Channel dynamics

13.4

1.2

Channel dynamics include static frequency offsets resulting from translation
errors in the aircraft, and time-varying effects caused by aircraft motion and
satellite inclination. Translation errors in the shore station and the satellite
are removed by an automatic frequency control (AFC) loop in the coast earth
station 1311. The static and slowly varying frequency errors are listed in
Table 7. Aircraft acceleration values are given in Table 8, with the resulting
Doppler rate at 1.5 GHz.

DPSK

1.6

200
400
800

*
26.0
20.7

9.3
9.1
8.9

*
16.9
11.8

1.0
0.8
0.6

FSK

1.2

200
400
800

22.6
22.6
22.6

11.5
11.5
11.5

11.1
11.1
11.1

0.6
0.6
0.6

* Dynamic multipath interference does not allow P5 = 10 5 to be obtained from uncoded
DPSK.

For the chosen case of coded DPSK , Table 6 gives an estimate of the
required C/No for the direct path , parametric in different Rice factors and
different transmission rates.
TABLE 6. REQUIRED CIN0 vs INFORMATION BIT
RATE FOR CODED DPSK
REQUIRED C/N, (dB-Hz) FOR
INFORMATION

DIFFERENT RICE FACTORS I' (dB)*

BIT RATE ,

R5 (bit/s)

8

9

10

12

14

16

30.5
32.7
35.4
38 .1

29.9
32.3
35.1
37.9

29.2
32.0
34.9
37.7

28.7
31.8
34.8
37.5

28.4
31.6
34.7
37.4

TABLE 7.

FREQUENCY ERRORS

SOURCE

Satellite translation
Shore station up- and down-converters
Shore satellite Doppler from orbit
inclination (5°)
Aircraft motion Doppler (300 Ms)
Aircraft/satellite Doppler from orbit
inclination (5°)
Aircraft down- and upconverters*

SHORE TO

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT

TO SHORE

COMPENSATION

(Hz)

(Hz)

By AFC

48,830
960
640

25,565
630
420

Yes
Yes
Yes

1,500
205

1,600
209

No
No

240

250

No

* Assumed aging rate is 1.5 x 10-9.
100
200
400
800

31.4
33.2
35.7
38.3

TABLE 8. AIRCRAFT ACCELERATION VALUES

* Convolutional FEC Coding: Rate 0.5, distance 10. Interleaving, soft detection, Viterbi

MAXIMUM RESULTING

decoding. Assumed implementation loss of 1.6 dB.

ACCELERATION DOPPLER RATE*

SITUATION

Acquisition and synchronization
Signal acquisition and tracking are two important factors that affect overall
system performance. Fast signal acquisition is of major concern on the return
link where traffic is bursty and long acquisition times are undesirable because

(10 m/s2) (Hz/s)

Level flight

0.2

10

Clear air turbulence

1.5 to 2.0

75 to 100

* At 1.5 GHz.
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The Doppler and acceleration values that have been assumed in this study
are as follows:
Maximum Doppler = ±2,000 Hz and ±12,567 rad/s
Doppler rate = ± 100 Hz/s and ± 628 rad/s2.
Channel dynamics of the magnitude described here can only be handled
by a second-order tracking loop. To keep steady-state tracking errors at
acceptable levels, it was found that the minimum one-sided, low-pass
bandwidth of the synchronizer must be larger than 35 Hz.
Influence of phase noise and AWGN

The effect of phase noise on synchronizer tracking performance is evaluated
here by linear filter theory. The phase noise is specified by its spectral density
S, S (1), which is assumed to be of the form
f>0

Sm(f)=+
a2 f'

(1)

Two cases of phase noise for a2 and as are assumed here. Case 1 corresponds
to the receive phase-noise specifications given in the original MARISAT
specifications [31] and represents a worst case: a2 = 4 X 10-2; a, = 4.
Case 2 represents a typical case: a2 = 4 X 10-'; a3 = 0.4. Recent
developments in oscillator technology have demonstrated that a 10-dB
improvement can be expected for case 1. For this reason, case 2 has been
included here as the more typical specifications.
The synchronizer tracking variance resulting from phase noise and AWGN
can be written as
crz

8.71 a,

B„

B2

CIN,

where y is the Rice factor , B, is the synchronizer noise bandwidth, and B,
is the one-sided fading bandwidth . The above formula is accurate for
reasonably large Rice factors -y, say y = 4. The total tracking variance,
then , including AWGN phase noise and Ricean fading effects, is
8„ 8.71 a, 1
C/N, B

2y(l + B„/Bf)

The cycle slip rate of a synchronizer is approximated by the cycle slip rate
of a phase-locked loop (PLL) 132],[331 with 6 dB less C/N in the loop
because the carrier synchronizer is effectively tracking twice the phase error
of the equivalent PLL because of modulation removal.
Effect of cycle slips on DPSK performance

The effect of synchronizer cycle slips on the overall link performance can
be approximated for DPSK modulation if perfect interleaving is assumed. A
synchronizer cycle slip creates an effect that is very similar to a deep fade.
It results in an error burst with a symbol error rate of approximately '/2,
which increases the average symbol error rate.
By examining the simulation results given in Reference 34, it can be
concluded that the average symbol error rate resulting from the synchronizer
cycle slips, Pr,, is
I
(2)

2B, - T,,,

The effect of cycle slips on overall performance is negligible if Pr, is much
smaller than the symbol error rate because of additive noise, F,. By combining
the above relationships, the cycle-slip-induced symbol error may be given,
as shown in Table 9.

where B„ is the one-sided, low-pass synchronizer bandwidth and C/N, is the
available carrier power-to-AwGN spectral density ratio.

TABLE 9. CYCLE SLIP-INDUCED SYMBOL ERROR
RATE IN CASE OF FAST FADING

Tracking performance in Ricean fading
CASE 1: WORST CASE

The tracking performance of the carrier synchronizer in a fading environment was analyzed during this study. The resulting expression for tracking
variance resulting from a Ricean fading process is given by
o2

1

f 2y( t +B,/BJ)

CASE 2: TYP1cA1. CASE

R,
(bills)

B,

P.

R,
(bills)

B„

P,

100

41

200

52

400

66

6.6 x 10-'
1.4 x 10-'
1.0 X 10 4

100
200
400

35
35
35

1.8x 10 1
1.9 x 10-4
4.8 x 10-1
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Summary of tracking performance

The results show that the expected tracking variance in the range of 4 to
9 x 10-2 rad2 is accurate enough for BPSK modulation. Of more concern is
the mean time between cycle slips, which can be from about 200 to several
tens of thousands of bits, depending on assumed phase noise and the data
rate. Cycle-slipping behavior should not be judged on the average number
of bits between slips but rather on the way that it affects the DPSK symbol
error rate after the deinterleaver. The results shown here indicate that the
cycle-slipping rate may have a noticeable effect on overall system performance
in the case of a 100-bit/s data link. Minimal degradations can be expected
in 200- and 400-bit/s data links.

H
Y 0.
a
O D

0

Signal acquisition

Signal acquisition is a particularly important issue for the coast earth
station for two reasons: the return link is bursty, and each burst must be
acquired separately.
The acquisition method assumed here is based on the use of spectral
estimation to locate the signal in the large uncertainty band, followed by a
phase-locked loop for tracking purposes.
Figure 9 shows the required signal processing that takes place in the earth
station. First, the incoming signal is mixed down to baseband by the local
oscillator. This signal is then sampled and digitized over a time interval T,.
After T, seconds of signal samples have been accumulated, a fast Fourier
transform (Frr) is performed. If a signal was present, it will show up as a
peak in the spectrum thus generated. (The position of the peak is proportional
to the frequency offset between the signal and the local oscillator.) Next, the
estimator picks out the most likely offset frequency and adjusts the local
oscillator accordingly. Finally, a phase-locked loop is activated to resolve
the remaining small frequency uncertainty and to track the signal in the
presence of channel disturbances.
Assuming a l0-ms, 3-dB decorrelation time with false alarm and miss
probability values of 10-2, the required coarse frequency acquisition preamble
lengths of 7, 10, and 16 bits have been computed for data rates of 100, 200,
and 400 bit/s, respectively. These results indicate that if the fade decorrelation
time is reduced, the miss probabilities are greatly reduced.
Assuming Ricean fading with a 10-dB Rice factor and using the results
given in Reference 35, phase acquisition times have also been computed.
Table 10 shows the computed results in terms of bit rate, assuming optimal
tracking bandwidths.
These results show that the required preamble lengths for fine frequency
acquisition are reasonably short for the two lowest data rates of 100 and

0
0
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TABLE 10. REQUIRED PHASE ACQUISITION TIMES FOR
OPTIMAL TRACKING BANDWIDTHS
No. OF BITS FOR
PIIASL ACQUISITION

R,

B,

100

35
41

5

52
35

12

66
35

12
23

200

400

6

the other serves as a backup. Each NCC is directly linked to an ATC center,
which may be colocated with the network control center.
The object of the network is to provide a low message delay and a very
low probability of undetected message error both for company communications
and ATC messages. The choice of link protocol for company communications
will be decided by the company and will depend on the particular sending
and receiving data transmission equipment (LITE) used.

8

200 bibs. However, the preamble requirement is too large for the 400-bills
link in connection with the 35-Hz bandwidth. This problem can be resolved
by widening the synchronizer bandwidth during acquisition.
Signal acquisition in the mobile terminal

Signal acquisition in the mobile terminal is eased because the aircraft
receiver must acquire a continuous TDM signal, but it is also complicated by
the presence of modulation on the carrier. Three candidate acquisition
methods are available for this case: synchronizer sweep acquisition, synchronizer with frequency feedback aiding, and methods based on spectral
estimation techniques. After investigating these techniques during the study,
it was concluded that the most preferable one is the frequency-feedbackassisted synchronization. Symbol timing, Doppler compensation, and pilottone-aided synchronization techniques were also investigated: one conclusion
reached was that separate pilot tones would not be required for this system.

Network configuration and control
In the development of an aeronautical data communications system, the
detailed network design and operational protocols will evolve through a
cooperative effort among the various organizations participating in the design
and operation of the system. However, to illustrate the way in which a
network could be configured and also to analyze its performance, the sample
design summarized here was assumed in this study.
The function of the aeronautical satellite data network is to provide duplex
communications for ATC, company communications between aircraft in the
North Atlantic region, and one or more ground earth stations. The aeronautical
satellite data network is controlled by two network control centers (NCC),
one on each side of the Atlantic. Together, one NCC controls the network;

Characteristics of ATC messages

To satisfy the service requirements (summarized previously), each ATC
message consists of an ID, which is a local network address assigned to the
plane upon entry into the network, and a message code that specifies the
message type. Since the number of planes in the North Atlantic peaks at
between 210 and 230, a 10-bit ID is used. The message code uses 8 bits,
which allows up to 256 different message types for ATC.
By using the results of Reference 3, all messages on the forward link are
37 bits or less, except for the reroute clearance message at 266 bits, and the
meteorological advisory, miscellaneous advisory, emergency advisory, and
emergency deviation request, all at 1,218 bits. The routine position-request
messages and emergency messages have a time-to-send-and-receive delay
requirement of 15 s. Other routine messages have a delay requirement of
I min.
The most frequent return link message is a position report, which is
76 bits for a routine report, and up to I21 bits for a special report. The
emergency message (from plane to ground) is 18 bits and should be received
by the ground station within 15 s of the first channel access. All other
messages from plane to ground are less than 76 bits, except for two message
types that use 266 bits, as well as miscellaneous word messages, specified
as 2,418 bits.
Network access

With one coast earth station on each side of the Atlantic Ocean, the
network uses I TDM forward link and 10 distinct return links. The TOM
forward-link data rate is 200 bit/s. A sketch of this link frame is shown in
Figure 10. The frame consists of two fixed fields, one for company
communications and one for ATC messages and address messages for company
communications. The company communications portion of the frame is
divided into fixed slots, with each call occupying one slot. The ATC messages
and address messages are consecutively inserted into the ATC message portion
of the frame.
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Figure 10.

Sketch of TDM Frame Format

The total return-link data rate requirement for ATC messages is about
800 bills; therefore, conservatively, 6 separate channels of 200 bils each are
used for return-link ATC messages. Lowering the return-link data rate from
800 to 200 bills lowers the required e.i.r.p. at the plane by a factor of 4,
and for a given depth of bit interleaving on the return link, improves the
interleaving efficiency by a factor of 4. Ten return-link carriers have been
assumed for the baseline system. In addition to the six channels used for
ATC messages, two are used for company communications calls, one is used
for ATC emergency messages, and the remaining channel is used for aircraft
requests for ATC network entry (which takes place after entering North
Atlantic air space), ATC polling requests, and requests for company communications calls.
ATC network protocol

The ATC link between the ATC center and an individual airplane is controlled
by the ATC center, which serves as the master station. To send a message to
the plane, the master station first transmits the plane ID, message type, and
4 bits that specify the return transmit frequency; the message itself is then
transmitted. However, when the master station simply needs a position report,
the message type specifies the position report message, leaving the message
field blank. To send a message to the ground, the plane sends a poll request
(which includes the message type) on the access channel. On receiving the
poll request, the ATC center polls the plane for the message type requested.
A link protocol is used to ensure that all transmitted messages are received
without detected errors. Messages originated by either the ground station or
the plane on the random access channel have a cyclic redundancy check
(CRC). The receiver calculates the CRC checksum, and if an error is detected,
discards the message. If the message has no detected error, the receiver
transmits a message acknowledgment. If the transmitter receives no acknowledgment, the message is retransmitted until acknowledged. Using this link
control technique, messages are transmitted until they are received without
detected errors. In the TOM forward link, the cec checksum is not attached

to each message; instead, one CRC checksum is used in each frame to check
all messages in that frame. The ground station transmits acknowledgments
with the control field portion of the TOM frame.
The NcC station establishes a polling sequence, with messages ordered by
priority. When polled, the aircraft transmits the requested message or message
acknowledgment at a fixed time, T, after receiving the poll; T is the same
for all stations and may be about 0.2 s, which includes the signal processing
required to form the return burst. Since the NCC station knows the length of
the returning message, polling times can be scheduled so that time between
bursts on the return channel is minimized.
Setup of company communications call

To initiate a company communications call, the plane or ground party
sends a call request to the NCC by using the ALOHA request channel. Depending
on whether there is an unused company communications channel, the NCC
sends a positive or negative acknowledgment to the plane. A positive
acknowledgment contains the return channel frequency for the can. Because
message-type numbers 253, 254, and 255 (i.e., specific combinations of 8bit words) are used for these requests and acknowledgments, they are not
used for ATC messages.
Forward link

The frame format of the forward TOM link is shown in Figure 10. ATC
messages are inserted into the ATC field consecutively, with a portion of the
control field giving the receiver information about the starting position of
each message in the frame. The CRC checksum is formed on the control
field, ATC message field, and company communications field. If the CRC
checksum indicates an error, all ATC messages and message portions are
discarded, and no message acknowledgments are transmitted.
The format of the control field is shown in Figure 11. The first bit is used
for control in case of L-band interferences; the next 10 bits are used for
control of the frame format; and the last 13 bits are used for control of the
access channel. To avoid L-band interference, the L-band TOM carrier may
be transmitted on one of several frequencies. The function of the first bit in
the control channel is to inform all aircraft that the TOM frequency is being
changed.
Emergency messages from ground to plane are 1,213 bits long and have
delay requirements of 15 s. To help ensure that the emergency message is
correctly received within the 15-s delay requirement, the entire frame is used
to transmit the message, and the emergency message is transmitted continuously until an acknowledgment reply is received from the plane.
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TABLE 11. LENGTH OF FREQUENT RETURN BURSTS
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF CHANNEL

ACCESS CHANNEL CONTROL

FRAME FORMAT CONTROL

INFORMATION BITS IN ENCODED

BITS IN MESSAGE (INCLUDING TRAFFIC
I

10

13

L-BAND CHANNEL
EMERGENCY

MESSAGE

EMERGENCY/REQUEST CHANNEL
TREE ADDRESSING/ACK

STARTING POSITION
OF FIRST MESSAGE

Figure 1L

ADDRESS

Return link

To communicate with the ground station, the plane transmits a burst on
the appropriate return-link channel. The burst format for ATC messages is
shown in Figure 12. Table 11 shows the most frequent messages assumed
for the return link. The error detection code is the same as that used on the
forward link.

UW

Figure 12.

ID

Request 18 104 -0 bit/s
Position Report 76 220 53 hies
(5 min./poll)
Special Position Report I 121 310
Special Position Report 2
103 274 242 bit/s
(0.5 min./poll)
248
Special Position Report 3 90

ATC Control Field Format

Access channels use the unslotted ALOHA protocol, which consists of the
following procedure. An aircraft transmits a message and waits for an
acknowledgment from the ground station; if no acknowledgment is received,
it transmits again, at random, during a specified time interval. Acknowledgments are sent via the access channel control field. Without an access control
mechanism, the ALOHA channel is certain to become congested and thereafter
unusable. In the network considered here, the NCC monitors the request
channels, and when congestion occurs, a tree-addressing scheme, similar in
principle to that of Capetanakis [361, is used to clear the channel.
The error detection code used is a (512,484) Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
code, shortened to (400,372) to accommodate the 400-bit frame size. Results
of error rate calculations show that for the forward link, the undetected BER
is low enough so that air traffic safety is not affected, even when extremely
noisy and bursty channels are assumed. Similar calculations for the return
link give a comparably undetected bit error rate.

S

MESSAGE CRC AND TAIL) INTENSITY

MESSAGE
TYPE

MESSAGE

CRC

Return Burst Format for ATC Message

Network capacity

Return-link ATC message bursts consist of an integral number of 324-bit
channel blocks. Traffic projections in Reference 3 suggest that 189 return
bursts per minute will use one 324-bit channel block; I return burst per
minute will use two 324-bit channel blocks; and 0.5 return bursts per minute
will use eight 324-bit channel blocks. Collectively, these require a channel
information bit rate capacity of 526.5 bit/s. Since the designed capacity of
the return link is 1,200 bit/s (i.e., six 200 bit/s carriers), the network has a
safe margin to support the return-link traffic, even with overhead added for
synchronization and guard times.
Forward-link ATC messages have a data rate of 101.6 bit/s, including
overhead. Assuming 40 channel bits were used for the synchronization word
at the start of each frame, the forward-link capacity available for ATc messages
is 132.4 bit/s, which is sufficient to handle the forward-link ATC message
traffic.
The capacity of the company communications call network is two simultaneous calls, each at 16.7 bit/s on the forward link and 200 bit/s on the
return link. This capacity can be increased by adding carriers, as discussed
below.
Message delay and throughput

Message delay and throughput are determined by the number of retransmissions required for each message. Since the maximum message length is
about 1,000 bit/s, and since the channel BER is 10-s, about I percent of the
messages must be retransmitted because of an error in the received message.
Assuming the message loss resulting from synchronization loss is 1 percent,
the average number of retransmissions required for each message has negligible
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effect on message delay and throughput. Detailed calculations of message
delay and throughput were performed to show that both emergency and nonemergency messages could he conveyed within the permissible delay times.

System growth alternatives
One feature of the sample system configuration described here is that it
can accommodate growth that results from increased capacity and from
company communications calls originating from multiple earth stations.
Increasing network capacity is easily accomplished by adding additional
carriers instead of increasing the transmission rate of carriers already in the
system. The former method is preferred because each carrier uses a very
small additional bandwidth, whereas increasing the transmission rate both
raises the required e.i.r.p. and lowers protection against fading for a given
depth of symbol interleaving.
Additional earth stations may be added to the network to accommodate
company or public calls provided that there is a signaling channel between
the Nec and earth station that can relay information about call-channel
assignment from aircraft to earth station.
A system with multiple carriers on the forward link would not require
multiple receivers on the aircraft because the aeronautical control center
(ACC) could switch ATC messages for planes engaged in company communications calls to the appropriate company communications call channel.

Avionics considerations
One guideline adopted to help define the recommended system is that
aircraft avionics be as inexpensive as possible in terms of procurement,
installation, and operating costs. The major variables in this system that
influence avionics costs are the aircraft antenna and the size of the aircraft's
RH power amplifier.
As discussed above, to minimize costs, a low-gain requirement has been
adopted (0 dBi above 10° elevation angle for 90 percent of azimuth) for the
aircraft antenna, and a microstrip patch implementation is favored because
of low installation costs and minimum drag.
Important considerations in limiting the size of the aircraft's power amplifier
are as follows:
a. amplifier expense (if overly large powers are required, special
amplifiers must be developed);
b. amplifier heat dissipation;
c. DC power requirements; and
d. physical size.

In the recommended system, data transmission rates and the selected
modulation, coding, and interleaving scheme result in aircraft RE power
requirements that are significantly lower than those required in the AEROSAT
system design: for this reason, the selection of aircraft Rr amplifiers for this
system should be fairly straightforward. Also, with these lower power
requirements, problems associated with packaging, installation, prime power
requirements, and heat dissipation should be significantly less than those
encountered in the AEROSAT program.
Implementation of the receiver system, which keeps losses at or below the
values assumed in Table 1 [i.e., 1.3-dB low-noise amplifier (LNA) noise
figure], should not be difficult unless a cable run greater than the assumed
25 ft from antenna to LNA is required. For LNAS that require further effort in
a detailed system design phase, other considerations are cost/noise figure
tradeoffs and the selection of a location that meets the requirements for both
proximity to antenna(s) and accessibility for maintenance.
The specification and design of interfaces with aircraft input/output terminal
devices require further system definition as well as close cooperation with
the airline industry and aircraft manufacturers. These interfaces include:
a. A data management system. This system would control, buffer,
format, and process all I/O data. A data management system would be
equipped with a microprocessor that could be operated independent of
the microprocessor used for communications purposes. Possible functions
and interfaces that could be provided by the data management system
are as follows:
• airborne navigation systems
• aircraft performance monitoring systems
• flight display unit data
• flight data recorders
• system self-testing.
b. Display and operator input devices. An aeronautical data ATC
and communications system must be designed to achieve maximum
simplicity and ease of operation. Components of these devices will
probably include a keyboard (which may be shared with other aircraft
avionics systems, and which may require special-purpose keys), an
alphanumeric display device and status display devices, and a hard-copy
printer. The recommended system uses computer-controlled operating
protocols, thus minimizing the work required of the cockpit crew for
system operation.
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Conclusions
Two important variables in design alternatives for an aeronautical communications satellite data-link system are aircraft antenna performance and
signal design because both can be used to combat multipath fading. The
approach taken in this study is to minimize aircraft antenna complexity and
to use a combination of interleaved rate Ih FEC to combat multipath fading.
The recommended system is technically feasible, will operate reliably, and
will be relatively inexpensive. Aircraft terminals will not have a large effect
on the aircraft's exterior, power system, or cooling system, and they will be
relatively simple to install. Acquisition and synchronization can be reliably
achieved without a separate pilot-tone carrier for the satellite.
The aircraft antenna design selected here uses microstrip patch elements;
it was chosen for ease of installation and its very low profile. A simple, topmounted array consisting of three or four elements is recommended.
Microprocessor technology will permit low-cost implementation of the
recommended modulation, coding, interleaving, and network control functions
on the aircraft terminals. Similarly, digital processors will permit rapid
acquisition of return-link TDMA burst signals at ground stations. Because
system operation is automatic, additional work for the cockpit crew is
minimized.
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Abstract
A conceptual design and analysis of an L-band distributed-amplifier satellite antenna
array system for global coverage are discussed. Several configurations, ranging from
an element-fed to a subarray-fed active array, are analyzed. Aspects examined include
antenna e.i.r.p. sensitivity to amplifier output variation, maximum amplifier output
power, carrier-to-intermodulation ratio (caM), efficiency, beam-forming network (ITN)
loss, layout complexity, weight of the subsystem, the graceful degradation property
of such distributed systems, and overall reliability. The most favorable configuration
is selected based on a detailed tradeoff analysis. It is shown that an active array offers
high mass-power efficiency which can be readily implemented.
The statistical problem of antenna pattern degradation caused by variation in
amplifier output is evaluated by three methods: a deterministic upper bound, a Monte
Carlo method, and an analytic approach.
Three solid-state power amplifiers were designed and built, each providing 25-dB
gain at 25-W output power. The changes in amplifier gain, phase, and noise-power
ratio (NPR) over a 0° to 50°C temperature range were determined, and the performance
of the three amplifiers was compared.
The performance of the active antenna system cannot be separated into antenna
and power amplifier contributions, as in conventional designs. Measured solid-state
power amplifier (5SPA) characteristics and computed array characteristics are combined
* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTEL
SAT). Views expressed are not necessarily those of INTELSAT.
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to treat the active antenna as a unified system. The results of this analysis verify that
the design will meet demanding specifications of e.i.r.p., coverage, and c/IM, subject
to the losses and variations that may be encountered in orbit.

Introduction
On a geosynchronous satellite, an earth coverage antenna having a
conventional beam shape such as that achieved with a single horn has an
e.i.r.p. pattern which does not provide equal signal strength over the field
of view (FOV). The edge of coverage (IOC), where the largest e.i.r.p. is
required because of the added path loss and atmospheric attenuation, has the
lowest gain. The subsatellite point, closest to the satellite, has the highest
gain. In practical applications, the peak gain is usually forced high enough
to satisfy the Eoc requirement. This approach has been employed in IN T ELSAT
programs primarily because of its simplicity.
The feasibility of achieving more efficient performance over the Fov has
been demonstrated 111-131. Ajioka and Harry [I I used a multibeam antenna
to achieve a higher Fax gain than is possible with single-horn earth coverage.
Carpenter 12] and Aasted and Roedercr [3] designed an aperture distribution
to produce a shaped beam which compensates for the additional losses
occurring along paths to different points on the earth. In both instances, an
array comprising a large central horn surrounded by a ring of smaller horns
fed 180° out of phase with the central horn is employed. This approach is
not practical at L-band, since the central horn becomes prohibitively bulky.
An alternative is to approximate the aperture distribution with several smaller
elements arranged in concentric rings, with equal excitation coefficients in
each ring to maintain rotational symmetry.
The number of elements in the array determines the size, and hence the
RF loss, of the BEN feeding the array. In a conventional system where a
single high-power amplifier (FIPA) feeds the antenna, the e.i.r.p. is reduced
by the BEN loss. Consequently, it is desirable to have fewer elements in order
to improve the overall efficiency of the system. A reasonable compromise is
to use a sufficient number of elements and to divide the array into several
subarrays, each fed by a lower power amplifier. This approach reduces the
size of the BEN, and hence the loss, while improving the overall reliability
of the system by graceful degradation and the use of low-power amplifiers.
Also, any multipacting problems associated with HPAS are alleviated.
In the section that follows, the aperture synthesis procedure is described,
followed by an analysis of several configurations ranging from an elementfed active array to a subarray-fed active array. BEN loss estimates based on
measured data are presented. The most favorable configuration is then

selected, based on tradeoffs of mass, power, c/iM, and overall efficiency,
and this configuration is analyzed in greater detail.
The statistical problem of an active array (i.e., the antenna performance
degradations caused by random variations at amplifier outputs) is analyzed
using three independent approaches. First, a deterministic approach is used
to estimate an upper bound on the deviation from the optimum e.i.r.p. Next,
a uniform distribution is assumed for both amplitude and phase, and a Monte
Carlo technique is used to determine various statistical quantities. In the third
approach, analytic expressions are derived for e.i.r.p. degradation at any
point in the Fov, based on Gaussian and uniform amplitude/phase perturbations.
The design and performance of three SSPAS, each providing 25 W of output
power, are described. Changes observed in amplifier gain, phase, and NPR
over a 0° to 50°C temperature range are discussed. Other performance
characteristics addressed are efficiency, linearity, variations due to drive
levels, radiation effects, and reliability. Finally, overall system performance
is evaluated.

System considerations
In a conventional passive array system design (Figure 1), the power
amplifier and the antenna are separate, sequential subsystems. For purposes
of analysis, each subsystem can be individually characterized and the results
combined to describe overall performance. In many potential applications,
the total RE power required to meet e.i.r.p. specifications exceeds the
capabilities of SsPAs, either individually or combined in small numbers. The
alternatives are either extensive circuit-combining of SSPA5, which can be
inefficient or impractical, or the use of TWTAS.

TWTA(s)
OR SSPAs

Figure 1.

Conventional Phased-Array Configuration
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For an active array system design (Figure 2), lower powered amplifiers
(which can be SsPAS) are assigned to individual radiating elements or more
generally to subarrays of the array. Because sPAs are placed within the
distribution network or between the distribution network and the radiating
elements, the active antenna, including SSPAS, must be analyzed as a unified
system.

DISTRIBUTION

0

0
DISTRIBUTION

0

DISTRIBUTION

0
SSPAs

Figure 2. Active Antenna Configuration
One of the most significant advantages of an active array configuration is
that amplitude/phase control, along with much of the distribution network,
can be placed on the input side of the SSPAS, thereby overcoming the
associated loss and avoiding reduction in e.i.r.p. In contrast, a conventional
antenna design necessarily experiences loss only between the control RP
source and the radiating elements.
When the active antenna is deployed in the space environment for a
10-year mission, the SSPA transfer characteristics can be expected to deviate
slightly from the nominal amplitude and phase values. If the amplitudes of
all SSPAS increase or decrease by the same amount, the antenna pattern will
maintain the same shape, but down-link c.i.r.p. will experience a corresponding increase or decrease. If the phases of all SSPAS change by the same
amount, no effective change will occur in the antenna pattern or in e.i.r.p.
However, differential changes among SSPAS, either in amplitude or phase,
can change both the pattern and the e.i.r.p.
Possible causes of deviation in SSPA amplitude and phase are as follows:
a. Differences among individual SSPAS in transfer phase characteristics
vs input drive level. The SSPAS can be perfectly balanced in amplitude
and phase at any given input level and ambient temperature (assumed
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to be constant among all spas), but unless the SSPAS track in exactly
the same way , small imbalances can occur as ambient temperature and
input drive change.
b. Small temperature differentials (< 5°C) among individual spas.
The thermal subsystem is expected to minimize temperature spread
among SSPAS as the ambient temperature swings between 0° and 50°C.
c. Radiation effects experienced over a period of 7 to 10 years in a
space environment. A decrease in SSPA output power, even if uniform
among all sspns, will reduce down-link e.i.r.p. Differential radiation
effects among the sspns can alter the antenna pattern.
Another potential effect, separate from e.i.r.p. degradation, is the possibility
that the antenna radiation pattern for the intermodulation products could
differ from that for the wanted signal. This will occur if the amplitude and
phase of the intermodulation products relative to those of the carrier vary
among SSPAS. The resulting chm measured at some points on the earth could
be worse (or better) than that measured at the output of individual SSPAS.

Antenna configuration studies
The optimum beam shape for global coverage is shown in Figure 3. This
beam shape compensates for the differential path lengths encountered between
the satellite and various points on the earth.

Figure 3.

Global Coverage Pattern Compensating for Differential
Path Length

To shape the far-field pattern of an antenna, the aperture distribution is
synthesized by using the well-known Fourier series technique 14]. The circular
aperture distribution, f(r), must be represented in terms of a Fourier-Bessel
series [51, as

f(r)

_ biJ°(RJr)

(1a)
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b,

_ K(RJ
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(1 b)

ara2✓'(13)

where

(3, = j-th zero of J1(u)
u = (27ra /k) sin 8
b, = coefficients dependent on the desired antenna pattern
g(p) = radiation pattern calculated at P,
a = aperture radius
8 = radiation angle
r = normalized aperture radius.

radius, r, at points which correspond to the centers of these elements, are as
follows:

f(0) = I
f(0.22) =
f(0.44) =
f(0.66) _
.f(0.88) _

0.86
0.47
-0.077
-0.188

The number of terms to be used in the summation depends on the value of
a. With the aperture radius limited to about I in by spacecraft constraints
(about 5T. at 1.5 GHz ), and the maximum angle over which the radiation
pattern is nonzero limited to 8.9° (includes a 0 . 2° pointing error), only two
terms can be included in the series . Hence, the aperture distribution after
normalization is given by
f(r) = 0.1188 Jo((31r) + 0.8812 Jo((3,r) (2)
Circular symmetry is implemented by arranging the elements in concentric
circles around a central horn , where all the elements in a ring are excited
with the same coefficient , given by equation (2). Several arrangements are
possible where a central horn is surrounded by one ring (3.34 k - 7 elements),
by two rings (2k - 19 elements ), by three rings ( 1.4k - 37 elements), or
by four rings ( I.Ix - 61 elements ). An array of more than four rings is not
desirable since it would require an element of diameter less than IX, and
mutual coupling effects increase as element size decreases.
Candidate array elements must be capable of meeting stringent space
requirements . Horns are a traditional choice, but the length required at Lband makes them unsuitable . Printed-circuit antennas have a narrow form
factor and are lightweight ; however, physically large printed-circuit arrays
are not currently viewed as suitable for space applications because of the
unavailability of materials that can withstand deformation caused by thermal
gradients across the antenna aperture . An antenna feed element (dipole,
spiral, etc. ) which is smaller than Ik in diameter , placed precisely in a 1kdiameter , k/2-deep cylindrical cup, has proved to be a very efficient radiator
(almost 100 percent) [6],[7], and thus was chosen for the present application
Figure 4 shows an array of 61 circularly polarized (a') cup dipole elements
arranged in four concentric circles around a central horn. The excitation
coefficients , calculated from equation (2) by substituting for the normalized

Figure 4. Antenna Array

The far field of the array was calculated by using a measured isolated
single-element pattern . Subsequent numerical optimization improved the
pattern fit . The final far-field patterns are shown in Figure 5. The 18 elements
of the third ring (cross -hatched in Figure 4) have been assigned zero excitation
coefficients with negligible effect on the far-field pattern. This reduces the
complexity of the BEN, since the number of excited elements in the array is
now only 43.
In a conventional passive antenna system, a I-input/43-output BEN is
needed to provide the appropriate feed excitations . As noted above, such a
system is inefficient because the e.i . r.p. is directly reduced by the loss in
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(a) 4-Sector

(b) 7-Sector

CONTOUR
LEVELS (dB,)
1 -2004
2= 19.50

3=19.00
5

4 = 1850
5 = 18.00

Figure 6.

100

Be
AZIMUTH (deg)

(b) Contours

Figure 5.

Final Far-Field Patterns

the network, and the alternative is to equip each element with its own power
amplifier. Such an element-fed active array, however, requires a large number
of unequal power amplifiers, which presents significant design and implementation problems.
An alternate approach is to divide the array into subarrays, each of which
requires the same power and is fed by identical amplifiers (Figure 2). In this
case, the subarrays may not necessarily contain the same number of elements,
and consequently their corresponding feed networks may have different
losses.
Figure 6 shows four configurations for partitioning the 43-element array
into 4, 7, 8, or 10 subarrays requiring equal power and possessing near-

Partitioning of the 43-Element Array

optimum excitation. Forcing the subarrays to have equal power perturbs the
excitation coefficients of the elements from the optimum case. Far-field
patterns of the four configurations are shown on the same scale in Figure 7.
The EOC gain varies by, at most, 0. I dB from the optimum for all four cases.
The shape of the pattern remains essentially the same, and circular symmetry
is maintained.
The four configurations were compared, assuming an e.i.r.p. requirement
of 39.3 dBW for each case. This comparison included BEN loss, sensitivity
to amplifier output variation, amplifier output power, linearity and efficiency,
and overall weight. It was observed that the larger the number of amplifiers,
the less effect a change in their outputs has on the antenna pattern.
Two transmission line media were investigated for BFN realization:
air stripline (also known as barline) and squareax. A stripline loss of
0.005 dB/cm was measured, with an estimated dielectric loss contribution of
0.003 dB/cm. This value can be reduced by using lower loss dielectric
materials. The measured losses of stripline 3- and 6-dB couplers were 0.09
and 0.04 dB, respectively. On the other hand, the squareax losses incurred
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Figure 7.

Summary of the Beam-Shaping Capability of all Configurations

are estimated to be 0.001 dB/cm, and 0.05 dB/coupler. The loss in the BEN
for the various configurations was calculated based on the above loss values.
Table I shows the estimated loss values of each sector for each configuration
in both stripline and squareax networks.

1
p
v
G

TABLE 1. BFN Loss FOR EACH ARRAY CONFIGURATION

No.
CONFIGURATION

OF ELEMENTS PER

AMPLIFIER UNYr

SUCTION

Loss FOR

Loss IOR

SIRIPLINE

SQUAREAX

( dB)

(dB)

4 SSPA

19
8

I
II-IV

1.2
0.5

0.4
0.26

7 SSPA

12
2
1

V-VII
II-IV
I

0.65
0.1
<O.1

0.314
0.05
<0.05

8 SSPA

1
2
9

I
11-IV
V-VIII

<O. I
0.1
0.75

<0.05
0.05
0.28

1
1
12

I
II-VII
VIII-X

<O.1
<0.1
0.6

<0.05
<0.05
0.31

10 SSPA
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Table 2 summarizes the comparison of each of the four configurations.
The 10-sector configuration is selected for three reasons: lower SSPA power
(more reliable), increased output backoff on the SSPAS (better C/Im performance), and less sensitivity to changes in amplifier outputs (more reliable).
Overall efficiency is calculated assuming the highest BFN loss for all sectors.
If the differential losses were included in the sectors, higher efficiency would
result. A weighted average RF loss is about 0.25 dB.
The three largest power distribution networks (I input/ 12 outputs) have an
estimated 0.6-dB RF loss in stripline medium. The other seven SSPAS are
directly connected to the feed elements, incurring a loss of 0.1 dB. Figure 8 shows the effect of differential loss on the far-field pattern. Less than
0. l-dB variation from the optimum case at EOC was observed.
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e.i.r.p. variation in Fov, and statistical analysis of worst-case e.i.r.p.
degradation.
For an array of identical coplanar elements fed by N amplifiers such that
each amplifier i (i = I, ..., N) feeds M; elements, the far-field E(6, 4)) is
given, except for a proportionality factor, by
v
E(0, 4)) = E,e 00, ([Y) A; e,6, F,

(3)

M.

where F; _ E a,,.I ei(11- e,m,a
E,0, 4)) = element pattern in direction (0, O
am,; = lam,,Ie'tli-^ complex excitation coefficient of the m-th clement
fed by the i-th amplifier
x,,,,,, y,,,,; = coordinates of the m-th element fed by the i-th amplifier
u = k sin 0 cos 4)

2

20

v = ksin0sin4)
k = 2ir/X
1915
19.05

19 -

z

The e.i.r.p. in direction (0, 4)) is proportional to the power P(0, 4)) radiated
in that direction. The power pattern normalized to the element pattern is
given by

18

17

A, = I + a,, a; = the random perturbation of the amplitude of
the i-th amplifier relative to a nominal value of unity
R; = the random perturbation of the phase of the i-th amplifier.

WITH PROPER LOSS FIGURES
---- WITH CONSTANT LOSS FIGURES

P = E . A, FJI' + EE A,A1ei(E'-6:1 F,F* (4)
=1j=1
1
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Patterns Showing the e.i.r.p. Variation due to Unequal Loss
Numbers in Different Sections of the BFN

Active antenna sensitivity
This section presents a parametric assessment of the effects of SSPA output
amplitude and phase deviations on c.i.r.p., without making a priori estimates
of the causes. Three separate but complementary approaches have been taken:
deterministic upper bound on c.i.r.p. degradation, Monte Carlo analysis of

where * denotes the complex conjugate.
Deterministic upper bound

Using the field and power expressions of equations (3) and (4), the ratio
of perturbed e.i.r.p. to unperturbed e.i.r.p. can be bounded through the
Schwartz inequality.
For the 10-SSPA active array described previously, the bound on the e.i.r.p.
variation can be shown to be
P„ + SP

<(1 + 1 24A )2

(5)
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where 01111, = max {^&l } = (amax +
different values of a,,,,, and

Figure 9 shows this bound for

2]

P„+6P

(7)

P„

could be adopted as a practical guide for active antenna design. Equation (7)
describes e.i.r.p. degradation approximately 24 percent less severe in dB
than that shown in Figure 9.
Monte Carlo analysis

An empirical technique used to estimate the performance degradation of
the antenna due to random amplitude and phase variations is the Monte Carlo
technique. A set of random amplitude and phase distributions can be generated
within prescribed limits, assuming uniform probability distributions. The
perturbed far field is then calculated, and the difference between this pattern
and the unperturbed pattern is plotted. The point of greatest reduction in
directivity is located, and the change is noted. The procedure is repeated a
number of times for each prescribed maximum deviation, and various statistical
quantities are then calculated.
Table 3 summarizes the results obtained by using the Monte Carlo procedure
for the active antenna under consideration. The e.i.r.p. change at edge of
the global coverage is shown. For each combination of maximum amplitude
and phase variations, the table gives the mean, the standard deviation, and
the 3o value indicating the results (performance) that can be expected in
99.7 percent of the cases. The worst-case e.i.r.p. change among the 30
attempts for each case is also given.

01 q
0 1 1 1 1 I 1 11 1 1
0

Figure 9.

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MAXIMUM PHASE ERROR, 5max (deg)

9

10

Deterministic Upper Bound on e.i.r.p. Degradation

TABLE 3. MONTE CARLO RESUCIS FOR UNIFORM AMPLITUDE

The upper bound is known exactly for the case when there is no phase
error ((3, = 0 for all i) and all amplitude errors are the same (a, = a,,,,,, for
all i). Beam shape is preserved and c.i.r.p. changes exactly by

AND PHASE VARIATIONS
EOC e.i.r.p. CHANGE
DEVIATE

NUMBER

AMPLITUDE

P„+BP

AND/OR PHASE

_ (I + a,,,ox)2

(6)

P„
so that the bound given by equation (5) is larger by about 24 percent in dB
for small errors.
For cases involving phase error, computer trials were run to find the worstcase assignment of errors among the subarrays. These results are not
exhaustive, but the worst cases among them are approximately 40 percent
less severe in dB than the bound given by equation (5).
These observations suggest that

±0.5 dB
I dB
3°

±5°
-7.5°
10.5 dB and 5°
1 dB and ±5°

STANDARD

WORST

MEAN

DLVIATION

CASE

-0.02
-0.056
-0.072
-0.076
-0.236
-0.124
-0.192

0.026
0.045
0.069
0097
0.160
0.126
0.118

-0.13
-0.17
-0.3
-0.4
1-0.75
-0.4
-0.45

3,

OF

VARIANCE

VALUE

ATTEMPTS

00006
0.002
0.005
0.009
0.026
0.016
0.014

-0.098
-0.191
-0.279
-0367
-0.716
-0.504
-0.546

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Examination of Table 3 reveals that phase variation is more critical than
amplitude variation. For example , a maximum of ± I-dB amplitude variation
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alone can cause an EOC e.i.r.p. degradation of a maximum of 0.191 dB for
99.7 percent of the time, whereas a -5* phase variation alone causes an
Foe directivity degradation of 0.367 dB for the same percent of the time. A
combination of the two (± I dB for amplitude and -!- 5° for phase) degrades
EOC performance by 0.546 dB, which is almost a linear sum of the individual
components.
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Statistical analysis

A rigorous statistical analysis can be performed on the power expression
of equation (4) to estimate the worst-case degradation of the active antenna
e.i.r.p. In this analysis, the independent amplitude and phase variables a,
and R, may assume different probability distributions. For amplitude variations, the probability density function of a, can be of uniform distribution
between ± A„ or Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of o'.
For phase variations, the probability density function of {3; can be of uniform
distribution between ±A,, or Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance of an. The expected value, P, and the variance, var(P), can be
expressed in closed forms by performing the integrations to estimate the first
and second moments of the array power 18]. The standard deviation, o(P),
or the square root of the variance, indicates the extent of array e.i.r.p.
degradation.
Using the central limit theory, the probability density distribution of the
e.i.r.p. will approach a Gaussian distribution with mean P and standard deviation a(P). Normalizing P and u(P) with respect to the unperturbed power
P„ gives the degradation in the array e.i.r.p. The quantity [P - 3o,(P]/P„
corresponds to a 3a degradation in e.i.r.p. and represents the worst case
for 99.7 percent of all possible cases for the given amplitude and phase
random distributions.
Applying this analysis to the antenna configuration described previously
leads to a set of parametric curves representing the e.i.r.p. degradations for
different values of amplitude and phase perturbations. These curves can be
used as design curves for the allowable levels of amplitude and phase
perturbations, such that the worst-case degradation at any point in the coverage
area does not fall below a certain level. Figure 10 shows the case with
uniform amplitude and uniform phase distributions, Figure 11 represents the
combination of uniform amplitude and Gaussian phase distributions, Figure
12 illustrates the combination of Gaussian amplitude and uniform phase
distributions, and Figure 13 shows the Gaussian amplitude and Gaussian
phase distribution situation.
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L•band solid-state power amplifiers
The use of SSPAS in an active antenna array design provides advantages
over conventional TWTAS in low-voltage power supply, lighter weight,
distributed thermal load, and potentially higher reliability. Equal-powered
SSPAS are used to feed each of the several sectors of the array. The sensitivity
analyses described in the previous section show that the array e.i.r.p. is
sensitive to changes in both the relative phases and the output powers of the
SSPAS.

The objective of the work described in this section was to investigate the
suitability of L-band SSPAS for use in active antenna array design. Specifically,
hardware design, fabrication, assembly, and testing of a number of amplifiers
were performed to determine, verify, and demonstrate SSPA performance
under space environmental conditions.
o
LU
0
o
N
0
O
I
I
I

SSPA description

N
0

Three 2-stage SSPAS with space-qualified output stage devices were
designed, fabricated, and tested. The SSPAS are identical in all aspects. The
results are presented following a description of the SSPA.
Figure 14 is a block diagram of the 2-stage L-band SSPA, with its power
and gain level, and Figure 15 is a photograph of the assembled 2-stage SSPA.
A power-combined stage using two 90° Lange couplers is driven by a single
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Figure 14.

Block Diagram of L-Band SSPA
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Figure 15.

2-Stage L-Band SSPA

mid-power stage. At 1.54 GHz, the amplifier provides a 27-dB nominal gain
with 17-dBm input RE power. The input and output matching circuits are
realized in a microstrip transmission line on 25-mil-thick alumina substrate,
and the Lange coupler hybrids are fabricated on 50-mil-thick alumina
substrates. The circuit loss in the hybrid is 0.15 dB per path (typical). The
substrates are soldered on a Kovar carrier. The devices are mounted on a
ridge of aluminum housing between the input and output matching circuits
to provide a good heat sink. Regulated DC power to the transistors is provided
by a DC current-limited voltage regulator which permits individual adjustment
of the bias to each transistor. The amplifier measures 16 x 6.5 x 2.5 cm
and weighs 300 g.

Test results

10 12 14
INPUT POWER (dBm)

Figure 16.

16

16

Typical Transfer Characteristics and Phase Shift

TABLE 4. SMALL-SIGNAL GAIN AND OUTPUT POWER
CHARACTERISTICS OF SSPA I
SMALL-SIGNAL OUTPUT POWER (dBm)
FREQUENCY

(MHz)

GAIN (dB) Al 13-dBm INPUT

0 °C 25°C 50°C 0°C 25°C 50°C

1,530 27.8 27.8 27.7 40.84 40.8 40.5
1,540 284 28.35 28.2 41.5 41.25 41.0
1,546 28.4 28.3 28.2 41.5 41.3 41.0

OUTPUT POWER, GAIN, AND PHASE SHIFT

Figure 16 shows the typical measured transfer characteristics of an SSPA
under three temperature conditions (0°, 25°, and 50°C) at 1.54 GHz. The
small-signal gain and output power dependence on frequency and temperature
are listed in Table 4. The variation of small-signal gain for each frequency
is within 0.2 dB over the 0°to 50°C range. Frequency-dependent variations
in small gain and output power at 13-dBm input drive are all within 0.5 dB.
The input/output transfer characteristics of the three SSPAS at 1.54 GHz

were measured at a nominal operating output power level of 41 dBm (10carrier C/I requirement of 13.5 dB). The results show an output power
variation of ±0.2 dB and phase tracking within -1.4° to 2.4° among the
three sSPAs over the 50° temperature range. Since the devices were selected
randomly, these results provide sufficient information to estimate that
-±0.2 dB and ±3° are realistic bounds on the SSPA amplitude and phase
tracking characteristics, respectively.
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INCERMODULATION AND NOISE POWER RATIO

The carrier-to-third- and fifth-order intermodulation product ratios (c/31M
and c/51M) of the three SSPAS were measured with two equal amplitude carrier
signals spaced 2 MHz apart. Figure 17 plots the results for an SSPA at room
temperature. Similarity in the c/IM characteristics of the SSPAS was observed
in all the amplifiers. The variation at a constant 41-dBm output level is
typically -0.9 dB for the three SSPAS.

10
12
14
INPUT POWER (dBm)

Figure 18.

Figure 17.

Third- and Fifth-Order Intermodulation

Figure 18 shows the typical output power and NPR vs input drive level at
three temperatures in the IT to 50° range for a multicarrier input. The SSPAS
are tuned to achieve maximum output power at mid-frequency. At the
minimum useful output power of 41. 0 dBm, NPR varies no more than
±0.2 dB (from the room temperature value of 13 dB) over the 50°C range.
The observed change in NPR due to temperature variation is directly related
to the output power level.
The intermodulation characteristics of this amplifier design are predicted
by the size of the driver stage. To assess the improvement in overall NPR,

16

Typical NPR Change Over .50°C Temperature Range

an I I-W driver stage was used in place of the 2-W driver stage. At 41-dBm
output, a 2-dB improvement in NPR is observed, with overall efficiency
lowered by about 2 percent. Further improvements in design configurations
are conceivable to optimize the RF output power, NPR, and efficiency. For
example, a 5-W device could be used for the driver stage or an 1 I-W driver
could be shared by two amplifiers. The most favorable driver amplifier
configuration to improve the linearity margin without significantly reducing
overall efficiency can be selected at the implementation stage.
EFFICIENCY. OUT-OF-BAND RESPONSE, AND HARMONICS

Figure 19 plots the output power and collector efficiency of the 2-stage
SSPA vs input drive level. The minimum collector efficiency of the 2-stage
amplifier is 36.5 percent at a useful output power level of 41 dBm.
The measured frequency response of the amplifiers shows an output power
variation of less than ±0.1 dB at room temperature over the required
15 MHz transmit frequency band. Figure 20 shows the measured out-of-band
frequency response of the SSPA up to 1.7 GHz.
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Collector Efficiency of the 2-Stage SSPA

The measured harmonic frequency output characteristics of the 2-stage
SSPA are shown in Figure 21. It should be noted that the SSPA output circuit
design did not include a harmonic output rejection filter. The fourth harmonic
(around 6 GHz) is at least 60 dB below the fundamental.
RADIATION EFFECTS

It has been previously reported that small-signal microwave bipolar
transistors are sensitive to radiation doses encountered in a 10-yr space
mission in geosynchronous orbit [9 ],] 10]. The largest radiation effect reported
was a reduction of the DC current gain , which could result in significant loss
in power gain.
Radiation tests were conducted on the SSPAS using the cobalt-60 gamma
cell calibrated in mid-1980 by the National Bureau of Standards . The driver
stage amplifier was subjected to a dose rate of 4.32 krad/min. for a total of
3.85 hr , equivalent to a dose of 10° R during the test. The collector current
and output power showed no effects from gamma irradiation at high or low
power levels . The expected damage mechanism is that of a trapped charge
(in the dielectric surface passivation layers ) altering the leakage current and,

201
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1

1

1
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Figure 20.

Frequency Response of SSPA in 1.5- to 1.7 -GHz Band

therefore , the gain of the device. Since the passivated areas (oxide coated)
are small compared to the contact areas of a high -power device , any change
in the oxide charge would produce only a small change in the overall device
characteristics.
There are two possible explanations for the fact that no change was
observed, even at the low -power levels where changes were reported in
similar devices. First , the devices reporting sensitivity to radiation were
fabricated using mid-1970s technology . A new radiation-hardened-oxide
technology could be employed , in which case no changes in the oxide would
be expected.
Another possibility involves the metal contacts themselves. When extremely
high gain is not required from a device, there is no need to reduce the surface
recombination at the contacts . If no special contact treatment (such as poly
silicon) is employed , then the device-saturated reverse dark currents will be
so high ( as fabricated ) that any changes in the passivation oxides will have
no noticeable effect on the devices . Since the devices tested are power
transistors and do not require high gain, this explanation appears to be the
most probable.
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TABLE 5. CONTRIBUTIONS TO AMPLITUDE AND PHASE VARIATIONS
ABOUT THE MEAN AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
AMPI.ITuim

PARAMEILR

Unit-to-Unit Variation
Temperature Differential
Radiation Effects
Additional Margin
Total Allowance

8 10 12 14
INPUT POWER (dem)

Figure 21.

16

18

Measured Power Level of All Harmonics of the 2-Stage SSPA

Applications and conclusions
The variations in SSPA amplitude and phase characteristics discussed herein
provide the required inputs for antenna sensitivity analysis. The SSPA
measurements show that the worst-case output occurs at 50°C, and that the
unit-to-unit mean output level will be approximately 0.3 dB higher at 25°C
and 0.5 dB higher at 0°C. If the 10 SSPAS in the active antenna configuration
are initially adjusted in amplitude and phase to balance at a uniform temperature
of 25°C, the contributions to imbalance under operating conditions are
estimated to be those presented in Table 5. The three operating temperatures
are identified as nominal to indicate that the temperatures of individual SSPAS
in the configuration can deviate by as much as 5°C.
Although the nominal temperature of 0°C results in the largest deviation
in amplitude and phase, it also is the temperature at which the mean SSPA

(dB)

PIIASI: (deg)

0°C

25°C

50°C

±0.15
-0.02
Neg.
-0.03
±0.2

0
±0.02
Neg.
X0.03
±0.05

±0.15
±0.02
Neg .
±0.03
±02

± 2.0
+_0.3
Neg.
±0.7
±3

25°C

50°C

0
0.3
Neg.
±0.7
±0.1

. 1.2
±0.3
Neg.
±0.7
±2.2

output is greatest. This more than offsets the effects of imbalance on e.i.r.p.
The worst-case e.i.r.p. that can be encountered occurs at 50°C and dictates
SSPA design requirements.
The results on a deterministic upper bound to e.i.r.p. degradation shown
in Figure 10 indicate that the degradation corresponding to -0.2 dB amplitude
and ±2.2° phase deviations will be less than 0.43 dB with absolute certainty.
It was observed, however, that this bound does not appear to he tight, and
that equation (5) can be adopted as a practical upper bound. The corresponding
e.i.r.p. degradation is <0.3 dB.
If amplitude and phase variations are assumed to he uniformly distributed
between ±0.2 dB and between ±2.2°, the Monte Carlo simulation results
given in Table 3 can be used to estimate e.i.r.p. degradation through
interpolation. This indicates that, with probability 0.997, the largest degradation within the Fov will be less than 0.25 dB.
The same uniform distribution of amplitude and phase can be assumed for
the analytical results shown in Figures I I through 14. It was determined that
for any one specified point within the Fov (taken to be a point at 9 = 8.9°
as a worst case), the largest e.i.r.p. degradation will be less than 0.20 dB,
with probability 0.997. Alternately, it could be assumed that amplitude and
phase are Gaussian in distribution and that 95 percent of the SSPAS employed
conform to the -0.2 dB, ±2.2° limits. In this case, with probability 0.997,
the e.i.r.p. degradation for any one specified point will be less than
0.15 dB.
Based on these results, the system design tolerance for e. i.r.p. degradation
has been chosen to be 0.3 dB. The corresponding active antenna budget for
e.i.r.p. and losses is given in Table 6. The SSPA measurements indicate that
the intermodulation phase tracks the carrier phase to within the measurement
error, ± 1°. Consequently, Cam in the TOY is the same as cttM at the output
of individual SSPAS.
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TABLE 6. e.l.r.p. MARGIN FOR SSPA-ACTIVL
ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

SSPA O u t pu t P ower
Contribution of 10 SSPAs
Output Circuit Loss
Coaxial Cable
Redundancy Switch
BFN (squareax)
Total
Antenna Gain (EOC)
Tolerance (due to amplitude/phase variations)
e.i.r.p. Achievable
e.i.r.p. Specification
Margin

II dBW
(12.6 W)
10 dB

0.1 dB
0.1 dB
0.3 dB
0.5 dB
19.1 dBi

0.3 dB
39.3 dBW
39.0 dBW
0.3 dB

The results developed here indicate that the selected hound on phase
difference could result in an e.i.r.p. difference of 0.15 dB at most. Thus, an
additional 0.2-dB margin for C/M at the SSPA output would be adequate to
protect against this speculative possibility.
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Fade duration statistics from Comstar
20/30-GHz beacon measurement
program*
P. N. KUMARt
(Manuscript received April 30, 1984)

Abstract
Data on rain attenuation duration and the distribution of time intervals between
rain fades for a given fade depth are important in specifying the performance of
satellite communications systems. These data are especially useful for applications
involving power control, diversity switching, and adaptive forward error correction
in digital systems. This paper discusses the measured fade duration statistics and
interval-between-fade statistics derived from 4 years of 19- and 29-GHz beacon signal
measurements taken with the COMSIAR (D-1, D-2, and D-3) satellites. For fade depths
between 3 and 25 dB, the mean fade duration ranged from 10 to 3.5 min. at 19 GHz
and from I I to 7 min. at 29 GHz. Seasonal and diurnal variations of these fades and
their dependence on frequency and elevation angle are also reported.

Introduction
Rain attenuation can significantly affect the design of communications
systems, especially at frequencies greater than 10 GHz. Annual cumulative
* This paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the Communications Satellite Corporation. Portions of this paper
were presented at the International IEEE APS/URSI Symposium in Houston, Texas,
May 23-26, 1983.
t P. N. Kumar is currently with the Voice of America, USIA.
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distributions of rain attenuation allow a system designer to estimate fade
margins based on system reliability requirements. For communications
systems that are intended to compensate for rain fades through up-link/downlink power control or site diversity operation, statistics on fade duration and
intervals between fades of a specified attenuation level are important. Several
studies 111-[9] have been published on the measurement results of fade
duration statistics. However, questions concerning the frequency and elevation-angle dependence of these effects remain unanswered.
In this paper, these questions are addressed in two formulations-the
frequency of occurrence of fades and the duration of fades. The approximate
frequency and elevation angle dependence of the fades are also presented.
These results are based entirely on data from the CONSTAR D-1, D-2, and
D-3 beacon measurement programs at Clarksburg, Maryland [7]. Although
these results may not pertain to all cases, they do bring out some important
similarities between the ratios of attenuations at two frequencies and the
ratios of the number of fades at a given attenuation level. The dependence
of the number of fades on elevation angle is similar to that for the ratio of
attenuations. Data on the distribution of intervals between fades are also
provided. Statistics on both short fade intervals, which occur during an event,
and long fade intervals, which occur between two isolated rain events, are
presented separately; applications of these statistics are also briefly discussed.
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Data collection
The measured data consist of attenuation statistics at 19.04 GHz for
nominally vertical and horizontal polarization, as well as attenuation statistics
for nominally vertical polarization at 28.56 GHz. The transmitting sources
were beacons on the CONSTAR D-1 (128°W), D-2 (95°W), and D-3 (87°W)
satellites. Elevation angles from the receiving antenna to these three satellites
were 21°, 41°, and 43.5°, respectively. (A detailed description of the
measurement equipment and the CONSTAR satellite parameters is given in
Reference 7.)
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Data reduction and analysis
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Signal level data collected on paper charts were digitized at approximate
inflection points by an operator and stored on magnetic tape for data analysis.
These data were computer-interpolated to obtain 1-min. samples of attenuation. Signal attenuations were always referenced to the clear-sky level (see
the unperturbed trace in Figure 1). This process at least partially eliminates
some extraneous receiver contributions resulting from nonprecipitation effects
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such as clear-sky absorption and those resulting from antenna sidelobes.
Figure 1 represents a sample recording of 19- and 29-GHz signal attenuations
measured during a summer rainstorm that occurred on June 28, 1977.
Attenuation exceeding 35 dB was observed. Levels of 10, 20, 30, and
40 dB are shown in Figure 1. An attenuation "event" is defined as any time
interval for which the signal level is less than the nominal clear-sky value.
Figure I gives examples of two isolated events, A and B. A "fade" duration
(11.-) is the time interval over which the attenuation continuously exceeds a
specified attenuation threshold, which may occur several times within a
particular event. An "intra-event interval" (IIN) is the time interval during
an event (such as event B in Figure I) when the attenuation is less than a
given attenuation threshold. IIN is an example of an interval within an event.
An "inter-event interval" is the time interval between two events for which
the attenuation is less than a given threshold. The designation IBET indicates
an interval between events. These are long time intervals on the order of
hours (or days), depending on the fade depth of interest. Intervals within an
event are short compared to intervals between events, and are typically
minutes, not hours, long.
It is interesting to note in Figure I that intra-event intervals can be clearly
identified in event B, but not so clearly in event A. The observed point rain
rate was more intense (note the closely-spaced rain ticks) during event A
than during event B. By analyzing such events, it can be shown that intraevent intervals may be related to the nature and intensity of the rain. All
attenuation events were included in the data analyses: data were computerprocessed to obtain cumulative annual fade statistics for a given fade threshold.

ELEVATION ANGLE. 21°
FREQUENCY 19 GHz
LOCATION : CLARKSBURG, MD
PERIOD '. FROM 7/14/76
TO 8/17/77

m
m
h
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Figure 2.

19-GHz Fade Duration Distributions
r-rT TTF
ELEVATION ANGLE: 21FREQUENCY29 GHz
LOCATION. CLARKSBURG, MD
PERIOD: FROM 7/14/76
TO 8/17/77

Results
Figure 2 shows the fade duration histograms for 19-GHz horizontal
polarization at a 21° elevation angle for 3, 6, 10, 14, 20, and 25 dB
attenuation levels. Previous results [7] have shown that the measured
attenuation in general was about I to 2 dB higher for the horizontally
polarized 19-GHz signal than for the vertically polarized signal. Figure 3
shows similar distributions for the 29-GHz vertical polarization.
These curves show the number of events per year with fade duration equal
to or greater than that specified on the abscissa. The intersection of these
curves with the ordinate yields an annual total of the number of fades (with
a time resolution of I min.) at that fade depth. A comparison of Figures 2
and 3 reveals that the number of fades at 29 GHz exceeds the number at
19 GHz by a factor of about 2. Figure 4 shows the distribution of 19-GHz
fades for an elevation angle of 41 °. Figures 2 and 4 indicate that at the lower
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Figure 3.

29-GHz Fade Duration Distributions
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TABLE 2. ANNUAL ATTENUATION DURATION STATISTICS*

I
ELEVATION ANGLE 41°
FREQUENCY. 19 GHz
LOCATION: CLARKSBURG, MD
PERIOD. FROM 8, 17/77

3 dB

FRACTION OF TOTAL FADING TIME (%)
ACROSS FADE LEVELS

FADE DURATION
(min.)

TO 8,1878

E
11
17
1,
C-

>3
>10
>30
>60
Total Fading Time (min,)
Total Number of Fades

14 dB
20dB

25 dB

3
dB

6
dB

10
dB

15
dB

20 25
dB dB

96.9
86.1
68.7
57.1
5,366
333

95,6
76.2
56.0
45.5
2,391
220

92.6
71.6
35.4
5.6
1,188
141

89.3
68.9
40.2
11.0
511
79

93.1 91.1
69.6 81.2
35.4 18,3
19.6
310 167
37 24

* Frequency: 28.56 GHz (vertical polarization)
Elevation Angle: 21°
Time Period : July 1976 to August 1977
Location: Clarksburg , Maryland
0

TABLE 3. ANNUAL ATTENUATION DURATION STATISTICS*
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FRACTION OF TOTAL FADING TIME (%)
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Figure 4.
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/9-GHz Fade Duration Distributions

elevation angle (21°), the number of observed fades was about twice the
number observed at the higher elevation angle (41°).
Tables 1, 2, and 3 present fade duration data with a fraction of total fading
TABLE 1. ANNUAL ATTENUATION DURATION STATISTICS*

* Frequency: 19.04 GHz (horizontal polarization)
Elevation Angle: 41°
Time Period: August 1977 to August 1978
Location: Clarksburg, Maryland

FRAcTIoN OF TOTAL FADING TIML (%)
ACROSS FADE LEVELS

(min.)

3
dB

6
dB

>3
>10
>30
>60
Total Fading Time (min.)
Total Number of Fades

95.7
81.6
53.8
17.5
2,196
183

91.9
72.4
29.0
6.1
1,024
125

FADE DURATION

* Frequency: 19.04 GHz ( horizontal polarization)
Elevation Angle: 21°
Time Period : July 1976 to August 1977
Location: Clarksburg, Maryland

10
dB

15
dB

20
dB

25
dB

91.1
69.7
39.6

93.6
71.4
17.0

91.2
85.6
38.1

89.7
78 4
-

514
66

297
43

114
12

>3 93-7 95.1 90 .2 88.0 88.5 83.3
>10 76.9 77.2 52.3 69,7 42.8 >30 45.5 53-3
>60 21L7 -- - - Total Fading Time (min .) 1,530 645 272 143 77 13
Total Number of Fades 141 62 44 26 21 7

24
7

time at a given fade level for the 19- and 29-GHz data presented in Figures
2, 3, and 4, respectively. These data are most useful to system designers in
determining over what percentage of time a particular fade depth occurs and
its corresponding duration probability.
Frequency and elevation angle dependence

Based on the measured results, four simple ratios are computed for each
attenuation threshold (or fade depth) to study the frequency and elevation
angle dependence. One general assumption in this study is that the attenuation
data obtained at the 21° elevation angle (D-1 measurement, July 1976 through
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August 1977) are comparable to those collected at a 41° elevation angle
(D-2 measurement, August 1977 through August 1978). This assumption
gains support from the annual rainfall data, which compare favorably [7].
However, since some year-to-year variability in rain effects can be expected,
several years of measured data for both elevation angles would be required
to accurately characterize year-to-year variability. The elevation angle for
the D-3 measurement (43.5°) was close to that of the D-2 measurement (41°),
and the annual attenuation statistics (for purposes of this paper) were
comparable. Therefore, data from D-1 (21°) and D-2 (41°) are presented
here, with occasional references to D-3 data.

R,, _

Total fading time for A > x dB at 0,
Total fading time forA > x dB at 0,

(6)

for a fixed frequency. Figure 6 plots these ratios as a function of fade depth
for 19 and 29 GHz. These curves show that for a given frequency, as the
path elevation angle decreased from 41° to 21°, the total number of fades
and the total fading time increased by a factor of roughly 1.8.

Frequency dependence

Let Rif and Rzj be defined as

Rif =

Total no. of fades with A > x dB at J
Total no. of fades with A > x dB at f,

Total fading time forA > x dB atf2
Ref = Total fading time forA > x dB atf,

(1)

(2)

for a fixed elevation angle . Figure 5 plots these ratios for f2 = 29 GHz and
f, = 19 GHz as a function of fade depth. These curves show that for a given
elevation angle, the total number of fades and the total fading time increased
by a factor of about two as the frequency increased from 19 to 29 GHz. For
these data , it appears that
Rif

2

(3)

(4)

which is similar to the behavior of ratios of rain attenuations observed at
these frequencies [6], [10].
Elevation angle dependence

15 20

25

30

ATTENUATION (dB)

Figure 5.

Ratios R,f, R2f as a Function of Fade Depth

Similarly, R,5 and R,L are defined as

Total no. of fades with A > x dB at 0,
Ric =

Total no. of fades with A > x dB at 0,

(5)

These results are at least approximately consistent with the cosecant law
[I0] for the scaling of attenuation statistics as a function of elevation angle:
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R,t

12

sin 0,

(7)
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Mean Fade Duration as a Function of Fade Depth and
Elevation Angle
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Figure 6. Ratios R,r, R_,.. as a Function of Fade Depth
Figure 7 shows the variation of mean fade duration as a function of fade
depth for 19- and 29-GHz signals at 21 ° and 43.5° elevation angles. A general
trend of decreasing mean fade duration with increasing elevation angle can
be observed in the figure. Some variation in the data for 21° may be the
result of a few heavy rain events that occurred during the measurement
period.

Figure 8 shows a plot of the total number of fades per year as a function
of fade depth. Each data point represents the total number of fades that
exceeded a given attenuation threshold, divided by the corresponding cumulative fading time expressed as a fraction of a year. The number of fades
observed for each season is normalized to an annual basis. Over a full year,
the number of fades ranged from 270 at the 5-dB level to 16 at the 30-dB
level. During winter, fall, and spring, the rate of occurrence of higher
attenuation fades was less than that for a full year. The rate of occurrence
of fades at all levels was higher in the summer than for the entire year (see
Figure 8). Fades exceeding the 20-dB level occurred two to three times
more frequently over the summer than during the other three seasons. (A
similar observation was made for the other two years of data not shown in
Figure 8.)
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COMSTAR D 1
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ELEVATION ANGLE: 21FREQUENCY : 29 GHz
LOCATION: CLARKSBURG, MD
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Figure 8. Seasonal Variation in the Frequency of Occurrence of Fades
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E 102-

Diurnal distributions of fading reveal the time of day during which fades
of a given threshold were observed. For example, Figure 9 shows the
29-GHz diurnal distributions for 10-, 14-, and 20-dB attenuation levels from
the COMSTAR D- I data. Most attenuations greater than 20 dB (see legend in
Figure 9) occurred during the interval from 1200 to 2000 hr local time. The
ordinate represents the cumulative fading time (in minutes) over the year that
the attenuation exceeded a specified level. Figure 10 shows a similar
distribution for data collected during June, July, and August. A careful
comparison of Figures 9 and 10 reveals that about 95 percent of the cumulative
fading time during that year for attenuations exceeding 20 dB occurred during
the summer months.
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Figure 10.

Diurnal Distribution of 29-GHz Fades for the Summer Months
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Inter-event and intra • event interval statistics
COMSTAR D 1

Figure I I gives the distributions of inter-event intervals for fades exceeding
5, 10, and 20 dB, as observed during the 1976 to 1977 measurement period.
Higher attenuation fades are separated by several hours. For example, 17 out
of the 19 10-dB fades observed were separated by more than 2 hr. All of
the 20-dB fades were separated by more than 2 hr. It is likely that such
distributions may change significantly from year to year, depending on the
time of occurrence of thunderstorms. Figure 12 gives the distributions of
infra-event intervals. Twenty-nine out of the 32 10-dB fades had intra-event
intervals in excess of 2 min. These data should be very useful in system
engineering applications such as site diversity and power control.

ELEVATION ANGLE: 21°
FREQUENCY: 19 GHz
PERIOD FROM 7/14/76
TO 8/17/77

103
COMSTAR D-1
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FREQUENCY: 19 GHz
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TO 8/17/77
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Figure 12.

Distribution of Intra-Event Intervals
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Figure 11.

Distribution of Inter-Event Intervals

The dependence of rain fade duration on elevation angle and frequency
has been investigated for data collected at Clarksburg, Maryland. The ratios
of the total number of fades and their durations for two frequencies at a
given fade depth were quite similar to the ratios of attenuation. The ratios
of the total number of fades and their durations for different path elevation
angles were also similar to the ratios of attenuation. The mean fade duration
appeared to depend on both frequency and elevation angle. For these measured
data, at a given frequency, the mean fade duration decreased with increasing
path elevation angle. The occurrence of higher attenuation fades was found
to be two to three times greater in June, July, and August than during the
rest of the year. Ninety-five percent of the higher attenuation events
(>20 dB) in a year occurred in the summer.
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A field test for companded single
sideband modulation : implications for
capacity enhancement and
transmission planning
E. WALLACE, C. ADAMS, AND D. ARNSIEIN
(Manuscript received November 15, 1984)

Abstract
Late in 1983, AT&T and the Deutsche Bundespost (onp) of the Federal Republic of
Germany conducted a field test of companded single sideband (cssn) modulation in
a test carrying live traffic between the U.S. and Germany over the INTELSAr System.
This paper describes the planning, conduct, and results of that test as well as the
implications for transmission planning and future capacity with the cssn technique.
A 12-channel circuit group was tested between the AT&'r switch in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and the onp switch in Frankfurt, Germany, via the Fluor and Raisting
satellite earth stations. A transponder bank that included existing l--DM/FM carriers was
chosen to match typical IN[ELSAT operating conditions, permitting the compatibility
of EDM/FM and cssn to be examined. Results of the objective performance tests are
discussed, along with a description of the subjective testing methods used by AT&T
and the Our. Subjective testing rates essa as equal in quality to crs and FOM/PM.
Error rate measurements show its data-handling capability is adequate for a
4,800-bit/s vi. modem.
Results of voice level tests performed by AT&T at its New York switch are also
introduced, and based on those measured values, this paper also provides a discussion
of achievable transponder capacity and the variables affecting that capacity. Transmission planning for the field trial, which took into account existing traffic on other
carriers, is also discussed.
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Introduction

Purpose of field test

From September to December 1983, the DBP , AT&T, and COMSAT conducted
a field test of CSSB on operational circuits of the public switched telephone
network (PS'rN) between international switching centers (Iscs) at Frankfurt
and Pittsburgh . Currently, AT &T operates CSSB on a COMSTAR satellite for
commercial U.S. domestic service between New York City and San Francisco.
Companded FM (cFM ) is operational in the INTELSA r system on the PSTN and
on private line circuits between Etam and Grand Cayman earth stations via
an INTELSAT v satellite, with companders installed at the earth stations.
Companders for assn circuits at the Iscs would reduce the effect of noise
occurring in terrestrial links between the earth station (Es) and the Ise.

Of primary importance in establishing the acceptability of CSSB on INTELSAT
satellites was the subjective performance quality as perceived by the user.
However, objective measurements were also taken, and based on the measured
parameters, an analysis was conducted.
The field test was designed to accomplish the following:

To remove a test bias that could consequently occur in favor of CSSB, it
was considered desirable to also test the AT&T companded circuits over an
FM link . At the conclusion of the CSSB test , therefore, the same 12-channel
group was transmitted on a 2.5-MHz FM carrier , closely following the lineup procedures for a standard INTELSAT CFM carrier. Details of the line-up
criteria for each test are given below. Subjective testing, which was identical
for both trials , included side- by-side comparison with noncompanded FDM/
FM circuits.
AT&T and the DBP established terrestrial links between their respective iscs
and the earth stations. To ensure compatibility with the unique baseband
configuration created by the AT&T single-sideband modulation equipment,
COMSAT, along with the DHP and INTELSAT , established the satellite path

• Demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating companders at Ices.
• Demonstrate the feasibility of incorporating single-sideband equipment at INTELSAT earth stations.

• Compare satellite voice circuits using essB modulation with conventional FM as well as cFM.
• Establish that CSSB modulation can provide satisfactory voice and
voiceband data circuit performance in the current INTELSAT environment.

Equipment configuration
The complement of equipment needed to add a CssB-modulated voice
group is discussed next. It consists simply of companders at the international
switch along with master group and multimaster group translators at the earth
station. Installation and checkout were conducted in about I week.
Test circuit installation configurations for the Pittsburgh and Frankfurt
companders and echo cancellers are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The single-

parameters and carrier size. In coordination with COMSAT and the DBP, AT&T
established the single - sideband equipment configurations in the earth stations,

12-CHANNEL GROUP

as well as the echo canceller and compander configurations in the iscs.

AT&T also provided echo cancellers and companders for the switches in
Frankfurt and in Pittsburgh . In Frankfurt, echo cancellers were installed on
the line side of the ccrvr No. 5 signaling units ( identified as No. 5 SIGNALING
or No. 5 SIG in the figures that follow ) and were disabled during signaling.
In Pittsburgh , echo cancellers were installed on the drop side of the can
No. 5 signaling units. The companders , with 2:1 compression ratios and
- 16 dBmO unaffected signal power , were installed on the line side of the
echo cancellers and signaling units in both Frankfurt and Pittsburgh.
At the conclusion of the test , a joint report was issued by the U.S. and
German Signatories to the INTELSAT Board of Governors Technical Committee. This paper draws on the technical content of that report and goes
beyond it to elaborate on transmission planning and capacity implications for
the widespread use of CSSB within the INTELSAT System.

H

CHANNEL
-MUX

COMPANDERS

No. 5
SIGNALING

ECHO
CANCELLERS

AT&T
SWITCH

TO
ETAM

Figure 1.

CSSBICFM Equipment Configuration at AT&T Pittsburgh Switching Facility

sideband equipment installation at the earth stations is shown in Figure 3.
At Etam, the single- sideband equipment , which was installed in the AT&T
area, transmitted the signal to COMSAT at IF. The IF frequency plan is shown
in Figure 4. Because of equipment limitations, the output of the singlesideband equipment is 5 MHz below the standard INTELSAT IF of 70 MHz,
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ENABLE/
DISABLE

DISABLE/
ENABLE LOGIC
NVERI

LISP
SWITCH

No!
SIG

ECHO
SU PPRES NNIG
SOBS
SIG

ECHO
CANCELLERS
(12)

DISABLE
FOR TRIAL

Figure 2.
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TO

PARTING

CSSB/CFM Equipment Configuration at DBP Frankfurt Switching
Facility
64.80 64.85 64 .90 6495 65.00 6505 65. 10 6515 65.
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TRANSMITTING
TRANSLATOR

GROUP
MUX

TO SWITCH
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MUX
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65

60

70

75

80

85

FREQUENCY (MHz)
MMGTR
RECEIVING
TRANSLATOR

DOWN
CONVERTER

Figure 4.

NOTE MMGT-R MULTIMASTER GROUP TRANSLATOR
MGTB MASTER GROUP TRANSLATOR
IPA INTERMEDIATE POWER AMPLIFIER
LNA. LOWNOISE AMPLIFIER
HPA-. H IGHPOWER AMPLIFIER

Figure 3.

BASE BAND
Mux

IF Frequencv Plan

FM
MODULATOR

UPCONVERTER

IPA/
HPA

Earth Station Equipment Configuration for CSSB Test
SUPERGROUP
MUX

instead of centered on it. Figure 5 shows the equipment configuration for the

FROM SWITCH

CFM test.
TO SWITCH

GROUP
MUX

FM
DOWN
DEMODULATOR CONVERTER

Satellite link and transmission analysis methodology
The operational test was conducted over the Atlantic Ocean Region (Major
Path 2), using INTELSAT V (F-6). The transponder selected was chosen to
provide a nominal INTELSAT operating environment for the CSSB channels,
which typically means encountering two or three co-channel interference
sources as well as multicarrier operation of the transponder. Additionally,
sufficient bandwidth was required to accommodate either the CSSB or CFM
control test channels. Table I gives the measured satellite and earth station
parameters applicable to this test. (In the tables that follow, G/T = ratio of

Figure 5.

Earth Station Equipment Diagram Jor CFM Test

gain-to-noise temperature; SFD = saturation flux density; e.i.r.p. = equivalent isotropically radiated power.)
The specific frequencies used for the CSSI test were selected by COMSAT
and INTELSAT. INTFISA-r provided the FDM/FM frequency plan of the
transponder bank and the power levels of the FDM/FM carriers. The CSSB
frequencies were chosen to operate at least 1 MHz away from the center
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TABLE 1. MEASURED SATELLITE AND EARTH
STATION PARAMETERS
PARAMETER

TRANSPONDER 13

TRANSPONDER 53

32.5 dBW
-72.2 dBW/m'-3.6 dB/K
41.6 dB/K

31.6 dBW
-69.8 dBW/nr'
-2.4 dR/K
42.9 dR/K

Satellite e.i.r.p.
Satellite SFD
Satellite G/T
Earth Station G/T

frequency of any co-channel FM carrier to avoid the highest interference
power density. Another frequency selection criterion was that intermodulation
noise be set at levels low enough to achieve the required total signal-to-total
noise, SI(N + 1), for the CSSB channels. Figure 6 shows the transponder
frequency plan. Note that the transponder plan meets the condition that CSSB
be tested in a nominal "fully loaded" configuration of FDM/FM carriers.

r
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pilot in a 3.1-KHz bandwidth. These estimates were obtained by an iterative
process, as explained below.
First, up-link and down-link powers were estimated (assuming thermal
noise only) by working backward to find the required transmit e.i.r.p. of
the pilot tone that would result in the desired signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Next, a transmission analysis computer program that optimizes voice channel
quality in an FDM/FM transponder bank was used by INTELSAT to determine
the power levels of the FM carriers. These power levels were used to estimate
interference power from FM carriers that would be cofrequency with the
USSR recovery pilot. Signal-to-co-channel interference ratios were then
determined, and signal-to-intermodulation noise was estimated. Next, the
S/(N + I) was computed. If it was not equal to the required value of
29.0 dB, the computed CSSB carrier power was adjusted, and the process
was repeated until that value was reached. The final recovery pilot link
budgets for Etam to Raisting (transponder 13) and Raisting to Etam
(transponder 53) are given in Table 2.

case FREQUENCY
BAND 8 APPROXIMATE
CFM CENTER FREQUENCY

TABLE 2. RECOVERY PILOT LINK BUDGET
PARAMETER

EAST HEMI TO
WEST HEMI
13
06094
03869. 6097
WEST HEMI TO
EAST HEMI
23
06094
03869
EAST ZONE TO
WEST ZONE
43
06094
03069.

CSSB FREQUENCY BAND
& APPROXIMATE
CFM CENTER
FREQUENCY

LA
/
D6DS 3 I^ I/I 32 I^t^ IiI I^ I J

WEST ZONE TO
EAST ZONE

Up-Link Frequency
Up-Link e.i.r.p.
Boltzmann's Constant
Satellite G/r
Satellite SFD
Up-Link Free-Space Path Loss
Miscellaneous Up-Link Loss
Up-Link S/N (thermal)
Up-Link S/Interference
(co-channel)
Up-Link S/(N + 1)

TRANSPONDER 53

6,158.645 MHz
48.9 dBW
228.6 dB/K-Hz
-2.4 dB/K
-69.8 dBW/m7
200.6 dB
0.5 dB
39.1 dB
40.5 dB
36.7 dB

TRANSPONDER 13

6.097.136 MHz
46.1 dBW
228.6 dB/K-Hz
-3.6 dB/K
-72.2 dBW/me
200-1 dB
0.5 SIR
35.6 dB
41.3 dB
34.6 dB

03669 .

NOTE. NUMBERS SHOWN INSIDE
THE CARRIERS INDICATE
THE NUMBER OF VOICE
CHANNELS

Figure 6.

Transponder Frequency Plan

INTELSAT also analyzed the frequencies and power levels chosen by
COMSAT to ensure that CSSB transmissions would not degrade the performance
of FM carriers, either in the transponders carrying CSSB or those co-frequency
with CSSB.
Transmission parameters for the recovery pilot were estimated before the
field trial to achieve an S/(N + 1) of 29 dB for the - 10 dBmO recovery

Satellite Saturated e.i.r.p.
Output Backoff
Down-Link Free-Space Path Loss
Miscellaneous Down-Link Loss
Earth Station G/T
Noise Bandwidth
Down-Link S/N (thermal)
Down-Link S/Interference
(co-channel)
S/Intermodulation
Down-Link S/(N + 1)

S/(N + I) Total

31.6 dBW
39.2 dB
196.2 dB
0.5 dB
42.9 dR/K
34.9 dB-Hz
32.3 dB
38.8 dB

32.5 dBW
39.1 dB
196.6 dB
0.5 dB
41.6 dB/K
34.9 dB-Hz
31.6 dB
42.4 dB

34.9 dB
29.8 dB

38.0 dB
30.4 dB

29.0 dB

29.0 dB
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The CFM carriers were standard 24-channel, 2.5-MHz carriers with only
the 12-channel companded group actively loaded in each carrier. The normal
spreading waveform was used on the carrier, which had a required carrierto-total noise of 12.2 dB.
Operational up-link and down-link e.i.r.p. measurements for the FDM/FM
carriers and CSSB recovery pilots in transponders 13 and 53 were made by
the INTELSA I Communications Systems Monitor (esM) to verify the computed
transmission parameters of the esSB recovery pilot. Periodic measurements
of the values were made throughout the field test to provide information on
the stability of the carriers and recovery pilots. At the same time, live FDM/
FM signal levels were checked by the cSM to verify that they were close to
predicted levels. Although the measured and optimized levels for individual
FDM/F-M carriers differed by as much as 6.5 dB on the up-link, down-link
levels as well as composite input and output backoffs showed close agreement
(0.1 dB). The disagreement that was found in up-link levels may have been
caused by the larger degree of uncertainty in the assumed earth station and
satellite up-link parameters.
The output backoff required for a CSSB channel and the composite output
backoff for the EDM carriers were such that the cssu down-link power per
channel was very low compared to the composite down-link power. Therefore
the CSSB power had a negligible effect on the total output backoff and
intermodulation spectrum. Likewise, the eFM carriers had negligible effect
on total output backoff and intermodulation during the CFM portion of the
test.
The down-link power of the essB recovery pilot was measured at
-6.74 dBW for transponder 13, and at -7.48 dBW for transponder 53.
These values compare well with the estimated values from the link budgets
of -6.6 dBW and -7.6 dBW for transponders 13 and 53, respectively.
The close agreement between estimated and measured down-link powers
of the recovery pilots provides confidence in the estimation procedure and
the assumptions used.

Objective tests
Before the subjective tests were started, objective performance measurements were taken between the tscs on all circuits under test. These
measurements included commonly measured voice channel transmission
parameters as well as data channel parameters. In all cases, results of the
essB and CFM circuit performance parameters were within an acceptable
range. Following is a list of the objective tests that were conducted for the
field test. Shown in parentheses are pertinent cci r, Bell System, or other
recommendations or standards for the tests.
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Nominal Overall Loss (ecrrr REC.M. 1025)
Loss/Frequency Distortion (M.580, M.590)
Random Circuit Noise (M.580, M. 1025)
Impulsive Noise (M.1025)
Phase Jitter/Hits (M. 1025)
Group-Delay Distortion (M. 1020)
Single Tone Interference (M. 1025)
Frequency Error (M. 1025)
Harmonic Distortion (M. 1025)
Intermodulation Distortion (G.162, pp. 5.2)
Go-Return Crosstalk (G.134, pp. 5.2; G.151, pp. 4.2)
Signal to Notch Noise (IEEE P473/D3)
Echo Canceller Performance
Propagation Delay
Using standard, commercial modems, measurements were made of
4,800-bit/s voiceband data bit and block error rate performance at a
- 13-dBmO precompanding level between the international switches. By
adjusting the earth station drive levels downward, these measurements were
made at noise levels equal to -41.5, -39.5, and -37.5 dBmOp in
uncompanded voice channels. Table 3 gives the error rate measurement
results. The noise level was returned to -41.5 dBmOp [recovery pilot
S/(N + 1) equal to 29 dB) for the subjective tests.

TABLE 3. ERROR RATE MEASUREMEMr RESULTS FOR 4,800-BI r/s DATA
UNwEIGBTED
S/N BIT ERROR RATE 1.000-BIT BIOCK ERROR RAn;

24.5= 2.9 x 10-7 8.3 x 10-1
22.5 15 x t01, 6.1 x 10-4
20.5 1.1 x 10 ` 4.0 x 10
The nominal value of the uncompanded noise -41.5 dBm0p) during the subjective tests
corresponds to a data S/N of 24.5 dB,

ecrrr Automatic Transmission Maintenance Equipment (ATME) tests were
performed each day by AT&T to check voice circuit loss, noise, and line
signaling. In addition , traffic patterns were checked each day by a DBP
computer to ensure uniform traffic usage of all circuits . Results of the ATME
tests were used to detect equipment problems that occurred during the
subjective tests and to ensure that the satellite link remained properly aligned.
With the exception of a few isolated equipment failures, noise levels remained
stable for the duration of the test.
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Average channel load
When computed in relation to the noise floor, the average channel load*
determines the operating S/N in a 3.1-kHz bandwidth, which in turn relates
to capacity. The average channel load is not an arbitrary parameter that can
be set by the transmission engineer. The average load has decreased over
the years as a result of improvements in the telephone system, while still
yielding the required end-to-end quality.
Using a Bell digital volume meter, AT&T made a series of speech-level
measurements on international satellite circuits. These included volume
measurements on approximately 100 transmit and receive circuits to each of
five countries. The resulting active mean power, VII, and standard deviation,
or, of these measurements, adjusted to 0 dBr, are provided in Table 4. The
calculated average channel load for both uncompanded (L) and companded
(L,) channels with an unaffected signal power (UsP), sometimes called the
unaffected level, of - 16 dBmO were calculated by using the techniques
described below, and are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4. SPEECH-LEVEL MEASUREMENT AND PER-CHANNEL.
SPEECH LOAD RESULTS

MEAN SPEECH
LEVEL

ONDITION

VOLUME

(V„),
UNITS
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where T is the mean activity factor, taken as 0.25 or -6 dB (CCITT
recommended value; see also Reference 1). The 0.115Q' is a result of the
log-normal distribution of talker volumes, and 10 log 'r accounts for longterm power. In making this computation, which converts volume units to
power, AT&T assumed that the 1.4-dB conversion between syllabic volume
and continuous talker power was absorbed into the activity factor of 0.25.
The per-channel companded load is then given by
Vn USP

0.11502

Le2
=2
+ + 4 6.0 dBmO (2)
Note that the average channel load measured by AT&T is well below the
nominal - 15-dBmO level usually assumed in the INTELSAT system in
accordance with the CCITT.

The reference level for S/N on the link was the setting of a - 10-dBmO
recovery pilot to have 29-dB S/N in a 3.1-KHz bandwidth. This setting
ensures that at - 13 dBmO, the signal will have adequate S/N, as shown in
Table 3. Thus, a companded voice channel with average load X dBmO will
have an average S/N given by
Voice Channel S/N = 29 + 10 + X dB (3)

NONCOMPANDED

COMPANDED

STANDARD

PLR-CIIANNLL

PER-CHANNEL

DEVIATION

SPEECII LOAD

SPEECH LOAD

(o), dB

(I.), dBmO

(L J. dBmO

Country A Receive
Country A Transmit
Country B Receive
Country B Transmit
Country C Receive
Country C Transmit
Country D Receive
Country D Transmit
Country E Receive
Country E Transmit

- 19.9
-22.9
-20.3
-23.8
-20.7
-2.1
-18.4
-21.6
- 18.9
-20.2

5.6
4.4
6.1
5.2
5.9
5.4
5.8
4.4
6.5
5.0

-22.3
-26.7
-22.0
-26.7
-22.7
-24.7
-20.5
-25.4
-20.0
-23.3

-23.0
-24.9
-23.1
-25.1
-23.3
-24.2
-22.2
-24.2
-22.2
-23.4

Average Receive
Average Transmit

- 19.6
-22.1

6.0
4.9

-21.5
-25.3

-22.8
-24.4

The uncompanded average channel load is given by
L = VII + 0.115u22 + 10 log (T) dBmO
* The term "average channel load " here refers to the long-term average spec,
power, which takes into account the speech activity factor, T.

and an unweighted carrier-to-noise density given by
S/No = Voice Channel S/N + 10 log (3100) dB-Hz (4)
Table 5 shows the required average SIN (Save/N) and signal-to-noise density
ratio (Save/N„) for the links given in Table 4.
TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED S/N FOR SPEECH
REQUIRED So„,/N
(dB)

REQUIRED S, ,/N,
(dB-Hz)

Country A Receive
Country A Transmit
Country B Receive
Country B Transmit
Country C Receive

16.0
14.1
15.9
13.9
15.7

50.9
49.0
50.8
48.8
50.6

Country C Transmit

14.9

49.8

Country D Receive
Country D Transmit
Country E Receive
Country E Transmit

16.8
14.8
16.8
15.6

5L.7
49.7
51.7
50.5

Average Receive
Average Transmit

16.2
14.6

51.1
49.5

CONDITION
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For the CFM portion of the field test, the recovery pilot was not present.
For simplicity, the noise floor was set during lineup according to Satellite
System Operations Guide (ssoG) procedures for INTELSAT standard CFM at
-41.0 dBmOp. To compare the resulting noise floors for CSSB and CFM,
refer to Table 6 below. As shown, the actual noise floors for CFm and USSR
were set to within 0.5 dB. Note that the value of compander advantage,
which in one publication (2] is defined as the difference between talkeractive and talker-oJJ noise floors, was not of direct consequence in the field
test. The data in Table 6 show that the compander advantage achieved for
this field trial was 8.5 dB, the difference between the companded and
uncompanded noise floors [3].
TABLE 6. NOISE FLOOR COMPARISONS FOR CSSB AND CFM
SIGNAL. POWER LEVEL

I-mW test tone 0 dBmO
Recovery pilot - 10 dBmO
Unweighted noise in 3.1-kHz bandwidth around recovery pilot -39 dBmmO
CSSB equivalent weighted noise -41.5 dBmOp
CFM equivalent weighted noise according to INTEISAT SSOG -41.0 dBmOp
FDM/FM equivalent weighted noise according to INTELSAT SSOG -50.0 dBmOp

Subjective tests
The subjective performance tests administered by AT&T and DBP were
conducted differently: AT&T used call-back interviews; the DBP used service
observation.

in a manner similar to that used for the AT&T data.
The three test conditions used in the subjective tests were:
Condition 1 12 SSB AM modulated circuits with companders (CSSB)
Condition II 12 FM modulated circuits with no companders (FM)
Condition III 12 FM modulated circuits with companders (CFM)
In the first phase of the subjective tests, conditions I and lI operated
simultaneously: in the second phase, conditions II and III were run simultaneously. Because of circuit access constraints, each test phase was conducted sequentially by AT&T and DBP. During the first test phase, problems
with echo cancellers in Pittsburgh required that they be replaced by echo
suppressors. Therefore phase I was divided into two parts: lA, with echo
suppressors; 1 B, with echo cancellers. Test results arc given in Tables 7 and
8.
TABLE 7. RESULTS OF AT&T SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
TEST PHASE

CSSB -IA
FM-IA
CSSB-IB
FM-IB
CFM-2
FM-2

an on-site computer, rating the quality as excellent, good, fair, or poor. The
data reduction facility at Bell Telephone Laboratories provided the Mean
Opinion Score (MOs) and standard deviation for the ratings. The MOS was

calculated by assigning values to the ratings (excellent = 4; good = 3;
fair = 2; and poor = 1) and then computing the average response value.
In Frankfurt, the DBP routed the 24 circuits under test (12 CSSB and 12
FDM/FM) via the manual international gateway as semiautomatic circuits.
Collect calls were monitored during a conversation by experienced operators,
a method known as service observation. Twelve criteria were used to evaluate
the quality of service. At the end of each call, the operators rated the quality
of each call as very good, good, fair, or poor. A Mos was then calculated

EX( ELLLNI

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

MOS*

552
710
400
421
628
635

43%
43%
41%
46%
47%
48%

389
41%
42%
4t%
38%
40%

13%
12%
14%
11%
9%
10%

6%
4%
3%
3%
6%
2%

3.17
3.23
3.20
3.30
3.27
3.34

* For method of calculating MOS value, sec second paragraph at the beginning of this section.

AT&T identified individual calls by using a traffic analysis unit. AT&T
evaluated the quality of these calls by conducting a call-back interview.
Using a standardized list of interview questions concerning the quality of
various aspects of the circuit as perceived by the talkers, interviewers queried
call participants and recorded their answers. The results were processed by

SAMPLE St zo

TABLE 8. RESULTS of DBP SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
TEST PHASE

CSSB-IA
FM-IA
CSSB-IB
FM-IB
CFM-2
FM-2

SAMPLE SIZE

VERY GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

MOS.

996
908
309
275
516
535

12%
14%
20%
21%
18%
17%

75%
73%
63%
66%
69%
71%:

11%
11%
13%
11%
11%
10%

2%
2%
4%
2%
2%
2%

2.97
2.99
2.99
3.06
3.03
3.03

*' For method of calculating MOS value, see second paragraph at the beginning of this section.

The small differences in Mos values for individual test conditions are not
statistically significant. Differences in ratings between Tables 7 and 8 have
more to do with the different interpretation of the words "very good" in
German and "excellent" in English than with differentiating modulation
types. The reasons for this are as follows. It is generally accepted that
German operators tend to evaluate the link more critically than do telephone
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users interviewed in the U.S. Second, the German expression "very good"
is not the equivalent of "excellent" in English. Small differences between
results for the A and B portions of the tests can be attributed to differences
in quality between echo cancellers and echo suppressors. Note the increase
in "very good" scores and the decrease in "good" scores on the DBP side
that resulted when echo suppressors were replaced with echo cancellers in
the U.S.
It is significant that side-by-side tests of CFM and FDM/FM showed no
statistically significant differences from CSSB and FDM/FM. Had both CFM
and CSSB scored better than FDM/FM, it would have been justified to say that
the companders were masking a noisy terrestrial link. Since this was not the
case, noise on terrestrial links between the Ise and the ES could not have
contributed significantly to the rating.
The closeness in results for CSSB and CFM warrants one final word. Before
the field test, there was some speculation that satellite co-channel and
intermodulation noise, being non-thermal in origin, might force differences
between the subjective scores for cssn and CFM, even though thermal
equivalent noise floors for both modulations were adjusted to within 0.5 dB
of each other. This line of reasoning is based on CSSB being a type of "naked
modulation," protected from link noise only by the compander, whereas FM
demodulation might also provide immunity from non-thermal impairments.
That these differences were not found in this field test is considered quite
significant. It is recommended that listener tests be conducted under a
laboratory-controlled environment to quantify subjective immunity differences, if any, between CSSB and FM.

Capacity estimates
The CSSB transponder capacities that can ultimately be achieved in the
INTELSAT system will vary, depending on the specific transponder and earth
segment characteristics, required S/N, and interference environment encountered. A parametric study was performed to demonstrate one technique for
computing capacity.
The value of 16.2-dB S/N obtained, shown in Table 5, was rounded to
17.0 dB to account for signaling and tones present in the multichannel load.
This value provides a starting point for link budget analysis. Two specific
sets of earth station and transponder characteristics were used. The first was
a zone beam transponder and earth station with parameters set at the values
measured for transponder 53 and the Raisting earth station, respectively.
Capacity estimates for this set of parameters are shown in Table 9. The
second set of parameters consisted of the published specification values for

a Standard A earth station and specified INTELSAT v zone beam transponder
parameters . Results for this set are shown in Table 10.
TABLE 9. CAPACITY ESTIMATES FOR ZONE BEAM WITH MEASURED
SPACECRAFT AND EARTH STATION PARAMETER VALUES AND
MEASURED AVERAGE LOAD, L. = -22.8 dBmO
INTERFERENCE ENTRIES

Parameter
S/NTO, (dB)
S/I (dB )
S/(NT1 + IM) (dB)
SIN, (dB)
S/IM (dB)
BO,, (dB )
BO1,,, (dB )
IBOT,,, (dB)
Capacity ( channels)

0
17.0
17.0
20.0
20.0
50.3
6.1
12.1
18,000,

2 (1 reuse)

4 (2 reuses)

17.0
24.0
18 .0
21.0
21.0
493
6.6
12.6
18.000'

17.0
21.0
19.2
22.2
22.2
48.1
7.2
13.2
12,300

6 (3 reuses)
17.0
19.2
2L0
24.0
24.0
46.3
6.6
12.6
9,300

S/Nro, = signal-to-total noise
S/I = signal-to-co-channel interference
S/(N,,, + IM) = signal-to-thermal plus intcrmodulation noise
S/N,h = signal-to-thermal noise
S/IM = signal-to-intermodulation noise
BO,5 = per-channel transponder output backoff
BO,,,, = total transponder output backoff
IBOr,,, = total transponder input backoff
Bandwidth limited capacity

The estimates in both tables represent transponders that are fully loaded
with CSSB only, and for a signal-to-noise density ratio based on the average
per-channel load (companded) reported by Ar&T for the receive direction. If
the S/N for 4,800-bills data is to remain at 24.5 dB, or equivalently, if the
recovery pilot-to-noise ratio is to remain at 29 dB, then an average perchannel load different from that reported by AT&T would result in a required
S/N value for a voice channel other than 17 dB. For example, if the average
per-channel companded load is -20.8 dBmO rather than -22.8 dBmO, the
required S/N for a voice channel would be 19 dB; that is, a one-to-one
correspondence exists between average per-channel companded load and
required voice-channel S/N if the data S/N requirement remains fixed.* This
argument implies that any capacity increase which is obtained by decreasing
average channel load is made at the expense of objective quality.
* This conclusion assumes that the unaffected level remains at - 16 dBmO; it is
not adjusted in response to a change in the average talker level.
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TABLE 11. CAPACITY E STIMATES FOR ZONE BEAM W ITH MEASURED

TABLE 10. CAPACITY ESTIMATES FOR ZONE BEAM WITH

SPACECRAFT AND EARTIt STATION P ARAMETERS AND CCITT

SPECIFIED SPACECRAFT AND EARTH STATION

SPECIFIED AVERAGE LOAD, L = - 15 dBmO
(L, = -19.5 dBmO)

PARAMETERSa AND MEASURED AVERAGE
LOAD, L, _ -22.8 dBmO

iNrIRFFRFNCE ENTRIES

INTERIRRENCI'. ENTRIES

PARAMETER "
S/Nr,,, (dB )
S/1 (dB )
S/(N.1, + IM) (dB )
S/NT„ (dB )
S/IM (dB )
BO,, On )
BO,,,, (dB )
IBOT„ (dB )
Capacity ( channels )

0
17.0
17.0
20.0
20.0
46.0
4.6
10.6
13.800

2 (I reuse)

4 (2 reuses)

6 (3 reuses)

17.0
24.0
18.0
21.0
21.0
45.0
5.2
11.2
9,550

17.0
21.0
19.1
22.2
22.2
43.8
52
11.2
7.244

17.0
19.2
21.0
24.0
24.0
42.0
5.2
112
4,800

' The parameters here are INIELSAI V. VA specified parameters. and the Standard A earth
station specification , G/T = 41.7 dH/K.
S/N,,,, = signal -to-total noise
S/I = signal -to-co-channel interference
S/(Nn, + IM) = signal -to-thermal plus intermodulation noise
S/N,n = signal-to-thermal noise
5/IM = signal-to-intermodulation noise
BO,, = per-channel transponder output backoff
HO,,,, = total transponder output backoff
IBO,,,, = total transponder input backoff

The CCITT accepted value of average channel load under noncompanded
conditions is -15 dBmO, with a standard deviation of 5.8 dB. By using the
equation for L given above in the section on average channel load, V„ for
this case is extrapolated back to be - 12.87. Substituting this value into L,,
and assuming that unaffected level, standard deviation for the uncompanded
load, and T do not change, L, is found to be -19.5 dBmO, or 3.3 dB higher
than the average load measured by AT&T. This means that a S/N 3.3 dB
above that used for the CSSB test, or 20.3 dB, would be required when the
average load (uncompanded) is - 15 dBmO. Tables 11 and 12 show capacity
estimates for this average channel load, using measured and specification
spacecraft/earth station parameters, respectively. Results in Table 12 can be
directly compared to current INTEI-SAT transponder loading average capacities
for other access techniques (FDM/FM, SCPC, CFM, etc.).
It is also worth noting that if pilot tone S/N requirements had been set to
a value suitable for 7.2-kbit/s or 9.6-kbit/s voiceband modems (to provide
* See, for example, Reference 3 on CFM capacity.

I ARAMEIERS*

S/N,,,, (dB )
S/I (dB)
S/(N,,, + IM), (dB)
S/Nu, (dB )
S/IM (dB )

BO,, (dB )
BO,,,, (d8 )
IBOr,,, (dB )
Capacity ( channels)

0

2 (1 reuse)

4 (2 reuses)

20.3

20.3
24.0
22 7
25.7
25.7
44.6
6.6
12.6
6.250

20.3
21.0
28.6
31.6
31.6
38.7
6.7
12.7
1.600

20.3
23.3
23.3
47 0
7.7
13.7
8,500

S/N,,., = signal-to-total noise
S/I = signal -to-co-channel interference
S/(N5,, + IM) ' signal -to-thermal plus intermodulation noise
SIN, = signal-to-thermal noise
S/IM = signal - to-intermodulation noise
BO5,, = per-channel transponder output backoff
BO,,,, = total transponder output backoff
IBO,,,, = total transponder input backoff

the same capability as current FDM/FM circuits), the required speech S/N
would also go up, causing a drop in capacity.
The method that was used to develop Tables 9 through 12 is as follows.
For any single frequency reuse, the value of signal-to-co-channel interference
(S/I) on each of the up- and down-links caused by imperfect cross-polarization
and/or spatial isolation of the antennas was assumed to he 27 dB , resulting
in a total S/1 of 24 dB for each reuse. For each number of reuses given in
the tables, the signal-to-thermal noise plus intermodulation IS/(Nn, + IM)]
allowable in combination with co-channel interference to achieve the desired
SINE,, was first determined. In all cases, it was assumed that S/NTh and the
signal-to-intermodulation noise (S/IM) were equal . ( It should be noted that
equal S/NTt, and S/IM may not provide optimum channel capacity). The
desired value of S/ND, was used to find the output backoff per channel (BO1,,)
by working backwards through down- and up-links to solve for up-link
e.i.r.p. The value of S/IM was used to determine the total transponder output
backoff (Bore) by using the approximation formula, S/IM = KIMI(BOT,,,)'*,
* This is a convenient rule of thumb for soft-limiter AM/AM characteristics. For a
derivation, see Reference 4, p. 246.
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TABLE 12. CAPACITY ESTIMATES FOR ZONE BEAM WITII INTELSATSPECIFIED SPACECRAFT' AND EARTH STATION PARAMETERS' AND

CCITT SPECIFIED AVERAGE LOAD, L = - 15 dBmO
(L, _ - 19.5 dBmO)
INTERFERENCE ENTRIES
PARAMETERS

S/Nr„ (dB)
S/I (dB )
S/(N + I) (dB )
S/Nr, (dB)
S/IM (dB )
BO55 , (dB)

B0.,,, (dB)
IBO, (dB)
Capacity ( channels)

0

2 IT reuse)

4 (2 reuses)

20.3

20.3

203

20.3
23.3
23.3
42.7

24.0
22.7
25.7
25.7
40.3

21.0
28.7
31.6
31.6
34.4

5.2

5.2

5.2

11.2
5,600

11.2
3,250

11.2
825

° The parameters here are rNrFISAT V. VA-specified parameters , and the Standard A earth
station specification , G/T = 41.7 dB/K.
S/NI , = signal-to-total noise
S/I = signal -to-co-channel interference
S/(Nn, + IM) = signal-to-thermal plus intermodulation noise
S/Nr, = signal-to-thermal noise
S/IM = signal-to-intermodulation noise
BO,, = per-channel transponder output backoff
BO,0 ,, = total transponder output backoff
IBO1,,, = total transponder input backoff

where KtM is a TwTA-dependent constant, here taken to be 6.025. A bandwidth
improvement factor, that is, an improvement in S/1M when occupancy is less
than 50 percent, was also factored into the choice of BO-10, 151. Finally, the
difference between BOTO, and BO,,, yields the capacity figure in dB, which,
in the bottom row of Tables 9 through 12, is converted into linear units.
IBOTo is the total transponder input backoff. The methodology described
above sets an upper limit on the number of reuses in 'fables 9 through 12,
since the capacity decreases rapidly as reuse noise approaches the required
S/NT„I.
Capacities higher than those of standard FDM/F'M have been estimated in
most cases shown in Tables 9 through 12. (For a sample capacity estimate,
see Appendix.) Note that the estimated capacity varies with changes in the
average channel load, transponder and earth station characteristics, and
interference environment. When properly taken into account in the system
design, changes in these assumptions will also lead to changes in derived
FDM/FM capacities.

If all transponders in a bank were loaded with CSSB, the achievable capacity
would also be highly variable, depending on system assumptions and the
specific frequency plan used within the bank of transponders. If the loss of
capacity caused by reuse interference is greater than the proportion of
transponder bandwidth corresponding to that number of reuses, the transponder
bank capacity will usually be maximized by minimizing (or eliminating)
reuse interference. This is illustrated in Figure 7 for the capacity estimates
shown in Table 12. For convenience, Figure 7 shows the occupied frequencies
in each transponder as large blocks of frequencies. In a real system, the CSSB
channels would be distributed throughout the transponder in smaller blocks,
with the number of frequency reuses being that shown in Figure 7.

WEST ZONE (LHCP)

5,600 CH

WEST HEMI ( RHCP)

E-5 -600-CH-1

EAST ZONE (LHCP)

I

5,600 CH

EAST HEMI ( RHCP)
72 MHz
(a) Average of 4,500 Channels Per Transponder (No Frequency Reuse)

WEST ZONE ( LHCP ) F---] 3,250 CH
WEST HEMI ( RHCP) I 3,250 CH
EAST ZONE ( LHCP ) I I-^ 3,250 CH
EAST HEMI ( RHCP ))

3,250 CH
72 MHz

s

an Average of 3,250 Channels per Transponder (1 Frequency Reuse)

WEST ZONE (LHCP) n 825 CH
WEST HEMI (RHCP) n 825 CH I
EAST ZONE (LHCP) n 825 CH I
EAST HEMI (RHCP) 5,600 CH
72 MHz
(c) Average of 2,019 Channels per Transponder (2 Frequency Reuses)
NOTE: LHCP-LEFT-HAND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
RHCP- RIGHT-HAND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

Figure 7. Transponder Loading Plans for Capacities Using Spacecraft
and Earth Station Parameters and L, - -19.5 dBnto (L = -15 dBtnO)
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The above computations are based on an unaffected level of - 16 dBmO,
which is the Western Electric compander usp. Some variation in this level,
depending on average channel load. may he appropriate. As explained in
Reference 6, a logical choice for usP is the value that achieves equal
multichannel companded and uncompanded loads. This choice, which results
in efficient system loading, occurs when the list, is - 14.6 dBmO for a
- 22-dBmO average channel load. The value of usp also determines the level
of test tones used for transmission checking.

Conclusions
As with other estimates of capacity that have appeared in the literature
(see References 2, 7, and 8), this study established that CSSB is potentially
a highly bandwidth efficient analog modulation technique. With a conservative
choice of transmission parameters, the study showed that up to 4,500 channels
could he accommodated in an INTELSAT v 72-MHz transponder, assuming
no frequency reuse (see Figure 7).
Within measurement accuracy, the field test demonstrated that with a noise
level equal to -41.5 dBmOp in an uncompanded voice channel, CSSB, CFM,
and standard PM voice circuits were equally acceptable. The test also showed
that 4,800-bit/s modems operated satisfactorily when using cssB or CUM with
a signal level of - 13 dBm0 and an unweighted S/N of 24.5 dB, or
equivalently, with a weighted noise floor of -41.5 dBmOp.
With cssB, achievable transponder capacities will vary greatly, depending
on the average per-channel load in the system, the choice of unaffected level
in the compander, the ability to frequency plan to minimize intermodulation
noise, the level of frequency reuse interference encountered, and the earth
and space segment performance characteristics.
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Appendix
To illustrate the method used to estimate transponder capacity, the case of three
frequency reuses from Table 9 is used; that is, L, _ -22.8 dBmO as well as earth
station and spacecraft specified parameter values.
In this case, the required signal-to-total noise, S/NT,,,, is 17.0 dB. With three
frequency reuses, six interference entries occur-three on each of the up- and downlinks. INTELSAT specifies that antenna isolation (spatial or cross-polarization) for its
6/4-GHz antenna systems be at least 27 dB, so it was assumed that all six interference
entries were 27 dB each, resulting in a 19.2-dB signal-to-co-channel interference
(S/I). Thus, to reach the target S/N1,,, value of 17.0 dB, the signal-to-thermal plus
intermodulation noise IS/(NT„ + IM] must be 21.0 dB. It was then assumed that
signal-to-thermal noise, S/N1,,, and signal-to-intermodulation noise, S/IM, were equal,
resulting in S/N,,, = SLIM = 24.0 dB.
The per-channel up-link e.i.r.p. that would provide a link S/NT„ of 24.0 dB was
estimated to be 48.3 dBW. By using the per-channel up-link e.i.r.p., the transponder
output backoff per channel, BO,.„, was found from the following:
BO ,, = 11,
1 - c.i.r.p., + L
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where

S/1M improvement factor = 10 log (

VT = satellite saturation flux density, dBW/m' (-67.1 dBW/m')
e.i.r.p., = per-channel up-link e.i.r.p., dBW (48.3 dBW)
L„ = up-link free-space path loss, dB (200.1 dB)
U - miscellaneous up-link loss, dB (0.5 dB)
G = gain of a 1-m' antenna. dBi (37.2 dBi)
C = estimated difference between the total input and total output backoff of
the transponder, dB (6 dB).*
By using the above values, Bon is 42.0 dB.
The initial estimate of total output backoff is found from the following 141:
10"u MVIO

= KIM
(10 do.ro,,10)1

BWT
) dB (A-3)
# of channels x B W,

where
BWr = transponder bandwidth
BW,n = allocated bandwidth per channel
The number of channels (capacity) is the difference between the per-channel output
backoff and total output backoff, that is,
capacity= l0'"11e1i nonv10 channels (A-4)

(A-2)

Substituting this into equation (A-3), the result is

S/IM improvement factor = 10 log

where
S/LM = signal-to-intennodulation ratio, dB
BOT,,, = total transponder output backoff, dB (expressed as a positive number)
K,,, = constant, taken to be 6.025.

(A-5)
This improvement factor can be added to S11M in equation (A-2a), and so
S/IM = 10 log

Converting to dB,
S//M - 10 log K,M + 2 BOT[,, (A-2a)
For the present example. S/IM = 24.0 dB. Solving equation (A-2a) for the total
transponder output backoff results in BOT', = 8.1 dB. The initial estimated capacity
is then the difference between the per-channel output hackoff. BO,n, and the total
output backoff, expressed in absolute terms. In this case,
capacity = 101420 " °"0 - 2,454 channels
For transponders with less than 50 percent of the bandwidth occupied, an
improvement in S/IM can be achieved with an appropriate random frequency plan;
thus, the transponder can be operated closer to saturation to achieve a given S/IM
151. Taking this improvement into consideration allows for a higher capacity. The
improvement in S/IM is found by taking the ratio of total transponder bandwidth to
total allocated bandwidth.

* The value of 6 dB was taken from the results of INTEISAT's transmission analysis
computer program (described in the section on Satellite Link and Transmission
Analysis Methodology) for one of the actual TWTs in the test. The value of C may
vary by several decibels between actual TWTs.

BW' - BO,,, + BOTdB
BW,,

KIM

+ 10 log

( W'

)

- BO,, + 3B0,,,

dB (A-6)

All of the values shown above are known, with the exception of BOTO,. Thus, equation
(A-6) is solved for BOT,,,, and the result is used in equation (A-4) above to find
capacity. In the present example, S/IM is 24 dB, KIM is 6.025, BWT is 72 MHz, BW,n
is 4 kHz, and BO,n was found to be 42 dB. Thus, BOT is 5.2 dB. with a capacity of
4,786 channels (rounded to 4,800 in Table 9), or nearly double the number found
without the S/IM improvement factor.
Note that when the capacity derived from equation (A-6) approaches 50-percent
occupancy, equation (A-3) becomes less reliable. In Tables 8 through I I, some
entries have as much as 55-percent channel occupancy; above 55 percent, no
improvement factor was used.
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This paper describes the formation of high-mobility n-type layers and high dopantactivation efficiency by ion implantation of 29Si into semi-insulating GaAs. Room
temperature Hall mobility of 4,400 cm2/V-s for a peak doping density of approximately 3 x l0' cm-3, and computed doping efficiency greater than 90 percent have
been achieved. At reduced temperature (100 K) and lower carrier density, mobility
of 8,500 cm2/V-s has been measured. These characteristics of the implanted layer
correspond to a computed compensation ratio of approximately 10 percent, which is
among the lowest values achieved by ion implantation. This study was conducted
using a number of different semi-insulating GaAs substrates grown by both low- and
high-pressure liquid-encapsulated Czochralski (um) techniques. Results are described
which show the dependence of substrate effects on the quality of the implanted layer
characteristics.

Introduction
Ion implantation into GaAs has become an established doping technique
in the fabrication of devices which range from discrete transistors to largescale integrated circuits [l]-[3] (for example). The evolution of GaAs
implantation technology has been similar to that of silicon-based implantation
technology. A viable ion-implantation technology and the availability of
improved-quality, large-diameter, semi-insulating GaAs wafers are respon113
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sible for many of the advances now being made in increasing the performance
and complexity of GaAs devices. The issue of material quality and its effect
on device performance is receiving increased attention as the technology
moves to the device manufacturing stage [4].
This paper presents results that compare the characteristics of ion-implanted
layers produced in both low- and high-pressure LEC undoped GaAs wafers.
Czochralski material is grown as a single crystal from a GaAs melt, which
may have either a high or low arsenic overpressure during growth. This
study was designed to address the key elements of the ion implant/substrate
material combination that affect device performance.

Experimental procedures
Direct ion implantation into undoped semi-insulating GaAs wafers sliced
from ingots grown by both the high- and low-pressure LEC methods was
performed. Wafers from five ingots were evaluated. Table I lists the wafers
used from the two growth methods.
TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF SLICES USED
INGOT

SLICL No.

GROw Ill TECHNIQUE

1267
1267
374
1-61
1-66
1120

184
258
4
13
1
37

High Pressure
High Pressure
High Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure
Low Pressure

Sample preparation consisted of solvent cleaning followed by removal of
approximately 2 µm of the surface in 5:1:1 H,SO4:H2O2:H2O at 35°C. Ion
implantation was performed with 29Si I ions at 200 keV with a dose of
7 X 1012 em 2. The GaAs wafers were (100) oriented and inclined 7° to
the ion beam direction to avoid channeling effects. Post-implantation
processing included the following steps:
a. Plasma-enhanced, chemical-vapor deposition of a Si3N4 cap,
1,000 ± 100 A thick.
b. Furnace annealing at 850°C for 20 min. in N,/H2 (10-percent H2).
c. Si1N4 stripping and mesa-etching.
d. Ohmic contact metalization of AuGeNiAgAu and alloy.
e. Test measurements of 1r,s,, p,, and r,.
J. Recess etching of one-half of each wafer.
g. Aluminum Schottky barrier metalization and lift-off.
h. Wafer dicing and test measurements of IL, N,., and p,.
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These steps are similar to those previously reported in GaAs FET
fabrication [5].
The implanted layer was initially evaluated following the ohmic contact
alloying step. Ungated saturation current (1„s,), sheet resistance (p3, and
contact resistance (re), were measured. The I,,sr, measurement is used to
determine the sheet carrier concentration, N„ between the surface depletion
layer and the substrate, using the expression
lasso = gwv,N„
where q is the electron charge, It, is the source-drain width, and v, is the
electron saturation velocity, taken to he 1.18 x 107 cm s' 161.
All measurements at this stage in the wafer evaluation were taken on the
transfer length measurement ITEM) pattern of the mask set, which includes
nominal gaps of 5, 10, and 15 µm long x 300 µm wide. However, the
actual measured gap dimensions were used in data analysis to eliminate a
potential source of error. In addition, saturation current measurements were
made on Litigated FEES with source-drain spacing at 2.6 µm as a check on
the current values obtained using the UM structures. The wafers were mapped
across the wafer along two perpendicular diameters, using 11), as an indication
of the uniformity of the implanted layer.
Upon completion of these measurements, the wafers were processed
through the remaining steps, as outlined above. To obtain information on
that portion of the implanted layer that is important to device operation,
recess etching was performed on one-half of the wafer. The target etch depth
(the peak of the impurity distribution, Rr,) was successfully realized on four
wafers. This region of the implanted distribution between R. and the substrate
interface is of particular interest in determining device performance. Hall
samples from the wafers were measured, and these measurements were used
to obtain sheet carrier concentrations and mobility.

Ion implanted layer characteristics
Table 2 gives the results of initial characterization measurements (1osQ,
p„ and r,.). Both the mean values (loso) and the spread in values (minimum,
maximum) of 1,,,rr, across the wafer are listed. The standard deviation, or, for
each wafer was computed, and the ratio Qll,s() was used to determine wafer
uniformity. The percent of uniformity for all wafers is between 1.6 and 6.4
percent. The 1.6-percent value determined for wafer 1-61-13 approaches the
limit of the implant equipment, which is approximately ± I percent. Implant
doping efficiency, B, defined as
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where N, is corrected sheet carrier concentration and N is implant dose, is
shown for the various wafers.
The wafers were corrected for surface depletion using a surface potential
value, d,, = 0.6 V [6]. Details of this correction have been described
by Shenai [7] and Yamazaki et al. [8]. The projected range. R, of the
implant profile, and the standard deviation in projected range, II„ used to
perform the surface depletion correction, are the same values as the LSS range
statistics [9], adjusted for a diffusion component in rr„ according to
the relation
v^=\ +2Dt

N NN Nt rc vr-x o

where o' = corrected rrN
D = 1.4 X l0- 14 cm'-s-I
t = 1,200 s

a,, = 0.068 x 10 4 cm.
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The correction to the measured sheet carrier concentration is approximately
20 percent of the total implanted sheet charge. The accuracy of this correction
is estimated to have about a 5 percent effect on the accuracy of the computed
dopant activation efficiencies . The lowest value for q was 67 percent,
measured on ingot 1120-37. All other wafers show doping efficiencies in the
range of 86 to 96 percent . Within an ingot (represented in the table by the
seed and tail wafers from ingot 1267), uniformity values of 3.3 and 6.4
percent and 41 values of 94 and 96 percent were measured . Data averaged
over four of the ingots ( 1120-37 excluded) are as follows:
Ioso = 982 mA/mm
38.3 mA/mm

,M.- N NM,

Q///s, = 3.9 percent
p, = 258.7l/ ❑
v-^ = 14 d)/❑

O O O N I- C
N O O - - O O, O C P P

rr/p, = 5.4 percent
These results show good uniformity and doping efficiency among the
ingots evaluated. No significant difference was observed between the lowpressure and high-pressure LEC wafers, with the exception of 1120-37 which
apparently is of lower quality material. Differences in doping efficiency
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between the wafers indicate varying compensation levels in the starting
wafers.
Hall measurements were made on the wafers after additional processing,
including recess etching as previously mentioned. The results of these
measurements reveal significant differences between the low- and highpressure LEC wafers. Temperature-dependent measurements were carried out
on both the full implanted layers and the recess-etched portion of the implanted
layer where available. Figure I shows the Hall mobility (µiO data for the
full implanted layer. The sheet carrier concentrations derived from Hall
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Figure 1. Mobility vs Temperature for the Full Implanted Layer
measurements are shown in Figure 2 for each wafer. The measured values
for high-pressure LEC wafers are significantly higher at reduced temperature
when compared to the values measured for low-pressure LEC material.
The measurements for both Hall mobility and sheet carrier concentration
on wafer 374-4 represent a partially etched implanted layer which occurred
during the recess etching step. The mobility is slightly higher, suggesting a
lower sheet carrier concentration, as the data in Figure 2 indicate.
Figures 3 and 4 show data measured on four wafers recess-etched to
approximately R. These figures compare results on wafers from two lowpressure LEC ingots (1-61 and 1-66) with wafers from a high-pressure LEC
ingot (1267). The two growth techniques exhibited similar differences in

Figure 2. Sheet Carrier Concentration vs Temperature, for the Full
Implanted Layer
mobility at reduced temperature. Slight differences in recess etch depths are
responsible for the differences in measured sheet carrier concentration. The
peak values of mobility occur at approximately 100 K for all wafers. Values
taken at this temperature, as well as at 300 and 77 K, are listed in Table 3.
The highest mobility is observed for ingots 1267 and 374, both for the full
implanted distribution (FE) and for the region between Re and the substrate
interface (E). Mobility increases for the recess-etched wafers, indicating a
lower sheet carrier concentration and a high-quality implanted layer/substrate
interface. The temperature of maximum mobility and the high values at this
temperature (-100 K) are indicative of the low contribution of impurity
scattering, which is a measure of the quality of GaAs material [10].
The 300 K Hall mobility values are plotted in Figure 5 for the full
implanted layer. This plot shows the dependence of mobility on net donor
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF HALL DATA TAKEN AT 300, 100, AND 77 K
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Figure 3. Mobility vs Temperature , for the Implanted Region Between ---RP
and the Substrate Interface

1267-184
UE.
E
1267-258
UE
E
1-61-13
UE
E
1-66-1
UE
E
374-4
UE*
1120-37
UE

N,

4,428
4,860

K

100

K

77 K

FL"

N,

Ito

N,

5.15 x 1012
2.04 x 10"

6,170
7,900

3.98 x 10"
1.33 x 1012

5,866
7,290

3.77 x 0'1
1,24 x 1012

4,443
5.120

5.4 x 10"
1.85 x 1012

6,400
8,500

4.08 x 1012
122 x 1012

6280
8,100

3.87 x 1012
1.11 X 1012

4,345
4,615

5.09 x 1012
1.46 x 10"

5.072
6,940

4.15 x 1012
757 x 1011

4,680
6,604

4.23 x 10"
7 . 03 x 1011

4,220
4,450

5.48 x 1012
2.33 x 1011

5,242
6,389

4.54 x 10"
1.74 x 10"

4.825
5.742

4.46 x 10"
1.67 x 10"

4,488

3.79 x 101'

7,252

2.47 x 10"

7,110

228 x 10"

4,188

4.22 x 10"-

5,000

3.52 x 1012

4,532

3.50 x 1012

*Wafer received partial etch of the n-layer.

concentration for different values of the compensation ratio, B 1101. The net
donor concentration for the wafers was determined from Hall and /1)50 data
and the relation
N, = -rr/2N,,,o„11 + (erfRe/\o,)I
30

0
0 20

05

Figure 4. Sheet Carrier Concentrations for Recess-Etched Wafers

where N, = sheet carrier concentration
N,, = net donor concentration at R7,
oe = standard deviation in projected range
R1, = projected range.
The data in Figure 5 show a clustering near the 0 = 0.1 curve which
agrees with the doping efficiency values obtained in Table 2. The mobility
was observed to be nearly constant through the implanted layer based on
gated Hall measurements. Figure 6 shows an example of measurements on
Hall samples from wafer 1267-258. These results are similar to previously
published results on mobility vs depth for ion-implanted profiles in GaAs
[11], [12].
Look has shown [12] that the Hall and drift mobilities are approximately
equal for carrier concentrations in the 1017 cm-3 range in GaAs. This permits
comparison with theoretical values. In Figure 5, data from Duncan et al.
113] and Clark et al. [14] taken under ion implant conditions similar to those
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7,000

of the present work, are shown for comparison. The referenced data show
compensation ratios near 0.2, and lower mobility values for similar net donor
concentrations. The data were derived from Hall measurements to determine
compensation ratio and mobility. The work in Reference 13 included both
low- and high-pressure LEC starting material and concluded that both material
types produce similar implanted layer behavior. As the present work
demonstrates, it is necessary to perform characterization measurements at
reduced temperatures in order to compare the quality of the implanted layers.
The work in Reference 14 was performed with high-pressure LEC material
which showed lower dopant activation efficiency and thereby indicated a
higher compensation ratio than was observed in the present work. The
referenced study does not report on implanted layer characteristics at reduced
temperature.

T = 296 K
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Figure 5. Mobility vs Net Donor Concentration for the Full Implanted
Layer Showing Compensation Ratios in the Different Wafers
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5

GATE VOLTAGE (V)

Figure 6. Mobility vs Gate Voltage Indicating Depth Dependence Through
the Implanted Impurity Distribution

Semi-insulating undoped GaAs wafers from five ingots grown by both
low- and high-pressure LEC methods were ion-implanted and characterized.
Ungated saturation current measurements showed high dopant activation
efficiency in the 90-percent range and uniformity of the implanted layers as
low as 1.6 percent. These characteristics, measured at 300 K, do not seem
to depend on the growth method used to produce the GaAs. Also, mobility
data taken at 300 K show little dependence on the source of material for the
full implanted layer. The measured values range between 4,188 and 4,433
cm2/V-s and indicate a compensation ratio of approximately 10 percent or
less in the carrier concentration range of 2 to 3 x 1017 em-3.
Recess etching to remove approximately one-half of the implanted layer
produced higher mobilities for the portion of the implanted region between
RI, and the substrate interface. The data show differences between the two
growth methods, with the high-pressure LEC wafers yielding higher values
of mobility. This is particularly evident at reduced temperatures, where it is
expected that increased scattering (reflecting material quality) will be
encountered. The data also show that the implanted region near the substrate
interface, which forms the conducting channel of FET devices, exhibits good
transport properties.
At 100 K, mobilities of 6,940 and 8,500 cm2/V-s were measured for lowand high-pressure LEC material, respectively. Comparison of these results
with published data for similar ion implant conditions and net donor
concentrations in the implanted layer showed that higher mobilities and lower
compensation ratios were achieved in the present work.
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Simulation of deployment dynamics
for INTELSAT VI transmit and receive
boom/antenna systems*
P. K. JAMES
(Manuscript received November 16, 1984)

Abstract
The INTELSA r v1 satellite is one of the largest commercial communication satellites
currently under development. Both its 4- and 6-GHz transmit and receive antenna
systems are stowed during launch and subsequently deployed to their on-orbit
configurations. The deployment dynamics of both antenna systems are simulated
using NBOD2, a general-purpose dynamics computer program. The spacecraft's
stationary platform and both antenna systems are modeled as five bodies coupled by
gimballed hinges, forming a topological tree. The deployment mechanism in each
case is a negator spring integrated with a viscous-fluid-damped actuator. The torques
generated by these mechanisms are input into the program at the hinge axis. Each
hinge axis is initially frozen, then released during simulation as deployment begins.
Inertia and kinematic effects are also modeled. Results of the simulation provide data
at fraction-of-a-second intervals for the deployment rate, acceleration, torque, angular
momentum, kinetic energy, latch-up time, and latch-up velocity associated with each
deployment system. Results of the simulation are then correlated with preliminary
empirical data gathered from engineering models on which life tests both with and
without system inertia were conducted. The key accomplishments of this simulation
* this paper is based on work performed at COMSAT Laboratories under the
sponsorship of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization (INTELSAT). Views expressed are not necessarily those of FNTELSAI
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program, as addressed here, have been to predict the behavior of both deployment
systems; the use of simulation as a design tool in the final design of the deployment
mechanism; and the successful simulation of viscous-fluid-damped actuators.

Introduction
The deployment sequence of the antenna systems has been analytically
modeled using NBOD2 [I], a general-purpose dynamics computer program.
In the INTELSAT vi4-GHz transmit antenna system, the deployment mechanism
located at the boom/antenna interface deploys the dish. In both the 6-GHz
receive-boom deployment and the 4-GHz transmit-boom deployment, the
deployment mechanism located near the spacecraft platform surface deploys
that body. The deployment mechanism, also known as the actuator, is
represented by the gimballed hinge in NBOD2, and is used to control the
deployment rate so that the latch-up load generated by the deploying member
is minimized.
To achieve the final on-orbit configuration of the receive and transmit
antennas, both antennas are deployed from their stowed launch configuration.
The deployment of the transmit antenna, a 3.2-m dish, is accomplished in
two stages. First the dish is deployed through an angle of 223.7°, which
provides the necessary clearance to deploy the receive antenna. After the
transmit antenna has been deployed, the 2.0-m receive antenna is fully
deployed. The receive antenna is deployed using a single-stage, 84.75°
deployment. The final stage of the transmit antenna deployment consists of
deploying the antenna/boom assembly through an angle of 119.7°.
Deployment in each case is accomplished by using a rotary negator spring
mechanism with an integral viscous-fluid damping assembly. At the beginning
of the deployment, the viscous damped actuator provides low damping up
to a certain deployment angle, since high kinetic energy is needed to initiate
deployment. After this angle is reached, the damping is increased exponentially
to a high level for the balance of the deployment sequence 121. NBOD2 was
used to model and analyze the deployment sequence based on estimated and
measured data provided by Hughes Aerospace Corporation (HAC). Parameters
of interest were deployment rate, acceleration, magnitude of applied torque,
damping characteristics, spacecraft body forces, and kinetic energy. These
parameters are computed at each time step throughout the deployment process,
and are used for determining the adequacy of the deployment mechanism.
The deployment simulation of the receive and transmit antenna system was
conducted, and the results have provided data at fraction-of-a-second intervals
of each deploying member's dynamic state, from its initial release to latchup.
The importance of these results lies in the insight gained by the analyst or
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designer in monitoring mechanism performance before actual design development begins.
The basic assumptions underlying the simulation model are as follows:
a. The stationary platform is taken to be the inertial reference, and
its center of mass is the origin of the model coordinate system.
b. The spinning rotor and its associated angular momentum have a
negligible effect on the deployment dynamics of the two systems.
The dynamic model and general program input data
The INTELSAT VI spacecraft platform and the 4- and 6-GHz antenna/boom
assemblies are modeled as two 3-body systems, coupled by gimballed hinges,
forming a topological tree. Each 3-body system consists of the antenna, the
boom, and the spacecraft body (which is shared by both systems). The model
thus has a total of five bodies. Figure I is an illustration of the INTELSAT vi
spacecraft with its deployable members fully deployed.
6-GHz DISH
4-GHz DISH

Figure 1. Deployment Mechanisms of the INTELSAT VI Spacecraft
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To establish the dynamic model, it is necessary to know the mass, moments
and products of inertia, applied torque, damping characteristics, physical
geometry, initial angular displacement, and initial angular rate of each body.
The deployable members of the model are initially stowed, and no angular
displacement or motion takes place in the reference system. It is necessary
to locate each body's center of mass with respect to the deployment mechanism
that it is attached to, and also to locate the relative position of deployment
mechanisms between each body. These parameters are input into the program
as position vectors, which act as connecting branches of the topological tree.
All parameters used were obtained from HAC and served as input data to the
program. Additional program inputs include the integration step-size and the
time to end the simulation.
Each body and its associated parameters are input into the program and
labelled sequentially, beginning with the body whose mass is predominant.
The principal body in the program is the stationary platform within the
INTELSAT vt spacecraft. Other components of the spacecraft are modeled as
rigid bodies and labeled according to their positions relative to the principal
body (see Figure I). These positions then determine the order by which other
spacecraft components are labeled. The deployment mechanisms (actuators)
are characterized in the NBOD2 program as gimballed hinges providing three
degrees of freedom, which allow rotational motion between the bodies they
connect. These hinges are also assigned labels according to the same format
mentioned above. Figure 2 represents the INTELSAT vt spacecraft platform
with its deployable members stowed. The center of mass of body I is chosen

0
- BODY CENTER OF MASS
GIMBALLED HINGE WITH

•- LOCAL COORDINATE
REFERENCE
I

Figure 2. INTELSAT VI Spacecraft Model With Deployable Members
Stowed
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to be the origin of the system and is characterized as a motionless, sixdegree-of-freedom gimballed hinge, thereby establishing the necessary labeling sequence of the hinges. Each hinge contains three mutually orthogonal
axes, which constitute a local coordinate reference. All vectors associated
with forces, torques, and relative body kinematics can be referred to any set
of hinge axes via an input transformation matrix, which must be specified.
The program default is an identity matrix which implies that the hinge axes
are parallel to the system spacecraft axes (see the sample input data in
Appendix A. Figure A-1, lines 8 through 10).
Deployment mechanism characterization

The deployment mechanism is an integral negator spring mechanism with
a viscous-fluid-damped actuator. An example of the receive-boom deployment
mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3. Figures 4a and 4h show two additional
views, which highlight the characteristics of the hall-bearing configuration
RECEIVE BOOM
INTERFACE

Figure 3. Receive-Boom Deployment Mechanism (Deployed State)

and the viscous-damped actuator. These figures illustrate the basic characteristics of each of the three actuators, which, as mentioned above, are the
gimballed hinges in NBOD2. Since these hinges allow rotational motion
about one axis only, input conditions of the program are adjusted to constrain
motion about two of the axes. Thus, for each hinge. one free degree of
freedom and two constrained degrees of freedom are required.
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paddle moves during deployment, forcing the transfer of oil through the main
gap from one side of the paddle to the other. When the paddle enters the
transition region, the damping torque increases dramatically because of the
reduction in the gap. The behavior of the actuator just described is typical
of the five actuators on the INTELSAT VI satellite.
The variation in damping system response between the three deployments
is shown in the simulated graphical representations of Figures 5a, 5b, and
5c. (Program input parameters and the viscous shear-damping formulation
were obtained from ❑ AC [2].) Figures 5a-5c differ because of the actuator
design requirement that the damping rate be predicated on the magnitude of
kinetic energy, which must be retarded at the end of deployment. For example,
the 6-GHz receive-boom actuator has two paddles, as shown in Figure 4b,
and the damping limit is approximately 720 N-m-s/rad as seen from the graph
in Figure 5c. On the other hand, the 4-GHz transmit-boom actuator whose
internal features (not illustrated) are similar to those shown in Figure 4b, has
an approximate damping limit of 960 N-m-s/rad, as seen in Figure 5b. The
4-GHz transmit antenna or dish actuator whose internal features consist of
only one paddle (not illustrated) has a damping limit of approximately

600
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DEPLOYMENT SPRING
500
VISCOUS FLUID
DC200
100,000 CS
SPRING
TAKE-UP SHAFT

450
400
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Figure 4. Receive-Boom Deployment Mechanism
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TRANSITION
REGION
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The deployment mechanism provides the torque that ensures full deployment
of the boom or antenna and minimizes latch-up loads. This is accomplished
by the combined action of the negator spring and the viscous-damped actuator.
The viscous-damped actuator is designed to include a transition region where
damping is increased significantly (see Figures 4a and 4b). The internal cavity
of the damping mechanism is filled with Dow Corning 200, a fluid with a
viscosity of 100,000 centistokes. The damping torque is induced as the
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(a) Transmit Dish : Deployment Angle = 223.7°

Figure 5. Actuator Damping Rules for Three Actuators
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deployed by the 6-GHz receive- boom actuator is 19.61 kg, and the mass
deployed by the 4-GHz transmit- antenna ( dish) actuator is 35.06 kg. The
actuators are also designed so that damping will be constant during initial
deployment and nearly constant at the end , to ensure a high and low kinetic
energy of the respective members. The behavior of the actuators during
deployment is illustrated in a series of graphs that show the curves for
simulated angular rate and displacement vs time (see Figures 6a, 6b, and
6c).
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Figure 5 (continued).
550 N - m-shad, shown in Figure 5a . The mass that must be deployed is a
distinguishing factor in the design of each actuator, shown in Figure 1. The
mass deployed by the 4-GHz transmit - boom actuator is 45.16 kg. The mass

Figure 6. Angular Displacement and Rate for Three Actuators
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TABLE 1. APPLIED AND RESISTIVE TORQUE (N-m)
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Figure 6 (continued).

The overall effect of the actuators can be summarized in this way: The
action of the negator spring, which is barely resisted by constant low damping
during initial deployment, causes a steep rise in the actuator rate. As the
actuator enters the transition region, its angular rate decreases rapidly as high
viscous damping is applied; this increase does not overcome the negator
spring action but reduces it, so that the angular rate is small and constant at
the end of deployment. The angular momentum (I0) and the kinetic energy
(1/2 162) of the deploying system are reduced rapidly and remain constant
toward the end of deployment, producing the effect for which the actuators
were designed and for which the NBOD2 program has provided the modeling
and simulation capability.
Mechanism equation of motion and torque input data

The deployment equation of motion for each deployment mechanism can
be characterized accordingly:

4 GHz 22.78 - 3.50 + 0.8301 - 0.190' -0.68 Dish Actuator
+ 0.0280^
4 GHz -31.01 - 5.320 - 4.290' - 2-240' 0.68 Boom Actuator
- 0.430'
6 GHz -29.76 + 2.190 + 3.780' - 5.9801 0.68 Boom Actuator
-- 3.830°
' For the input of the applied and resistive torques, clockwise is positive and counterclockwise
is negative.

is primarily a function of temperature, gap size, 0, shear rate, dynamic
viscosity of the fluid, and paddle geometry configuration (see Figure 4b).
This parameter must be computed interactively during the simulation. The
variable 6 is the angular acceleration, and [I] is the inertia tensor of the
deployable member. Variables 0, 0, and 6 are initialized to zero at the
beginning of the simulation. The resistive bearing/electrical cabling torque
is assumed to be constant throughout the deployment.
Moments and products of inertia, and the mass of each member of the
model, are given in Tables 2 and 3. The torques are combined and input
TABLET 2. INERTIAL PROPERTIES
INERTIA DATA (kg-m')*

I)) PIDYMENT
SYSTEM

4

GHz

6

GHz

I„

1„

1„

17.94
28.51
I.1
3.72

4-13
20.85
5.02
3.04

15.18
49.14
3.94
6.73

I„

0.10
-0 50
0.30

lu

I,,

DIVR'E

-020
3.5
0.30
-070

-6.1
0.10
-2.3
-0.70

Boon)
Dish
Boom
Dish

All moments and products of inertia take into account the individual body's center of
gravity.

TABLE 3. MASS PROPERTIES

T,,,,€„,,,r = 111 0 + DPC(,\) 0 + Tni.a,;agjcamre
where Tnegae,r is the spring torque applied by the deployment actuator. It is a
fourth-order polynomial function of the angular displacement 0, which is the
angular rotation between the stowed and deployed state (see Table 1). DPC(X)

Dun BOOM DESPUN PLATFORM
SYSTEM (kg) (kg) (kg)
4 GHz 35.06 10.1
6 Glitz
12.57 7.04

1,044.5
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into the program at the hinge axis about which motion is allowed, via the
body and hinge labeling scheme. Each hinge axis, which contains the free
vector, is initially frozen and then released during simulation at the beginning
of deployment. Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c show the simulated behavior of the
angular displacement, 0, and angular rate, 9, of the deployment system.
These two variables, along with the angular acceleration (not shown), represent
the motion of the actuator at any given instant. Figures 5 and 6 may be used
to assess the simulated performance of the actuators during deployment.
Figure 7 is a sketch depicting the deployment history of both assemblies: the
4-GHz antenna/boom deployment is performed in two separate stages with
a time delay between them, during which the 6-GHz receive boom is
deployed.

T=18s
T=Os
4 GHz

BOOM STOWED
POSITION

T=4.5s
T=015 s
6 GHz 1 18 s

Figure 7. INTELSAT VI 4- and 6-GHz Antenna/Boom Deployment

Simulation results
The main purpose in simulating and analyzing the dynamics of the
deployable members of the INTELSAT vt spacecraft is to verify the adequacy
of its deployment mechanisms. For this reason, it was useful to study the
deployment dynamics at small time intervals from initial release to latchup.
Originally, on completion of the simulated deployment, high latch-up
velocities were observed for both the transmit-boom and transmit-antenna
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actuators. Hughes Aerospace, the designer of the deployment mechanisms,
was informed of the simulation results, and the following changes were made
to the actuators:
a. The damper configuration of the transmit-dish actuator was altered
by making the large gap region angularly smaller and rotating the paddle
40° closer to the high damping region.
b. The applied spring torque of the transmit-boom actuator was
changed by reducing the number of negator springs from 6 to 4 per set.
The receive-boom actuator remained unchanged. HAC later supplied COMSAT
with a more accurate characterization of the resistive torque, which was
caused by the viscous shear-damping output of each actuator. These changes
to the torque were then input to the NBOD2 program, and results of the
simulation indicated normal actuator performance. Table 4 is a summary of
simulation results, indicating full inertial loading at an ambient temperature
of 72°F. For comparison, HAC's life-test results for time and angular rate at
end of deployment for the same temperature are also included.
Figures 5 and 6 showed the simulated deployment characteristics of the
actuators during deployment: the damping rate, the angular displacement,
and the angular rate. These figures are used to predict the performance of
the three actuators developed by I[AC that will be used in the deployment of
the 4-GHz transmit antenna, the 4-GHz transmit boom, and the 6-GHz
receive boom/antenna assembly. (The actuator is designed to maintain full
deployment, reduce thelatch-up rate, and reduce the latch-up loads.) The
NBOD2 program cannot calculate latch-up loads, although the necessary
parameters are included in the program. This feature is currently under
development at COMSAT. Actual latch-up loads, which were calculated and
measured by HAC, were found to have only a nominal effect on the deployment
mechanisms. Because of the complexity of the actuator design, latch-up load
calculations are not performed here; although such calculations are important,
their estimation is outside the scope of this effort. A close correlation of
deployment times and latch-up velocities for reduced inertial loading (simulated mass and inertia were reduced to one-tenth) between life-test results,
measured data, and simulation results can be found in Table 5. The results
presented in Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate the accuracy of the simulation when
compared with HAC test results obtained from engineering models.
Conclusions
The usefulness of NBOD2 as a tool for modeling, analyzing, and
troubleshooting possible problem areas in the deployment of INTELSAT VI
spacecraft antennas has been demonstrated. The work presented here has
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TABLE 4. INTELSAT VI 4- AND 6-GHZ ANTENNA/BOOM DEPLOYMENT
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TABLE 5. INTELSAT VI AMBIENT DEPLOYMENT WITH REDUCED INERTIA

RESULTS AT 72°F

DEPLOYMENT TIME (S )

LATCH- UP RATr (R/S)

INTELSAT VI 4-GHz TRANSMIT Dist] DEPIOYMENI
LILT-

TIME (s) 0 (deg) 6 (ra(Vs)
0.45
4.0
8.0

12-0
16-0
20.0
24.0
28.0
32.0
36.0

0.066
0.564
0.067
0.029
0-029
0.029
0029
0.029
0.029
0.030

0.75
67.20
174.0
181.8
188.5
195.3
202.0
208.7
215.5
223.9

6 (ratVS)
0.167
0.114
0.075
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.00006

INTELSAT VI 4-GH; TRANSMII-BOOM DISH ASSEMBLY DEPLOYMENT

TIME (s) 0 (deg)
0.90 4.3
3.0 34.0
6.0 72.2
9.0 81.5

12.0

86.5

15.0 91.3
18.0 96.1
21.0 100.8
24.0 105.5
27.0 110.2
30.0 114.9
118.8
32.9
*HAC

*HAC

31.2

0 (rad/s)

0 (radlsr)

0.147
0.235
0.128
0.031
0.028
0.027
0.027
0027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.027
0.024

0.10
0.005
0.117
0.004
0.0001
0.00006
0.00006
0.00006
(.00006
0.00006
0.00006
0.00006

INTELSAT VI 6-GHZ RECEIVE-BOOM DISH ASS EMBLY DEPLOYMENT

TIME. (S) 0 (deg) 0 (rad/ s)

0 (rad/s)

0.40
1.0
1.45
1.85
2.20
2.55
2.95
3.75

1.25
8.2
16.1
24.5
32 . 5
40 . 9
48.7
56.0

0 . 122
0.269
0.341
0.385
0.416
0.401
0.275
0.079

0.309
0.191
0.132
0.091
0.148
0.215
0.359
0.105

7.0

64. 0

0.035

0.00067

II.I
15.4
P
- 18.0
*HAC 18 . 2

72.0
80 - 1
84,8

0.00044
0.033
0.00014
0.032
0 . 032 1 0.00009
0.034
JJJJ^^^^^

*HAC

Hughes Aerospace Corporation's life-test results.

ACTUATOR

Receive Boom
Transmit Boom
Transmit Dish

LIFE-

SIMULATED*

MEASURED **

TEST**

SIMIIIATED*

MEASURE!)

TEVI

15.7
30.0
29.3

16.9
3L4
315

17.5
31.4

(1.1)39
0.030
0.046

0-036
0.031
0.049

0.038
0.036

* Actual inertia and mass are reduced to one-tenth.
** The Honeywell Corporation performed the measured data tests; HAC performed the life
tests.

established the predictability of the deployment systems and has demonstrated
the use of NBOD2 as a significant tool in the final design of two deployment
mechanisms. The first successful simulation of the viscous damped actuators
used on the spacecraft has also been demonstrated here. Because of the
modeling and design capability it represents, this effort is useful to the
satellite industry in general.
NBOD2 was successfully used to model the INTELSAT V solar array
deployment, whose basic configuration consists of connected solar panels
and yoke. The program has also been used to model a direct-broadcast
satellite solar-array deployment, whose configuration consists of connected
solar panels attached to a long and short boom. This program will continue
to be a viable tool in the analysis of dynamic systems.
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where TSP = applied negator spring torque
TDAMP = damping torque
CT = resistive bearing /cable torque.

%110112 input parameters

The input parameters of the receive boom/antenna and the rigid platform of INTELSAT
vi are given in the following program listing ONUS). Lines I through 21 represent
typical input data that characterize the model (hence, the actual spacecraft members),
which are necessary to run the program (Figure A-1).
The data described below correspond numerically to the line numbers in Figure
A-I:
I. Logic flags that control the node of data input/output.
2. The number of bodies in the input segment.
3. The body label and name.
4. The type of body (rigid), connecting hinge number , hinge degree of freedom
representation ( I), body mass.
5.
6. Representation of inertia tensor of the body.
7.
89. Representation of transformation matrix from spacecraft to local hinge coordinates.
10.
11. Vector components that run from hinge to the body center of mass.
12. Vector components that run from hinge to hinge, which bound the body.
13. Free axis of the hinge about which motion can occur (the z axis).
14. One locked axis of the hinge about which motion is constrained (the y axis).
(The second locked axis is computed internally.)
15. Initial angular displacement.
16. Initial angular rate of the body.
17. Translational degrees of freedom of body I, (3-no motion allowed).
18. Number of momentum wheels modeled.
19. Integration step size, time to end the simulation (in seconds).
20. Optional code word (release one free vector).
2L Assigned fret-vector number, free-vector release time (in seconds).

1 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
2 3
1 RIGID PLATFORM
T 0 3 1044. 5
1478.4 0.0
0.O 1501.3
36.27
0.0
1.0
0. 0
0. 0
1.0
0. 0
0.0
0.0
0. 0
0.0
1. 0
0.0
0. 0
3 2
RECEIVE B OOM
1.0
4 T
1 2 7.04
5 1. 1
-0 . 5
6 -o 5
5. 02
7 0. 3
8 .7071 0.0
9
0.0
1.0
10 .7071 0.0
11 - 204 1. 370
12 -.848 .270
13 O. O 0.0
14 0.0 1.0
15 0.0 0.0
16 0 0 0.0
3 RECEIVE DISH
T 2 3 12.57
3. 72 0.3
0. 3 3.04
-0.7 -0.7
1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0
O. 0 0.0
-. 0392 .0316
-.2786 1.0757
1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0
17 3
18 I 0
19 .05 20.0
20 CAGE
21 1 .05
END OPTIONS

36.27
0. 0
1496,0
0. 0
0.0
1. 0
0.0
0. 0
CEO
0. 0

0. 3
3. 94
-.7071
0. 0

.7071
-.767
-1.216
1. 0

0. 0
0.0
0. 0

-0. 7
-0. 7
6. 73
0. 0
0. 0
1. 0
1765
-1.161
0.0
0.0

Figure A-l . Sample Input Listing

Input torque listing

The main portion of the input torque subroutine of the receive boom/antenna is
shown in Figure A-2. The resulting hinge torque is given by the expression:
TOR = TSP + TAMP - CT (I)

The resulting torque, equation (I), is assigned to a body and to the axis about which
motion is allowed to occur. The expression is
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PHI(3,2) = TOR
where 3 represents the z axis and 2 represents body 2, the receive boom.

C
C
C
C

TSP(J)= SPRING TORQUE
DPC(J)=DAMPING CONST.
CT(J)=CABLE TORQUE
J=HINGE NO

c
TSP=-2976121889+THA(I)+3 7823*THA(1)**2-59777+TNAt1)-*3
1 -3 8319 *THA(l)ua4
DPC=58. 3D0
CT=-.68D0
IF(DAB S(THA(I)) GE .44) GO TO 4
TOR=TSP-DPC+THAD(1)-CT

VEL-linear velocity of system coordinates
HB,LM-angular momentum and linear momentum
XIC-inertia tensor
TK-kinetic energy
Most of these parameters were calculated from the body' s center of mass.
THA(I), THAD(1), THADD(l), and QFC(l)--hinge angular DISPLACEMENT(S),
ANGULAR RATE (A), ANGULAR ACCELERATION (t)), and the axis about
which motion occurs (the z axis ), respectively.

Appendix B. General-purpose dynamics program
NBOD2 is a general-purpose dynamics program that could be applied to a broad

GO TO 6
C 4 THA1=-THA ( I)*57 2958D0
C DPCI =-630 90DO-35. 92000*THA1 - 0. 39460D0*THA1*-2
C 1+0 00144224THA1*>3
C IF(DABS (THA(1)) GE 1.39626) DPCI=4505+ GS•THAI
4 TDAMP=-DAMPC*THAD(I)
TOR=TSP+TDAMP-CT
6 CONTINUE
PHI(3,2)=TOP
GE 1.43 ) TOR=00
IF(DABS ( THA(1 ))
PRINT 7,DPC
,
SHRATE
PRINT 0, DAMPC
PRINT 10, TSP, TOR
PRINT 12,TDAMP
7 FORMAT ( 4X,'DPC=',DI3 6)
8 FORMAT ( 4X,'DAMPC=',D13 . 6, 2X.'SHRATE=',D13 6)
10 FORMAT ( 4X,'TSP=',D13 6, 2X,'TOR=',0136)
12 FORMAT(4X,'TDAMP=',D13 6)
IF(DABS ( THA41 ))
GE 1.48 ) THAD(I)=0.0
IF(DABS (THA(1)) GE 1.48) CT=00
RETURN
END

Figure A-2. Input Torque Listing

Output data sample

A sample of the receive boom/antenna general data output for each integration step
is given Figure A-3. The body parameters are as follows:
ROMC,FOMC-angular velocity of system and local coordinates
ACC-angular acceleration
ETC,PHI-gyroscopic torque and resulting torque
CAC,CBC-Hinge to body center of mass position vector and position vector from
hinge to hinge, bounding the body
XMC-vector transformation matrix

class of problems. It may be used to both derive and'give output in vector dynamic
form, and/or to numerically solve equations of motion for any system that may be
modeled, for dynamic simulation as a topological tree of point-connected rigid bodies,
flexible bodies, point masses, and symmetric momentum wheels I11. The program
can be expanded or contracted according to the user's needs. An interrogation system
was developed to screen input data by setting up a series of logic flags that determine
computational options. With this system, a certain amount of engineering judgment
may be applied.
Input/Output
Two segments must be dealt with while using the program-the input and the
output. Samples of each, taken from the simulation program, are given in Appendix
A. Provision for data input is allowed by three separate subroutines, which may be
described as follows ( in sequential order):
a. INBS. The format of this subroutine cannot be changed. The basic coupled
rigid body, point mass, and symmetric wheel model is described. Data inputs
are connection topology, degrees of freedom, mass, inertia, geometric parameters,
relative body orientation , and initial kinematic conditions.
b. INOPT. The format of this subroutine is flexible. Available options may
be invoked by selecting and inputting option code words. For the deployment
simulation considered here, the code word "cage" was chosen. This option
allows specified degrees of freedom to be released at a designated time during
simulation. (Motion is allowed to occur about a gimballed axis with a free vector
assigned to it.)
e. INTOR. This subroutine is for the user. Data to be input to the torque and
output subroutines are entered here. This subroutine may be left empty, or an
existing input subroutine may be inserted and set up with proper interface
statements, thus overriding the input data of the existing subroutine.
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The output segment of the program allows the user to view the dynamic behavior
of the input model at each integration time step (see Appendix A). A sufficient
amount of output data is produced so that the user can easily check the engineering
sensibility of the model. After debugging has been completed, the user can suppress
unwanted data and retain pertinent data.
Assumptions and limitations

When NBOD2 is to be used for a dynamic simulation 111, the user must consider
its limitations and understand certain assumptions about the simulation model. Those
of primary concern to the simulation are briefly stated here.
a. The simulation to he conducted must possess the same dynamic characteristics as that of the complex system and must also be amenable to mathematical
analysis.
b. NBOD2 assumes that the model will be composed of rigid bodies, point
masses, symmetric wheels, and flexible bodies for which natural modes and
frequency of vibration are available by computation.
e. Contiguous rigid and flexible bodies are assumed to be point connected so
that the total system forms a topological tree with no closed paths.
d. Connection points between rigid and flexible bodies are gimbals, which
possess zero, one, two, or three degrees of freedom. The gimbals prohibit
relative translational motion between contiguous bodies.
If the user is aware of the assumptions and limitations set forth in the program, better
judgments can be made on its suitability as an analytical tool.
The basic approach of the program is to develop and numerically solve equations
of motion for the modeled system. Equations of motion are integrated by a subroutine
that contains the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration method. The
integration step size and time to end the simulation are input with the input data, as
described in Appendix A. A complete flowchart of the program can be found in
Reference I. The rigorous dynamic analysis used to develop the equations of motion
derived by the program is avoided here, although the user should he familiar with it.
(This analysis may he found in Reference I.) Instead, the emphasis of this work is
on the use of the program as a viable tool for modeling and analyzing the INTELSAT
vi transmit and receive boom/antenna deployment dynamics.
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CTI4 Note
Geostationary satellite log

C. H. SCHMITT
(Manuscript received February 27- 1985)

This note provides lists of current and future geostationary satellites for
the Fixed Satellite Service (F-ss), the Maritime Mobile Satellite Service
(MMss), and the Broadcasting Satellite Service (BSS). Satellites in the Space
Research Service (SRS) are listed only when their frequencies overlap those
of satellites in the other services. Future satellites are listed when information
has been published by the International Frequency Registration Board ([FRB),
or when satellite construction has commenced. The lists are ordered along
increasing East longitude orbit position and update the previously published
material 1 1 ] through December 1984.
Table I lists the satellites that are operating as of late December 1984, or
satellites that may be capable of operating. Satellites being moved to new
orbital positions are shown at their planned final positions for 1985, unless
another satellite occupies the position. Refer to the Remarks column for
further information.
Table 2 lists newly proposed and replacement satellites and their currently
planned orbital positions. Additional technical characteristics may be found
in the 1FRB circulars referenced, as published weekly in the circular's special
sections [2] or obtained from the country or organization given.

Carl H . Schmitt is an Assistant to the Director for Communications on
the Staff of the Division Director, Engineering and System Integration,
System Technology Service, COMSAT General Corporation.
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Table 3 is the key to the frequency bands used in Tables I and 2. Subband allocations are designated in the Up/Down-Link Frequency column of
Tables I and 2 by the letter suffix given that sub-band in Column I of Table
3. Thus, 12a implies 11.7 to 12.2 GHz, down-link in Region 2. Table 3 also
shows the service allocations and the applicable ITU region when the band
is not allocated worldwide.
The author invites inquiries and comments, and would appreciate receiving
information on newly planned satellite networks as they become available.
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). IN-ORBIT GFOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
TABLE I ( continued
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Up/Dam-Link
Fre q uenc y

N

Remarks

Launch Date

Satellite
Designation

10 Jun 1976

MARISAT 2

us-COMSAT General

14155

72.5°E

UHF, 1.6b,6,4c
UHF 1.5a.4 .1D

RADUSA 12

USSR

6/4

08 Apr 1983

PER

73.3°E

India

IPRB: 74 ° B (INSAT IA)

INSAT 18

6/4

30 Aug 1983

P55

13.4-E

PALAPA A-2

Indonesia

6/4

13 Mar 1917

P55

n°E

Backup for PALAPA B-1
IPRB: 77°B

GORIZONT 10

USSR

6,8/4,7

01 Aug 1984

P55

79.1°E

USSR

6/4

15 Feb 1984

RADUGA 14

P55

81.2-E

Drifting 0.14°E per day
on 12 / 24; IPRB: 80°E

Indonesia

6/4

Near retirement ;

08 Jul 1916

PALAPA A-1

P55

83.1-E

subsacetlite
Longitude*

85.8°E
88.1°E
89.5°E
92.4°S
96.3°E
101.3-E

09 Oct 1981
30 Nov 1983
20 oct 1982
30 Sep 1983

RAOUGA 10
GORIZONT 8

Country or organization

Funct i on

(GHZ)
operational , but unused
ex cept for SHIP transponder
IPRB: 72.5°E

IPRB: 83°E

USSR

PBS

6/4

IPRB: 85°E (STATSIONAR 3)

USSR

FSS

6,8/4,7

IFRB:

IPRB : 90°B (STATSIONAR 6)
Drifting 2.4°E per day

GORIZONT 6

USSR

P55

6,8/4,7

855

6/UHF

INJURE 11

USSR

6/UHF

26 J. 1981

BKRAN 7

USSR

ASS

USSR

B55

6/UHF

24 Aug 1984

EKRAN 13

6/UHF

90-E (STATSIONAR 6)

102.3-E

12 Mar 1983

EKRAN 10

USSR

BSS

Japan- NTT

Experimental

SARURA (C.S.)

6,30a / 4,20a

15 Dec 1911

FEB

103.3°E

PALAPA B-1

Indonesia

6/4

18 Jun 1983

F55

107.3-E

Domestic and regional
planned final 1985 location
IFRB: 100°B

RADUGA 4
and NASDA

USSR

6/4

18 Jul 1918

FSS

110°E

BE 2A

055

2,14/12b,2

23 Jan 1984

Japan

123.5°E

136.1.9

05 Aug 1983

CS 28

Japan

P55

6,30a/ 4,20a IPRB: 136°E

174°E

31 Mar 1978

INTELSAT IV-A
(F-6)

INTELSAT

P35

6/4

MARISAT 3
(F-2)

US-COMSAT General !4155

MARECS B2

ESA-leased to

176.3°E

177.5°E

14 Oct 1976

10 Nov 1984

MSS

INMARSAT

179-H

07 Jan 1978

Pacific Ocean Region --Primary
IPRB: 174°E

UHF, I.fib, 6.4c /
Becomes Spare for INMARSAT
UHP,1.5a,4 . 1b on 1 Jan 1985; also carries
UHF capability ; IPRB: 176.5°R
1.6b,6.4e / 1.5a, Operational 1 Jan 1985 as
Pacific Ocean Maritime
Satellite
IPRB: 177.5 ° E in coordination

4

INTELSAT IV-A
(F-3)

INTELSAT

P35

6/4

US-Alascom, Inc.

PS5

6/4

IFRB: 143'W in coordination

US-RCA

P55

6/4

IFRB: 139 ° W in coordination

US-Hughes Comm.

PER

6/4

IPRB: 134-W adv. publication

6/4

IPRB :

Pacific Ocean Region--spare
IFRB: 179-E

217.1°E
(142.9°W)

28 Oct 1982

SATCON V (P-5)

220.9°E
(139.1°W)

11 Apr 1983

SATCCM IN

226-E
(134°W)

28 Jun 1983

GALAXY 1

229°E
( 131°W)

21 Nov 1981

SATCOM 1118
(F-3R)

US-RCA

PSS

232.9°E
(127.1°v)

21 Feb 1981

CONSTAR D-4

US-COMSAT General

F55

6/4

IPRB :

236.5°E
(123.5°v)

09 Jun 1982

US-Western Union

PS5

6/4

IPRB: 123.5°W

240-W
(120')

23 May 1984

US-GTE Spacenet

P55

6/14/4,12a

IFRB: 119°W

242.5°E
(117.5°W)

12 Nov 1982

Canada-TELESAT

FEB

14/12a

IPRB: 117.5°v

251°E
( 109°W)

16 Dec 1978

Canada - TELESAT

P5S

6, 14/4. 12a

IPRB: 109-W

254.7.8
(105.3°W)

05 Nov 1967

US-NASA

ezperlmental

UNF,6 / UHP,7,4

IPRB: 86-W

255°E
( 105°W)

18 J. 1983

Canada-TELESAT

P55

14/12a

Temporary--to be moved

WESTAR 5

SPACENET I

ANIK C3 (8)

ANIK 81 (4)

ATS 3

ANIK C2

131°W in coordination

127-W adv. Publication

by 1 July 1985

In

Ui

TABLE I (continued ). IN-ORBIT GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,

A

AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Subsatellite
longit ude*

Launch Date

Up/Down-Link

Satellite
Designation

Country or organization

Function

Frequency

Remarks

( GHz)
26 Aug 1982

ANIK DL

Canada - TELESAT

P55

6/4

IFRB: 104.5°w

30 Aug 1984

SBS 4

US-Satellite
Business systems

PSS

14/128

operational, but temporary
location for up to 2 years

15 Nov 1980

SBS 1

US-Satellite
Business Systems

PSS

14/12a

Located at 99.08°w

261°E
( 99°N)

26 Feb 1982

V65TAR 4

us-western union

PSS

6/4

IPRB: 99°w adv. publication

263-E
( 97°W)

24 Sep 1981

SEE 2

us-satellite
Business Systems

P55

14/12a

IPM: 97°w in coordination
USASAT 6A

264°E
(96°Y)

28 Jul 1983

TEL5TAR 301 ( 3A)

US-AT&T

P95

6/4

IPRB: 95°w In coordination

265°E

11 Nov 1982

5B5 3

Us-satellite
Business Systems

P55

14/12a

IPM: 95°w in coordination
USASAT 6C

21 Sep 1984

GALAXY III

US-Hughes Came.

F55

6/4

IPM: 93.5°w adv. publication
USASAT 12B

269°E
( 91°W)

10 Aug 1979

WESTAR 3

US-western Union

FUR

6/4

IPRB: 91ev

274°E
( 86°Y)

01 Sep 1984

TELSTAR 302

US-AT&T

P5S

6/4

IPRB: 86-W in coordination
USASAT 3C

277-E
(83°w)

16 Jan 1982

SATCGN IV

US-RCA

P55

6/4

IPM: 83-W in coordination

281-E
( 79°Y)

10 Oct 1974

w6STAR 2

US -western Union

FS5

6/4

IPRB: 79-W adv. publication
USASAT 12A

283.8°6

22 Jul 1976

CONSTAR D2

US-COMSAT General

FSS

6/4

collocated for operational
reasons; IPRB : 76ev adv. pub.

29 Jun 1978

CONSTAR D3

US-COMSAT General

P53

6/4

Collocated for operational
reasons; IPRB : 76°W adv. pub.

255.5°E

(104.5°w)
259°E

(101°V)
261°E

( 99°W)

( 95°w)
266.5°E

(93.5°W)

(76.2°Y)
284-E
(76°w)

286.9
(74.0°w)

22 Sep 1983

GALAXY 2

288°6
(72°Y)

08 Sep 1983

SATCCM
(VII)

291°E
( 69°w)

23 May 1984

SPACENET II

307°E
(53°w)

03 Mar 1984

INTELSAT V
(F-8)

310.2°8
(49.8°w)

22 May 1975

INTELSAT IV

INTELSAT
(P-1)

317.2°e
(42.8°w)

05 Apr 1983

TUNS East

US-NASA
SR5
US-Systematics Gan. P55

335.5.5
(24.5°w)

15 Dec 1981

INTELSAT V
(F-3)

INTELSAT

335.7°S
(24.3°w)

05 Oct 1980

338.5°e
(21.5°w)

25 May 1977

34L6°8
(18.4°w)

19 Hay 1983

345.3°6
(14.7°w)

19 Feb 1976

349.6°8
(10.4°w)

14 Jun 1980

352°E
(Sew)

04 Aug 1984

356.2°e
(3.8*W)

29 Jan 1976

359-E
(I°w)

21 Nov 1974

US-Hughes Come. P55

IIR

RADUGA

US-RCA

US-GTE Spacenet F55

INTELSAT

7

P55

USSR

P55

P5S

F5S

6/4

IPRB: 74 * 9 adv. publication
USASAT 7A

6/4

Operational 29 Nov 1983
IPRB: 72 - W in coordination
USASAT 8B

6,14/4,12a

6,14/4,11 Atlantic Ocean Region--Spare
IPRB: 50°Y in coordination
6/4

Atlantic ocean Region-- Spare
IPRB: 5-W in coordination

1,14d/ 2.2,13a IPM: 41-W
6/4
6,14/4,11 Atlantic Ocean Region-Primary
3PRB: 24.5°w

F55

5.6/3

Operates below INTELSAT V
frequencies; IPM: 25°W

PER

6/4

Atlantic Ocean Region --Spare
IPRB: 21.5°w

(STATSIONAR 8)
INTELSAT IV-A INTELSAT
(F-4) ATL I

INTELSAT V (F-6) INTELSAT INMARSAT F55
Lease
98155

MARISAT 1 US-COMSAT General EMUS

GORIZONT 4
STATSLONAR 11

USSR

6.14/4 ,11 Atlantic ocean Region--Maj.
1,6b,6.4b/1.5a, path 2.
IPRB: 18.5°w MCS B
4g is a spare for M ARECS A
UHF 1,6b,6.4c/ Operational, but only UHF
UHF 1,5a,4. lb transponder Is used
IPM: 15°w

P55

6,8/4,7

P5S

2.6,8.14/2.2,4. 28-E on 12/24 drifting
7,12b,12d 0. 44'W per day IPM: 8°W

INTELSAT IV A INTELSAT
(F-2) ATL I

F55

6/4

INTELSAT IV (P-8 )

F55

6/4

TELECOM IA

France

INTELSAT

*The list of satellite longitudes was compiled from the best information available.

IFRB :

11°V in coordination

Atlantic Ocean Region --Spare
IFRB: 4°Y in Coordination
Atlantic Ocean
IPRB: 1°w

Region -- Spare

0

4T

TABLE 2 PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Subsatelli t e
Longitude

aunch Data

Satellite
Designation

Country or Organization

Function

1°e

1985

GDL 5

Luxembourg

FSS/BSS

3°R

1985

TELECOM IC

France

FSS/BSSa

UP/Down-Link
Frequency
( 0X2)

2 , 6,8,14 / 2.2,4,

7,12b,12d

Remarks

AR11 / A/29/1339
ARll / C/116 ADD-2

AR 11 / C/L57/1598
AR 11 / C/L31/1594
Norway , Sweden

5°8

1985-86

TRLE- X

7°R

1984 - 85

EUTELSAT 1-3

France

l°E

1987

F- SAT 1

France

10°E

1985

EUTELSAT I

France
(Spare )

10°E

1986

APEX

France

2,6,30a , 17a/2,
12b,20,

AR11 / 8/27/1535

P55/855

14 / 11,12b,12d

AR ll /A/59/1518

FSS

2,14,30a / 12d,20a

AR11 /C/568/1649
8511 / A/79/1587

F55/855

14 / 11,12b.12d

8811 / 8/61/1578
8811 / A/60AD0-3

BSS / FSS

6 , 30a/2,4 . 20a,

AR11 / c/1583 - 584/1651

39a,49a

8811 / 8/62/1578

P55 / BSS

USSR

SRS

-/ 3,4

5PA- AA/317/1471

ITALSAT

Italy

FEE

30 / 2,20,39a , 49a

ANll / A/151/1633

PSS/BSS

14 / 11,12b,12d

SPA-M/ 328/1492
AR11 /A/61/1578
& 1589 & 1582

12°E

unknown

PROGNOZ 2

13°E

31 Dec 1987

13°8

1984 - 85

EUTELSAT 1-2

France

WE

Unknown

Nigerian
National
system

Nigeria

FSS

6/4

SPA-AA/ 2091346

WE

1986

AM5 1

Israel

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

8511 /8/39/1554
8511 /8/301593

15°H

1986

ARE 2

Israel

P55

6,14/4 , 11

AR 11 /A/39/1554

16°R

1987

SICRAL 1A

Italy

PSS

8,14b,43a /7,12d,
20,44

8811 / A/44/1588

17°E

Unknown

SASS

Saudi Arabia

USE

14/12b

5PA-AA/ 235/1387

17°E

1988

SASS 1 - 2

Saudi Arabia

B55

14a,14/12b

AN 11 / A/125/1616

19°E

1985

GDL 6

Luxembourg

PSS,BSS

6.5- 7,14/11,12d

8811 / A/94/1594

19°E

1985

ARA85AT I

Arab League

P55/BSS

6 / 4,2.5

SPA-AJ/172/I388
RES-33 /C/1597

20°E

22°E

23.5°E

Unknown

Nigerian
National
System

Nigeria

P55

6/4

5PA-AA / 209/1345

1987

SICRAL IF

Italy

MSS /FSS

UHF,8,14,43a/7,
12d, 20

ARII /A/45/1557

1987

UPS 1

Germany

P55

2,14 , 30a/11,12d ,
20,3D

8811 / 8/40/1556

1985

858858T II

Arab League

P5S/BSS

6/4,2.5

8811 / A/45/1588

5PA-AJ / 173/1388

RE5 33 /C/2/1597
26°E

Unknwn

ZOHREH 2

Iran

FSS

14/11

5PA-AA / 164/1278

SPA-M /76/1303
28.5°E

1987

DFS 2

32°E

1987/10

34°E

Germany

FES

2,14 ,30a/11,12d,
20a,30

8811 /8/41/1556

VIDEOSAT 1

France

P55

14/2,124

AR11 /A/80/1588

Unknwn

ZOHRRH 1

Iran

FSS

14/11

5PA-AA/163/1278

35°E

Unknwn

PRCGNOZ 3

USSR

SRS

-/3,4

SPA-AA/318/1471

38°E

1986

PAXSAT 1

Pakistan

F5S

14 / 11,124

AR11 / A/90/1592

40°E

Unknown

518151ONAR 12

USSR

P55

6/3

5PA-AA /271/1425
SPA-M / 304/1469

TABLE 2 (continue d). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Subsatellite Launch Date Satellite
Longitude Designation

41°E

unknown

41°E

1986

45°E
45°E

ZOHRRH

PAKSAT

unknown
Unknown

Iran

Pakistan

FEE
FSS

3

USSR

141SS

P2

USSR

P55

VOLNA

14 / 12d

AR11 / A/9L/1592

UKF,1.6b / 1.5a,UHP SPA -AA/274/1425
14 / 11

SPA - M/178/1289
SPA-AJ / 122/1340

14/11

SPA-M/ 165/1278

FEE

14/11

SPA-AJ / 85/1318
Leased to Intersputnik

INTELSAT

FSS

5,6

INTELSAT

P55

47,5

unknown ZORREH 3 Iran

53,5

Unknown LOUTCH 2 USSR

VI

SPA -AA/203/1330

P55

PSS

INTELSAT

14 / 11

SPAAJ / 5L/1276

Unknown STATSIONAR 9 USSR

1988

Remarks

6/4

45°E

57°E

Up/Down- Link
Frequency

Function

(GRs)
4

2

LOUTCH

Country or organization

AR11 / A/72/1584

14 / 3,4,11

(LNn 2)
57°8

WE

1985

1986

60°E

INTELSAT

V-A
(IND 2)

INTELSAT

1988

INTELSAT

INTELSAT
VI
(IND 1)

unknown

64.5°E

V-A
(IND 1)

INTELSAT

NM8C5 INIUUSAT (F)

6,14 / 4,11

P55

66°E

1989

AR11 /A/67/1580

6 , 14/4,11

5,6,14 / 3,4,11

P55

ARL1 /A/71/1584

1.6b,6 . 4a/1.5a. SPA - M/243/1432

NESS

4f

(INS 1)
64.5°e

AR11 / A/68/1580

INNARSAT IOR INHARSAT ( G)

KNEE

AR 1I /A/178/1644

1.6b , 6.4b/1.5a,
3.9b,4c,3.6a

1984

INTELSAT IV-A
(IND 1)

INTELSAT

PEE

66°R

1986

INTBLSAT V
(IND 4)

INTBLSAT

PSS

66°E

1983

INTELSAT NCS INTELSAT
(INS D - Spare)

NESS l.6b,6 . 4b,/1.5a, SPA-M/275/1425

66°E

1989

INTELSAT V-A INTELSAT
(66E)

P55

70°E

Unknown

STY 2

China, Peoples
Republic of

PS5

73,5

Unknown

MARECS
(IND 2)

INHARSAT (F)

!4155 1.6b,6. 4e,/1.5a ,
4f

ARll /D/3/1551

80°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR 13

USSR

PSS

6/4

SPA-AA /276/1426

Unknown

POTOK 2

USSR

F55

6/4

AR 11/ A/179/1645
SPA-AA/ 345/1485

Unknown

LOUTCH P3

USSR

PSS

14/11

SPA-AA / 179/1289
SPA-M / 123/1340

Unknown

VOLNA 5

USSR

NESS

USSR

F55

USSR

!4155

UHF,1.6b / 1.5a,UHP SPA -M/289/1445

P55

6/4

6/4

6,14 / 4,11

SPA-M / 82/1182
SPA-AA/ 52/1162

SPA- M/253/1419

4f
6 , 14/4,11

6/4

SPA-AA/142/1255

SPA-U / 305/1469

80°E

85°E

85°E

90°E

Unknown

90°E

Unknown

LOUTCH 3
VOLNA

8

UHF,1 .6b/1.5a,UHF

14/11

SPA-AJ / 100/1329
SPA-AA / 173/1286

SPA-AJ/ 86/1318

M11/C / 15/1589

93,5

1986

INSAT

IF

India

SPA-M / 231/1429
Since INSAT 18 is in orbit,
this will be INEPT IC

95°E

95°R

1985

CSDRN

USSR

STATSIONAR 14 USSR

SRS

14d /10,11,13

SPA-M/342/1484

TABLE 2 ( continued) . PLANNED GEOSTA FIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME: MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984

Subsatellite

Launch Date

Longitude

Satellite

Country or Organization

Function

Up/Down-Link
Frequency
(GHZ)

Designation

Re m arks

99°E

unknown

STATSIONAR T

USSR

PSS/BSS

6/UHF

RES-5PA2-3 - MIO/1426
SPA-AJ / 316/1473

99°E

unknown

STATSIONAR T2

USSR

FSS/BSS

6/UHF

SPA-M/316/1473

110*E

Unknown

BSE

Japan TCSJ

BSS

2,14 /

SPA-AA / 305/1459
ARI1 /C/10/1556

110°E

1985

B5 2

Japan

BSS

2.14/12b,2

Spare in orbit

113°E

Unknown

PALAPA B-2

Indonesia

FSS

6 /4

SPA-M/198/1319
SPA-m /201/1407

118°E

1988

PALAPA B-3

Indonesia

P55

6/ 4

AR11 /A/157/1637

1985

STV 1

China . Peoples

P55

6/4

SPA-M / 240/1431

125°E

6/4

SPA- M/273/1425
SPA-M / 3071469

Republic of

°

128 E

1984

128°E
130°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR 15

USSR

PS5

VOLNA 9

USSR

P55/BSS

ETS 2

Japan

Experi-

UHP , L.60/1.5a,UHF

mental
2,6,30a / 4,2,20a

SPA-M/256/1421

132 E

Unknown

CS 2A

Japan

P55

LOUTCH 4

USSR

PER

SPA-M / 87/1318

Unknown

14/11

140°E

Unknatm

STATSIONAR 7

USSR

PS5

6/4

SPA-M /31/1251

140°E
140°E

Unknown

VOLNA 6

USSR

PSS/BSS

3

°

SPA-M / 323/1490

145°E

1987

STATSIONAR 16

USSR

FSS

6/4

AR11 / A/76/1593 & 1586

150°E

Unknown

CSE

Japan

FSS

14/12a

AR533/6/3/1639
AR533 / 6/3/164,
ARII /c/177/1606

156°E

1985

AUSSAT I

Australia (OTC)

PS5 /BSS

14 / 12b,12d

RE5 SPA2-3 /M/12/1456,
15/1575,
SPA-M/372/1575

160°E

1985

AUSSAT 2

Australia ( OTC)

P55 / 055

14 / 12b,12d

RE5 SPA2-3 / M/13/1456,
16/1515,
SPA-M/373/1515,

RE533 / 8/1/1583
RE533 / C/5/1613
55533 /0/5/1647

164°E

1985

AUSSAT 3

Australia (OTC)

FSS/BSS

14 / 12b,12d

RE5 SPA2-3 / M/14/1456,
17/1575,
SPA- AA/374/1575

173°E

Feb 1986

INTELSAT V
(PAC 1)

INTELSAT

P55

6,14/4,11

ARIVC / 110/1600; may
move to 174°E

113'E

1988-89

INTELSAT V-A
(PAC 1)

INTELSAT

PS5

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/65/1580; may
move to 174°E

176°E

1986

INTELSAT V
(PAC 2)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

Mll/A/81/1588
SPA--AA/255/1419

176°B

1987

INTELSAT V-A
(PAC 2)

INTELSAT

PSS

6 / 14/4,11

ARl1 / A/66/1580

179°E

Sep 1985

INTELSAT V
(PAC 2)

INTELSAT

P55

6,14/4,11

SPA-M /377/1511

179°E

1986

INTELSAT MCS
(PAC A)

INTELSAT

EKES

1.6b, 6/1.5a,4

SPA-AJ /411/1577
SPA-M/332/1476

179°E

1991

INTELSAT V-A
(PAC 3)

INTELSAT

PBS

6,14/4,11

Could be INTELSAT V
IBS at 180°E

). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
TABLE 2 ( Continued
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Subsatellite

satellite
Launch Date

Designation

1985

TOSS WEST

Longitude

189°E

country or organization

USA-NASA/ SPACECOM

Function

Up/own-Link
Frequency

Remarks

(GHz)
SRS

2,14d / 2.2,13

SPA- AA1232/1301
See FCC filing

(131°v)

SPA-AA/180/1289
SPA-M / 124/1340

LOUTCH P4

USSR

FSS

14 / 11

Unknown

USSR

6/4

SPA-P,3 / 64/1280

STATSIONAR 10

P55

unknwn

USSR

UHF , 1.6b/1.5a.UHF

SPA-AA/ 135/L286

Unknown

VOLNA 3

!4155

190°E
(130°W)

6/4

SPA- m/346/1485

POTOK 3

FSS

Unknown

USSR

192°E

SPA- M/343/1484

USSR

14d / 10,1L,13

SEDER

SRS

1985

Mexico

13a l l2b

R85 33 / A/2/1560

AMIGO 2

BSS

1985

Mexico

6,14 / 4,12a

AR1L / A/25/1533

Unknown

ILHUICAHUA 4

FSS

215°E
( 145°W)

Mexico

6,14 / 4,124

AR11 /A/24,1533

Unknown

IIJIUICAHUA 3

FSS

219°E

USASAT 11C

USA

14 / 124

AR11 / 111/1609

1987

FSS

218°B
( 132°W)

USA

6/ 4

SPA- M/247/1412

Unknown

US SATCOM 3

FSS

128°E
(132°v)

USRDSS West

USA

1 . 6a,6.5. / 2.4,
5/la

RE II I A/116/1641

31 Dec 1987 1 10b

FSS/RDSC

230 °E
( 130 °W)

190 °E
( 130°W)

190°E
( 130°W)

(168°W)

200°E
(160°v)
214°E
(146°v)

(141°v)

234°S
(126°v)

15 Sep 1987/10
DOC

USASAT

USA

FSS

14/124

AR11 /A/103/1609

236°E
(124°v)

15 Sep 1986/10

USASAT 1OB

USA

PS5

14/12a

AR 11 / A/106/1609

240°E
(120°W)

15 Jan 1987

USASAT IDA

USA

PSS

14/12a

ARI1 / 105/1609

243.5°S
(116.5°v)

1985

MORELOS II

Mexico

PSS

6,14/4,12a

ARll / A/30/1540

246°E
(114°v)

Unknown

TELESAT 02
(ANIK)

Canada - TEL ES AT

P55

6/4

SPA-AA/ 358/1500

241.5°E
(112.5°v)

1985d

ANIK C2

Canada - TELESAT

PSS

14/12a

May be moved to 110°v

251°E
( 109°W)

Unknown

252.5°E

ANIK C2 temporarily at

105°v , AR 11 / C/3/1554
TELESAT C3

Canada- TELESAT

P5S

14/124

Presently in orbit at

1985

ANIK Cl

Canada- TELBSAT

FSS

14/12a

Launch scheduled Apr 1985

253.5°S
(106.5°)

1987

MSAT

Canada

FSS/MMSS

UHF- EHF/UHF- ERF

AR II / A/55/1563

254°E

1985

GSTAR I

US-GTE

FSS

14/12a

ARI1 /A/14/1525,
AR11 /A/14ADD- 1/1548

AEll / A/L5/1525,

(see remarks)

112.5°W

(101.5°v)

(106°W)

Satellite

253°E
( 103°W)

1986

GSTAR II

US-GTE
Satellite

PS5

14/12.

260°E
(100°v)

30 Sep 1987/10

USRDSS Central

USA

FSS/RDS

1.64,6.54/2.4,
5.La

AR 11 /A/135/1641

265°E
(95°v)

1984

USASAT 6C

USA

F55

14/124

ARll / A/35/1553

AR11 / A/15ADDP 1/1548

4T

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Up/Dawn-Link

subsatellite
Longitude

269-E
(91°w)

Launch Date

Satellite
Designation

20 Dec 1985

NESTAR VI 'S

Country or organization

Function

Frequency

Remarks

(GB.)
Us-Western union

FSS

6/4

will replace WESTAR III
which will move to 79'W;
WESTAR II will be retired
in early 1986

14/12a

under construction

14 Oct 1985

SATCOM K-1

(blew)

15 Jun 1985 / 10

(USASAT 9B)

US-RCA
USA

FSS

273°E

USA

6/4

ARIL/C/246

1985

USASAT 3C

FSS

274°E

USASAT 9C

USA

14/12a

AR1I / A/103/1609

15 Mar 1987 / 10

FIN

275°E
( 85°w)

Cuba

AR 1I / A/58/1578.

sTEC I

6/4

1988

FSS

277°E
( 83°w)

USA

6,14/4,12a

219°E
(81aW)

USASAT 7D

FSS

Dec 1986

ARll / C/50/1568:
AR11 /A/12/1525
AR 11/C/257/1623

USA-Systemat . Gen.

SRS
FSS

2,14d / 2.2,13a
6/4

A

281°5

TORS Central

USA-NASA/SPACECOX

SPA-M/233/1381

1985

USA

ARll /A/109/L609

USASAT 11A

14/12a

15 Mar 1987

FSS

281°5
( 79°N)

0

15 Jun 1987 / 10

USASAT 11B

14/12a

ARI1 /A/110/1609
Under construction

21 Nog 1985

(S ATCOM K-2)

USA
RCA

FSS

283°5
(71°W)

6/4
6/4

SPA-M/322,323/1414
AR11/C/79/1573

6/4

SPA-M / 127/1343

AR11/A/102

( 86°N)

Note 83°W

occupied by USASAT 7B or

C

m

SATCOM IV
lr

was 79°W

Z

2

( 79°w)

284 . 65
(15.4°W)

1986
1986

SATCOL IA
SATCOL 1S

Colombia
Colombia

FSS
FSS

1986

SATCOL 2

Colombia

FSS

285°E
( 75°w)

290°E
(70 ' W)

Lst half of
1985/LO

SETS A-1

Brazil

FSS

6/4

AR1I /A/16/1526, origin
AR1l /A/16/1526
ANll /C/94/1576

290°E
( 70 ° W)

1985

USASAT lC

USA

FSS

6/4

AN 11 / A/1525

290°E
( 70 ° W)

30 Jun 1987/10

USA

FSS/RDS

L 6a , 6 . 5e/2 . 4 ,
S.la

AN11 / A/174/1641

6/4

ARLL / c/394 / 1629, A/36/1553

293-E

1 Jan 1986/10

USRDSS East

SASAT 8A

SA

SS

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR11/A/165

Brazil

FSS

6/4

AR11 /A/17/1526

USA

FSS

14/12a

AR1I/A/

USASAT 14D

USA

FSS

6/4

AN 11/C/99/1576, confirm
AR11 /A/37/1553

USASAT 15B

USA

P5S

14/11 , 12a

AR11 / A/163/1637

USASAT 14C

USA

PSS

6/4

AE11 / A/160/1637

USASAT 15A

USA

P55

14/12a

ABI1 / A/162/1637

INTELSAT

FSS

5c-6,14 / 4a , lld ,

AR1I / A/167/1638

( 67 ° W)
294°E
(66 ° w)

30 June 1989

295°E
( 65°w)

1985

296°E
( 64 ° w)

1988

297°E

1986

USASAT 15D

SBTS A-2

USASAT 15C

( 63°w)
290°E
( 62 ° w)

1988/10

299°5
(61°w)

1989/10

300°e
( 60 ° w)

31 Dec 1988/L0

300-E
( 60°W)

01 Jan 1986 / 10

302-E
( 58 ° w)

1987

302°5
(58°N)

30 Jul 1988 / 10

INTELSAT I85

(3005)
USASAT BC

2
Cu
Vi

lif,12d,
USA

P55

6/4,10.7-12.744

AR 11 / A/38/1553

11.7-12.2
USASAT 13E

USA

P5S-Intern

14/11 , 12a , 12b , 12c

AP11 / A/136/1620

LN
N

TAHI.E 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSPATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
subsatellite

Up/Dam-Link
F requen c y
(OHz)

USA

FSS

5c 6 / 4,116

ARI1 / A/177/1643

USASAT 13D

USA

FSS

6/ 4

AR 11 / C/246/1620

INTELSAT V-A

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

A511 /A/168/1638

INTELSAT

FSS

5c- 6,14/4a,lld ,

ARl1 / A/169/1638

satellite
Designation

30 Sep 198 1 /10

USASAT 13H

30 Jul 1988 / 10

01 Apr 1986 / 10

Longitude

3038E

Function

Launch Date

country or Organization

Remarks

(57ew)
3048E

(56eW)
304eB

(3048)

(56ew)
304°8

01 Apr 1986 / 10

INTELSAT IBS

11f,12d

(3048)

( 56ew)
31 Dec 1988/10

USASAT 14B

USA

FSS

6/4

AR1I / A/159/1637

307°E
(53ew)

1986e

INTELSAT V
( CONT 1)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

AN 11 / A/82/1588

1986e

INTELSAT IBS

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 , 14b/4 , 11,12a

Under construction

307°6

INTELSAT IV-A
(ATL 2)

INTELSAT

FSS

6/4

SPA-AJ / 371/1509: lew
SPA-AJ / 213/1418: 10.5 e w
SPA-AA / 66/1170
SPA-AA / 49/1161

3058E
(55ev)

(3078)

( 53'W)
310°E
(50ew)

Unknown

3108E
(508w)

19850

INTELSAT IV-A
(ATL 2)

INTELSAT

FSS

6 /4

AR11 /C/140/1596

3108E

1986

INTELSAT V-A
CUNT 2)

INTELSAT

FEE

6,14 , 4,11

AR11 / A/74/1586

310°6
(50ew)

1986

INTELSAT IBS
(3108)

INTELSAT

PSS

6,14 / 4,11,12

AH11 / A/129/1617

( 310°8

30 Dec 198 7/ 10

USASAT 13C

USA

PSS-Intern

14/11a,11.4a

ARI1 /A/134/1618

313e8
( 47ew)

30 Sep 1987 / 10

USASAT 13B

USA

FSS

14 / lle.11.4a

ARIIA/ 133/1618

315°E
(45ew)

01 Jan 1988/10

USASAT 13F

USA

FSS-Intern

14,12a / 11a,12d

AR 11/A/159/1635

316.58E
(43.5 e w)

31 Dec 1988 / 10

VIDROSAT 3

France

PSS

14 , 2.0/11E,12d

AR 11 /A/148/1631

317°8
( 43 ' w)

01 Jun 1988 / 10

USASAT 130

USA

PSS-Intern

14/12a , lla,12d

AR11 / A/I55/1635

3198E
( 41'W)

31 Dec 1988 / 10

USASAT 14A

USA

P55

6/4

AR11 / A/158/1637

319.5°3
(40.58w)

01 Apr 1986 / 10

INTELSAT V-A

INTELSAT

F55

6,14 / 4,11

AR ll /A/127/1617

319.58E
(40.5ew)

01 Apr 1986 / 10

INTELSAT IBS

INTELSAT

FES

6a, 14 / 4a, 11d.1ID,
12d

AN 11 / A/130/1617
(AN 11 / A/130 ADD-1/1628)

322.58E
(37.5ew)

1987 / 10

VIDBOSAT 2

France

PSS

14 / 2,12d

AR11 /A/86/1589

322.5°8
(37.5ew)

1987

USASAT 13A

USA

P55

14 / 11,lla,4a

AR11 / 132/1618

325.5E
(34.5 e s)

1987

INTELSAT V-A
(ATL 3)

INTELSAT

F55

6,14 / 4,11

AN 11 / A/63/1580

325.58E
(34.5 ' w)

1985

INTELSAT MCS
(ATL E)

INTELSAT

FSSR41sS

1 . 6a,6.4a / 1 . 5a ,
4.1a,4 . 2

SPA-AJ/350/1500
SPA- AA/284/1432

329°8
( 31 e w)

1986

UNISAT 1 ATL

UK-Britain

FSS

14 / 11,12b , 12d

ARII /A/26/1539
Also see entry below

3298E

30 Jun 1986 / 10

UNISAT 1

UK

P55/855

17c , 17b,14a/ 12d,
2.2,4,11.7.,12e

AR 1l /C/576/1650
ARIL/A/23/1532

01 Jan 1987 / 10

INTELSAT V-A
(ATL 6)

INTELSAT

FES

6,14/4,11

AN 11 / A/119/1611
(ARII /A/119/ADD-1/1628)
(AR11 /A/119 ADD-2/1638)

(50ew)

(50ew)

TSLEC0M

( 31ew)
3298E
( 31 e w)

4T
J

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTA IIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST.
AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATE DECEMBER 1984
Subsatellite
Longitude

Launch Date

Satellite
Designation

country or Organization

Function

Up/Down-Link
Frequency
cxz)

Remarks

329°E
(31°W)

01 Jan 1987 / 10

INTELSAT V
(ATL 6)

INTELSAT

F55

6,14 / 4,11

AR11 / A/118/1611

332.5°E

1985

INTELSAT V-A

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

SPA- AA/335/1478
AR 11 /C/123/1592

INTELSAT

P55

5,6,14 / 3,4,11

AR11 / A/70/1584

INMARSAT
(AOR - central )

UK

!4155

( ATL 2 )

(27.5°w )
332.5°E
(27.5°W )

334°E

01 Jan 1987 / 13

31 Aug 1988 / 10

(26°w)

INTELSAT VI
( ATL 2)

1 . 6b,6.4b / 1.5a,

AR11 / A/152/1634

3.9b,4c,3.6a

335°E
(25°w)

Unknown

LOUTCH P1

USSR

FSS

14 / 11

SP-AA/ 177/L289

335°E

Unknown

STATSIONAR 8

USSR

PSS

6/4

SPA- M/62/1280

3350E
(25W)

Unknown

VOLNA 1

USSR

Mass

UHF, 1 . 6b/ 1.5a,
UHF

SPA- AA/169/1286

3350E
(25W)

unknown

SIRIO 2

France

PS5 /MSS

14,2.0 / 11,12d,2.2

AR 11 / A/148/1631

335.5°9
(24.5W )

unknown

INTELSAT V-A
( ATL 1 )

INTELSAT

PSS

5,6,14 / 3,4,11

335.50E

1987

INTELSAT VI

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

AR11 / A/69/1584

(25W)

SPA - M/334/1418
ARll / C/122/1592

( ATL 1)

(24.50d )
335.508
(24.5W )

Unknown

INTELSAT MCS
( ATL 0)

INTELSAT

14155

1.6b,6.4b / 1.5a,4g

SPA-AJ/349/1500

336'9

Unknown

PROGNOZ 1

USSR

SRS

-/ 3,4

SPA-AA/316/1471

( 24°w)

337°E
( 23 ° w)

unknown

MARECS
(ATL 2)

France

855/MMSS

1 . 6b,6.4b,
UHF/1.5a,4d,UHF

SPA - M/241/1432
SPA- AA/219/1351

ARI1/D/3/1551

338.5°e
(21.5°w)

1986

338.5°9
(21.5 ' w)

01 Jan 1989/10

340°E
( 2 0 ° w)

1985

341°E
( 19 ° w)

1986

341°e
(19°w)

1985

INTELSAT V
(ATL 5)

INTELSAT

INTELSAT VA

INTELSAT

(338.58)

FSS

6,14/4,11

SPA-M / 252/1419

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11/A/180/1645
SPA-M / 48/1161

SPA--AA / 65/1170

01 Jun 1985

01 Jun 1985 / 10

01 Jun 1985 / 10

GDL 4

Luxembourg

FSS/BSS

6.5-7,14 / 11,12d

AR11/A/92/1594

Luxembourg

BS S

17a/12b

AR11 / A/20/1529

France

855

17a,12b

AN ll /A/57/1570
AR11 / C/107/1578

TOP 1
(17 GHZ)

France

BSS

17b /-

AR1I / c/142/1541
RR1042 / 2/1521

TOP 1
(11 GHZ)

Prance

P55/855

11 . 2a/-

AR 11 / c/124/1592
RR1042 / 2/1521

TDF 1
(2 GHZ)

France

PSS/SSS

2.2/ 2.2

AR11 /C/107/1578

L-SAT

BSA (France)

BSS/FSS

13a , 14a,30a / 12b,

SPA- AA/308/1463

LUX-SAT

TDF 1

RR1042 / 2/1521

341°E
(19 ° w)

1985

20a

AR 11/A/33/1544
AR11 / A/88/1590

AR11 / A/57/1570
ARIL /c/124/1592
01 Jul 1986

01 Jul 1986

L-SAT
(30/20 GHZ)

France

FSS/FSS

27b / 18a.29.6a

L-SAT

France

BSS/FSS

14c , 13c,12d

(14,13 9 / 12 Gxz)

AR ll / C/232/1619
ARI1 /A/32/1544
ARII /C/174/1605
AR 11 / C/174 ADD-1/1643
SPA-M /337/1479
AR 11 / A/88/1590

TABLE 2 (continued). PLANNED GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES FOR FIXED, BROADCAST,

J

0

AND MARITIME-MOBILE SERVICES, LATIa DECEMBER 1984
Subsatellite

Longitude

Launch Date

DesSgna Hon

Country or Organization

Function

Up/Dam-Link
Frequency
GHZ)

C

Remarks

01 Jul 1986 / 10

L-SAT
( 2/2 GHZ)

France

BSS/FSS

2.0 / 2.2

AR11 / C/L76/1605
AR11 / S/33/1544

341°E
( 19ew)

01 Dec 1985

L-SAT
(17 GHZ)

France

855

17a /-

ARl1 / C/6/1554
U11 / A/308/1463

341°E
(L9eW)

1986

HELVESAT 1

Switzerland

BSS

L7a,18/12b,2

SPA-AA/365/1512

341°8
( 19eW)

1986

SARIT

Italy

BSS

17a,18 / 2b

SPA- AA/360/1505

341-E

1985 - 86

SPA-M/ 311/1547

TV SAT

( 19eW)

Federal Republic
of Germany

BSS

17a, 17 . 3a, 18. Oa,
2.0,11.9a , 12e,2.0

SPA- M/311/1464
SPA - AA/325/1474
SPA-AA / 366/1526

341.5ee

INTELSAT

(18.55w)

( ATL 2 )

341.55E

PSS

6,14 / 4,11

SPA - M/218/1418

SPA-AA/119/1232

1986-81

INTELSAT V A
(ATL 4)

INTELSAT

P55

6,14 / 4,11

AR11 / A/64/1580

1986

INTELSAT IBS

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11,12a,12d

under construction by
Ford Aerospace ; replaces
INTELSAT V-A, above

(18.55W)
341.5°8

INTELSAT

(341.55)

(18.5eW)

342°5
( 18°W)

15 Oct 1989

SATCGM lI

Belgium

PBS

8 /1

SPA-M / 131/1355
SPA-AA/ 144/1251

343.5°E
(16.5°W)

01 Jan 1986 / 10

INTELSAT V
(343.55)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

ARII /A/172/1639

343.5°
(16.5%)

01 Jul 1986 / 10

INTELSAT V-A
(343.58)

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14 / 4,11

AR 11 / A/170/1638

343.5eR
(16.5 5 w)

01 Jul 1986 / 10

INTELSAT IBS
(343.58)

INTELSAT

P55

6a,14 / 4a , 11d , llb ,

ARI1 / A/171/1638

WSDRN

USSR

P55/SR

14d , 1lb,13

AR11 / C/67/1570
SPA-M/ 341/1484

INNARSAT
(AOR-East)

UK

MSS

16b,6.1a,6.4a,
6.4d/ 1.5a, 3.9b,
4c,3.6a

ARl1 / A/L53/1634

LOUTCH 1

USSR

FSS

14/11

SPA-M / 151/1262

STATSIONAR 4

USSR

FSS

6.lb/3.8a

SPA' AJ / 336/1494

VOLNA 2

USSR

!4155

l.6c/1.5c

POTOK 1

USSR

FSS

-/4

SPA-m / 344/1485

France

MSS

1.6b, UHF/1.5a,
UHF

SPA-AA / 204/133

France

FSS/SR

2.0/2.2

ANll / A/138/1621

USSR

@MSS

5a/3

SPA-AJ / 30/1469
SPA-AA / 270/1425

STATSIONAR 11

USSR

F55

6/4

SPA-AA / 270/1425
SPA-AJ / 303/1469

F-SAT 2

France

FES

2,14 , 30a/12d,20a

344°E
( 16eW)

01 Jun 1986 / 20

3455E
(15ew)

31 Aug 1985

3465E
(145°N)

unknown

3465E
( 14°w)

3L Dec 1982

346°E
( 14ew)

1980/10

346.55E
(13.5'W)

Unknown

347.5°8
(12.5ew)

Unknown9

348°8
( 12ev)

Early 1988/10

349°3
(11ew)

Unknown

349°E
(I1ew)

Unknown

349°E
( 11ew)

1986

355°8
( 5ew)

1985

3565E
( 4ev)

01 Jul 1987/10

12d

SPA-M / 84/1318

SPA-AA/ 92/1197
SPA-AJ / 97/1329
SPA-AA / 170/1286: 14ew

NAROTS-B

HIPPARCOS

STATSIONAR 11

AR 11 / C/466/1647

AN 11 / A/73/1586
TELECOM 1-B

INTELSAT V
(CONY 3)

France

P55/BSSa

2 , 6,8,14/2.2
4,7,12b,12d

SPA-U / 300/1461
AR 11 /C/128/1593

INTELSAT

FSS

6,14/4,11

AR11 / A/112/ 1609

J
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TABLE 3. FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITH SERVICE ALLOCATIONS"

e)04)

x
c

o$
0a
a

6eo
000

b

a C^<

Frequency
Abbreviation

ITU Frequency Band
(GHZ)

Service

Link

Direction

a a a

UHF

0 . 13-1.5

1.5a

1.530- 1.535

MMss

1.535-1.544

14755

1.5b

1.535 - 1.5425

MMS5

Down

1.5c

1.536275- 1.536525

M1455
l4455

Down

1.543575- 1.543825
1.537 - 1.541

MMSS

Down

u

C'-

Up or Downb

T
.] U

vU

u' z
C z

0a
1.5d

uLi

0

.r.

C

1.5148- 1.541515
1.6a

1.610 - 1.6265

MMSS

Up

1.6b

1.6265 - 1.6455

MMSS

Up

1.6c

1.63775 - 1.638025
1.652245- 1.652595

MMSS
MMSS

Up

1.6d

1 . 6385- 1.6425

111155

Up

2._

Various 2-GHz
Frequencies

2.5

2.5- 1.69

BSS

3

3.400 - 3.950

BSS

3.6a

3.6- 3.621

FSS /MSS
Feeder

Down

3.8a

3.800 - 3.850

FS5

Down

3.9a

3.945- 3.946

FSS

Down

3.954- 3.955

F55

C

0

vi
z u

q

C
0

<
F v;
n

0

a a a
m

W

m

r

J

0 2

0 40

Z
4

b O

S

Nm

y
N O L

a
1

Np

N d
O

G N

C

'C u O
q N U O

O

o LGu
Ou

CI

W 3^g^
0

F

J

Down

.Nlp
C u C q

7_

Up or Downb

0

v
p m
m>

n"

"

E
• T>

0RO

4 O C~ C u
m u +. CF Y..

3.9b

3.945 - 3.955

MMSS / FSS

Down

yy
C B O C W U
]M

4

3.700-4.200

F55

Down

4)
H 9

u P

4
N

uuNC

"'^C 3
° V 9 L
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TABLE 3 ( continued ). FREQUENCY BANE) KEY WITH SERVICE ALLOCATIONS'

Frequency
Abbreviation

Link
Direction

ITU Frequency Band
(GHZ)

Service

4a

3.700-4.100

FSS

Down

4b

4.175-4.200

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Down

4c

4.175-4.200

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Down

4d

4.188-4.2005

FSS/!MISS
Feeder

Down

4e

4.1925-4.200

FSS/!MISS
Feeder

Down

4f

4.195-4.200

FSS/1IMSS
Feeder

Down

4g

4.195-4.2005

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Down

4.la

4.195-4.199

FSS/MASS
Feeder

Down

4. lb

4.2a

4.195-4.199

4.200-4.250

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Down

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Down
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TABLE 3 ( continued ). FREQUENCY BAND KP.Y WIIH SERVICE ALLOCATIONS'

Frequency
Abbreviation

ITU Frequency Band
(GHz)

Service

6. la

6/170-6.180

bMISS/FSS

Up

6.lb

6.125-6.175

FSS

UP

6. lc

6.1725-6.1765

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Up

6.4a

6.409 --6.425

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Up

6.4b

6.417-6.425

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Up

6.4c

6.420-6.424

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Up

6.4d

6.425-6.441

MMSS/FSS
Feeder

Up

6.4e

6.420-6.425

FSS/MMSS
Feeder

Up

6.5a

6.524875-6.541125

FSS,RDc

Up

7

7.25-7.49

FSS

Down

8

7.975-8.165

FSS

Up

11

10.700-11.700

FSS

Down

Link

Direction

5

5.725-5.925

FSS

Up

lla

10.7-11.2

FSS

Down

5a-6

5.725-6.225

FSS

Up

lib

10.7-11.5

FSS,SRSd

Down

5b-6

5.925-6.300

FSS

Up

llc

10.905-11.200

FSS

Down

5c-6

5.925-6.925

FSS

Up

lid

10.950-11.65

FSS

Down

5. la

5.116875-5.133125

FSS

Down

He

10.950-11.200

FSS

Down

6

5.925- 6.425

FSS

Up

llf-12

11.700- 11.950

FSS

Down
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TABLE 3 (continued). FREQUENCY BAND KEY WITII SERVICE ALLOCATIONS"

Link

1

CIR

NOTE

GEOSIATIONARY

SATELLIf1

LOG
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TABLE 3 ( continued ). FREQUENCY BAND KEY
WITH SERVICE AL1LOCAlTONS°

Frequency

ITU Frequency Band

Link

ITU Frequency Band
(GHZ)

Service

11.2a

11.2 +500 Hz

FSS

Up

17c

17.37-18.0

RSS

Up

11.4a

11.45-11.47

FSS

Down

17d

17.7-20.0

FSS

Down

11.7a-12

11.7-11.714

FSS

Down

17.3a

17.3-17.314

FSS

Up

12a

11.7-12.2

FSSe

Down

17.3b

17.30-17.303

FSS

Up

12b

11.7-12.5

BSS(

Down

l8a-la

18.9-19.8

FSS,BSS

Down

12c

12.2-12.7

BSSe

Down

18.Oa

18.089-18.1

FSS

UP

12d

12.5-12.75

FSS(

Down

20

20.2-21.2

FSS

Down

12e

12.487 - 12.500

FSS,BSS

Down

27a

27.5-30.0

FSS

Up

13a

13.0-13.25

FSS,SRS

Down

27b

27.99-28.69

FS5

Up

13b

13.25-14.0

SRCd

Up

29.6a

29.655 - 29.656

FSS,BSS

Down

13c

13.16-13.31

FSS,BSS

Up

30

30.0-31.0

FSS

Down

14

14.0-14.5

FSS

Up

39a

39.5-40.0

PBS

Up

14a

14.0-14.9

FSS

Up

43a

43.5-47

mss

Not specified

49

49.0 -50.0

FSS

Up

Frequency
Abbreviation

Direction

14b

14.0-14.25

FSS

Up

14c

14.09-14.32

FSS

UP

14d

14.5-15.5

SRSd

Up

14e

14.5-14.8

FSS

Up

17a

17.3-18.1

FSS,BSS
Feeder

Up

17b

17.3-17.65

FSS

Up

Abbreviation

( GHZ)

Service

Direction

alf regions ( ITU) are not shown , the allocation is worldwide.
bSee Tables 1 and 2.
cRadiolocation applications.
dSecondary.

eRegion 2.
(Regions 1 and 3.
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portadores, se registr6 una movilidad de 8500 em'/V-s. Estas caracteristicas de la
eapa implantada eorresponden a un cocticiente de compensation caleulado de
aproximadamente el 10 por ciento, cifra quc se encuentra curve las mas bajas logradas
con la implantaciOn i6nica. Este estudio se Ilevo a cabo utilizando diferentes substratos
de arseniuro de galio (GaAs) semiaislante cultivados mediante tccnicas de encapsulado
liquido Czoehralski (LEC), tanto a baja coma a alta presidn. Los resultados revelan
como los efectos de substrate dependen de la calidad de ]as caracteristicas dc la capa
implantada.

Simulation de to dinamica del despliegue en los
sistemas de soporte y antena de transmision y
reception pars los satelites Intelsat VI
P. K. JAMES
Abstrarto

El INTEISAT VI es uno de los sat6lites de tclecomunicaciones comerciales mas
grandes que se estan fabricando actualmente. Sus dos sistemas de antenas transmisoras
y receptoras de4 y 6 GHzpermanecen plcgados durante el lanzamiento y posteriormente
son desplegados hasta alcanzar su forma definitiva en 6rbita. La dinamica del
despliegue de ambos sistemas es simulada con ayuda del programa de eomputadora
de propOsito general NBOD2 sobre dinamica. La platafornra estacionaria del satclitc
y los dos sistemas de antenas adoptan la conliguracibn de cinco cuerpos aeoplados
por Inedio de bisagras cardanicas, formando un arbol topol6gico. En cada caso, el
mecanismo de despliegue consta de on resorte negador integral con un activador
amortiguado por Iluido viscosa. Los pares torsorcs clue gcncran estos mecanismos
son pasados por el programa a to largo del cic de la bisagra. Para comenzar, cada
cjc dc bisagra es bloqueado y lucgo liberado durante la simulation a nnedida clue
comienza el despliegue. Tambi6n se prepararon modelos de Ins efectos de la inercia
y la energia cinctica. Los resultados de la simulation proporcionan information a
intervalos de fractions de Segundo sobre el ritmo de despliegue, accleraci6n, pares
torsores, momento angular, energia cin6tica, tiempo do cnganche y velocidad de
enganche relacionados con cada sistema. Los resultados luego se correlacionan con
dates empiricos preliminares obteniclos de modelos rectums en los quc se reatizaron
pruebas do duration con inercia de sistema y sin ella. Los adelantos nuts importantes
logrados con este programa de simulation han lido predecir el funcionamiento de
amhos sistemas de despliegue, establecer la simulation como herramienta Para cl
diseno defmitivo del mecanismo de despliegue y la simulation satisfactoria do
activadores amortiguados con fluido viscoso.
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